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.1. W. WITHEE.

J. W. WITHEE.

There are few better known horsemen
in Maine than the subject of this sketch,
the present proprietor of Hotel Rumford
in the busy town of Rumford Falls, for
merly of Stoddard House, Faimington,

stand on many occasions and rarely in
deed has his work laid him open to
criticism from driver, owner or spectator.
Asa landlord Mr. Withee has a legion
of friends among the travelling public,
and as a story teller he is inimi:able. In
fact we have often thought that the
travelling men have sometimes given
yarns jof their own coinage as Jim
Withee’s stories, thinking they would
be taken with greater favor and receive
an additional fiavoLgil t“Id 'Q Mr.

Hotel Atwood, Lewiston, etc.
Mr. Withee has had an extensive exp .ience with horses both tr utters and Withee’s peculiar style.
roadsters and many

fine and fast ones

have passed through bis hands.
Togus Boy wa< a fast trotter for his
day, and Mr. Withee used him to good
advantage in his business. Another
was the chestnut ttptter. L idb>w which
he got in exchange for Black Ranger
(Irthur) 2.30%. In this “swap4’ which
was with Boston parties, Mr. Withee got
Ludlow, one or two other horses and a
sum of money the amount of which, de
pot ent saith not.
There was a iace at Bangor, some
time afterwards in which Ludlow was
entered. Whom should he run up
against here but Bla k Ringer. Mr.
Withee thought he knew both horses
pretty well, and the Boston men thought
they had some knowledge in the matter,
consequently they backed tlieir horses
heavily and Mr. Withee’s money was not
lacking. To make a long story short,
Ed Getcliell drove Ludlow to victory,
and Mr. Withee went home with a good
ly sized bundle of Bostonese lucre. Lud
low showed 2.28% in his work, but did
not take a record nearly as fast, The
horse
Headlight
was purchased
at a race which Mr. Withee gave
at Farmington the first season lie was
there. Headlight was by the Provincial
horse Lord Nelson and was driven by
J. W. Thompson Esq. of the Turf, go
ing a half in 1.16 in that race. Another
was Black Ranger 2.33)4, which we have
no doubt actually obtained a race record
of 2.30 on one occasion in the daj s when
judges were ‘ kind,” and showed a mile
for Jed Woodbury in 2.28)4- IIe was bX
Harry Knox, sire of Maud Elenah 2.19)4
and others. Beausire, the sire of Cupid
2 32% and other good c nes, and Mam
brino Kirkman brother in blood to Mam
brino Dudley 2 19% were kept at his
stable. In company with A. B. Dolbier
he owned Black Ben, sire of Max 2.24%
and son of Harry Knox.
As a starting judge Mr. Withee brings
his knowledge of the business int) play
and has excellent success in getting his
fields away. We have seen him in the

G. M. H.

Notoriety does not always mean suc
cess, or the lack of it failure. The abili
ty or inclination of a man to “blow his
own horn” often brings him into tempor
ary notice, while after that something
else is required t) keep him there. Merit
is bound to rise in due time. The sub
ject of our sketch is one of our success
ful Maine bred drivers, yet one of whom
very little has been said through the me
dium of the press. Gentlemanly and un
assuming in his manner, reserved almost
to the verge of taciturnity, Leland Moore
is as much unlike the typical driver or
horseman as one could imagine.
Mr. Moore was born in Gardiner in
1862, and drove his first race at the Ken
nebec County Fair at Readfield. It was
a five heat affair in which he had the
horse Tom Patchen Jr., by Tom Patchen;
dam a thoroughbied mare. He won the
race in 2.40, or thereabouts. The next
one was Almont Patchen, which he gave
a mark of 2.36%, and a trial of 2.31.

AilD HOMR.
Subsequently came Nancy B. full sister some very high class horses, while by
to Stanley 2.17, which wrs second in a giving a good mark to so difficult a horse
as Fauntleroy, he has shown that he pos
race, being timed in 2.34%, and this six sesses
first-class abilities as a driver, no
weeks after weaning her foal. Harry J., one else being able to do aiuch with him,
a Smuggler gelding, was given a mark of and with Mr. Moore he has proven steady
2.37% and a trial in 2.30. Mr. Moore was never making a break unless’ as the re
of an accident. For the limited
injured by a collision in a race at Tops sult
number of horses he has driven Mr.
ham in 1891, and did not sit the sulky Moore has done extremely well and his
until August of the next year. In the ‘ career will be watched with much intermeantime he bought some good horses I ett. A horse which we ommitted to
mention was New Haven Boy, by Young
which went to the well known dealer, j Rolfe, which he drove in a race at Farm
Wm. McFarland, Bridgetown, N. J.
ington, this being the first time we re
The last of July 1893, being at Bridge- . member of meeting Mr. Moore.
G. M. H.
town, he went to the track with Mr. Me-,
Farland and saw the now well known
CHARLES S. DORRITHY.
horse Fauntleroy, worked out and get
beaten by another horse in 2.4«. He in
Starting Jfdg*.
timated to Mr. McFarland that the horse
The subject of the present sketch was
wai not balanced or driven rightly, and
proved it by takiug him and in two weeks born in the town of Wisoassett, March
showed him a half in 1.10; in four weeks 22, 1854. His connection with horees be
he went a mile in 2.35)4, ba^ 1-09 and gan at an early day, as he had dealt onhe w s then sold for $3500. Was shut siderably in them before he was eight "m
out twice in about 2.35 and then came years of age. About this time he went
back to Mr. Moore in whose hands he to Biddeford and was connected with
started at Baltimore obtaining third, Stephen Gowen, owner of the gelding
money. Next week at Point Breeze he Camors. From there he went to Boston,
won in straight heats, best time 2.26)4; and within the space of a few years ran
at Belmont Park he won two heats and a board and sale stable in Chelsea,
second money, record 2.23%. At Hnlmes- Mass., dealing in Western horses by the
burg he won in straight heats and the car-load. He sold out this business and
next day also started and won was sick went into the employ of Henry S. Harris
then md laid off until August. He & Co., Boston, having full charge of the
started Sept. 1st, at Bethlehem, Pa., in a stables. Having left here he was at
$1,000 stake. It was a half mile ring and Moses Coleman & Son’s horse and car
heavy from recent tains, consequently riage mart, where he was in charge for
only third money fell to him. At Allen two years.
The next change was when Mr. Do.
town, Pa., he won second money. At
ritliy purchased sale, ooardiug and livery
Mount Holly, N. J., State Fair, the track
was muddy and Fauntleroy was draw- stable 26 to 28 E. Concord St., Boston,
after first heat. He ha been a fu l miie where he was for some time. Sinie then
has been “on the road” as travelling
in 2.18, quarter in 33 seconds.
salesman,
during which time he has
Mr. Moore had Iona S. for a time, until
she was sold we believe. He also took bought arid sold many horses on com
Ben. D., the five-year-old pacer by Red mission!.
Mr. Dorrithy began starting horse i
Buck Jr.; dam by Tennessee Hal, with a
mark of 2.21% and lowered it to 2.13% some twelve years ago, lia.ing officiated
at Rigby. Starting him in five races this at Rockland several times, Damariscotta,
season, he was never back of second
iiior' ": was close to Jack in 2.12%, and Foxcroft, Topsham and Augusta, at the
drove C'aybourne out at Old Orchard. latter place having given the wor • •£?”
He gave Bon D. a trial in 2.10%, half in when Edmubd took his reoor I of £.17%.
1.03. Drove Tony in 2.22%, gave Queen Mr. D. thinks he is entitled to the dis
Fearnaught a mark of 2.25 and trial in tinction of having been the first Maine
2.23. Bay State, by Von Moltke, a green man now engaged in the business who
horse was driven in 2.30, last quarter in started a race in Massachusetts.
36 seconds. Idol, by Arrival2.24%, dam
He is a man of strong physique and
India, by Henry Mambrino, a four-year- has an appearance of business when in
old, was given a trial in 2.21%, last half the stand which would cause a man to
in 1.08, quarter in 33 seconds. Idol was hesitate before attempting to perpetrate
destroyed by fire at Mystic. Bridgeton any monkey business. He has given
Girl, by Macey, was marked in 2.36, trial satisfaction where we have seen him in
2.32%.
the stand and it is not unlikely will be
Mr. Moore has had good opportunities much more often seen there than he has
as his employer, Mr. McFarland, has had j been in the past.
G. M. H.

O. S. DOBKITHY.
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aim should be to combine speed with some pointed questions another year point of law, it is too much to expect
size, soundness, style, elegance of form. under the same circumstances. No doubt that the owner, not to say anything about
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
The stallions selected should be horses Maine horses, when taken to other states the public, will always take kindly to
BY THE
Of the very highest type, representing fam have had their share in “doing” the act, the award made by the judge or judges
ilies which have won renown in the battles and we have now in mind three trotters and accept it unquestioned. Perhaps
of the turf. The brood mare is the most from the Pine Tree State, who had some the present rule of judging from a scale
31 and 33 Lockwood St., Dunn Block,
important factor in the matter of repro what notorious careers as ringers. The of points is the best that can be adopted.
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
duction and more thought should be giv first was the bay horse King William, at As it calls attention to every part which
entoher selection than to that of the one time well known on all Maine tracks, goes to make up the animal, and even
E. P. MAYO, Managing Editor.
stallion.” There are many articles of as no horse was more persistently boomed the judge in many cases is ignorant of
J. W. THOMPSON, Associate Editor.
value contained within the covers of the at one time than he. In 1875 the horse what the ref ult may be until he figures
G. M. HATCH, Associate Editor.
disappeared from Maine and at Washing up the column. But there is so much
OTIS MEADER, Associate Editor. Christmas Horseman.
* * * #
ton, D. C., the bay horse Anglo Saxon difference in the judgment of men as to
It should be borne in mind by breeders started in a race, entered by J. L. Mead. whit constitutes a good head, eye, limb,
TERMS$1.00 per year in advance, $2.00 if not
paid strictly in advance.
and others having horses for registration Here he won several races; also at Park foot, ear, etc, that there is no reason that
Entered at the Post Office at Waterville, Me., that the rules will be changed on Jan ersburg, West Va., Parker City, Pa., we can see, why the judgment of three
as second class mail matter.
uary 1st, 1895, and many animals now Sharon, Pa., Greenville, Pa., Toledo, men should not, even with a scale of
eligible to registration will not be ac Ohio, Chicago, Ill., Cleveland, Ohio. The points, be better than the judgment of
WATERVILLE, WEDNESDAY, Dec. 26. cepted unless the applications are re
horse was never protested, and in Wal one man. Let each have a s ale to woi k
ceived before the change goes into effect. lace’s and Chester, the horses King Wil by, if the animal is to be ju Iged that
As we understand it, it is not required liam and Anglo Saxon appear as two dis way, and each mark lus own valuation,
CONCERNING OURSELVES.
that the full proof shall all be submitted tinct and separate animals. Another and then at the close compare notes, and
As will be seen on another page, the
and the pedigree accepted by the Reg case was that of Dandy J., who masquer average the differences if there are any.
publishers of this paper find it absolute ister association, and that on the first of
aded through the Middle States as Frank If the re are none, there can be but little
ly necessary to advance the price of this January all pedigrees on which there Hull. Still another was the little roan doubt that the judgment is just. This
paper in order to keep it up to its pres are still matters unsettled, shall be mare Drummer Girl. She was taken to perhaps would come nearer to redreing
ent high standard (and no one wants the thrown out, but as the fee accompanies Pennsylvania and started at Erie, and at the matter of judging to an exact science
the application for registration, with all Youngstown, Ohio, as Lizzie D. by Royal than any plan that could be devised.
standard lowered). They have accord
the proof at hand, all that seems to be Revenge; dam Lizzie, by Simpson’$ But it is our opinion that no one man
ingly decided to make a slight advance, necessary is that the application be filed
Blackbird. She was also taken to Ben should take the responsibility to decide
but those who pay thi« month get the old before January 1st, as the 12th volume nington, VL, and Hoosick Falls, N. Y. matters of such great importance to the
of the Trotting Register will be compiled From this point she came back to Maine -parties interested on his own personal
rate. This is a most liberal offer.
on the conditions of the standard as now and trotted a few races as Drummer judgment, and to lender decisions from
Those who are in arrears are allowed
in force. The changes in the Standaid Girl, after which she started again at which +here is no appeal. It is true that
the old late of one dollar per year, pro are not so very great. Under Rule 2, any
Dunkirk, N. Y., and St. Mary’s, Pa., as the one judge sysfem works smoothly,
vided they pay a year in advance.
mare or gelding with a trotting record of Lizzie D. From this point she was si ip for there is sure to be no friction to over
2.30 or a pacing record of 2.25 is eligible ped to Michigan, and began over again come, but the end of judgm -nt is justice,
The Horseman was the first of our under the present rules. After January in the 3.00 class as Bessie G. at Eaton and opinions differ as to whether we are
Christmas exchanges to appear in all the 1st, 1895 the animal must have the ad Rapids. She also performed at Battle as sure of it under the one juege system.
* * * *
gorgeous splender of blue <*ud gold, with ditional qualification of being by a Creek, Marshall and Jackson. She was
Although the Horse Review's fiipprnt
the head of the harness king, Robert J. standard horse or out of a standard dam. entered in these latter races by parties
2.01 in colors on its covers. In its ,Yhy the change should be made in the who styled thomselves as the ‘ Jamei remark that the place of a horse’s breed
mechanical execution it leaves nothing Case of the gelding we do not know. In Bros.,’f and the title was no doubt ap ing is where he is bred, is being libera'ly
quoted, that paper’s appeal to the diction
to be desired, and is a thing of beauty deed we do not see how it matters if it propriate.
* * * *
ary to bear out its theory does not appeal
which will be a joy forever. Among the is standard or not, but as a mare may be
Almont died in 1884, but while owned equally happy. One by one the papers are
most prominent of its contributors is used for breeding purposes, the change
by
the late Gen. W. T. Withers and lo ranging themselves on either one side
John H. Wallace, the ‘‘old man eloquent” is in the right direction and will be no
of turf literature. When Mr. Wallace great hardship, as but few may be found cated at Fairlawn Farm, Lexington, or the other of the discuss! n, and tlm
writes he always has something to say, today, with a record for speed, but what Kentucky, there was no horse more question is up this time for a liu tl deci and he says it tv the point. He takes for either their sire or their dam is sta dard. generally known aid certainly none ion. The last to express an opiuiubetter advertised - than he. In season the Horseman, and this is what k fia
kls s jject the decline of registration, The greatest changes in the ru’es come
and as it is with him a familiar subject it in 7, 8, and 9, in both the trotting and and out of season, his owner spoke of • It is believed that it is better, judgment
is treated from an intelligent standpoint. pacing standards, which (7) admit the him, aid adveitised him as the “Great to say th» colt is bred where he is foaled.
His concluding remarks however attract female progeny of a standard trotting sire of Trotters.” This persistent boom It is an injustice to a gentleman residing
our attention, and have the right ring, horse, when out of a mare by a standard ing of a horse who failed to demonstrate in New York that takes delight in breed
and is an endorsement of the position trotting horse: (8) The female progeny his just claim to the title, only served to ing fashionably bred hordes d > send one
which we have held for years. Says Mr. of a standard trotting horse when out of excite the ridicule of nnt only his ene of his best bred matrons to a stallion in
Wallace: “Throw the miserable ‘tin cup’ a mare whose dam is a standard trotting mies, but of those of Lis friends who another state, have her return to his
out of the window, with all its noxious mare, and (9) Any mare that has a trot did not see him through his owner's home farm and in due course of time
contents of unfairness. A man who is ting record of 2.35 or better, whose eyes. The facts of history as it has f jal, to say that his produce i- not New
too rigidly righteous to start his colt sire or dam is a standard trotting animal. been made up to the present time, shows York bred but must be passed to the
These rules, 7, 8 and 9 in the paciDg the fallacy of the claim set up by his credit of Indiana.” This is our view of
against his neighbors, and yet draws his
standard
are similar, with the exception owner, for while Electioneer has 155 in the case and if the case is finally decided
share from the gambling booth should
go at some other business. Of all the that rule 9, requires that the record of the 2.30 list,, and Red Wilkes over one against us, we will at least bo in goodly
wrongs that have been perpetrated upon the pacing mare shall be 2.30, where it hundred, while several others are near company.
* * * *
the trotting horse, there is no one that only requires the trotting mare to have ing the century mark, Almont has to
rest
content
with
the
modest
number
of
The Christmas issue of The Horse Re
compares with the injustice of allowing a record of 2.35. All these rules (7, 8
the same rank and honors to an animal and 9) will be abrogated January 1st 38, all told. Had Gen. Withers how view f has come to hand, and it is a beau
that wins a place by a single heat against 1895, and a new Rule 7 substituted there ever, reversed his claim and ca.led his tiful number, mechanically and filled
the watch a$ one who gamely fights his for, which will read as follows, and ap favorite “The Great sire of Brood with good things appropriate to the sea
way through a race of heats. This is an ply to both the trotting and pacing mares,” he would have come nearer ap son. lt« statistical tables can be studied
evil weed that has in its very nature the standards. Rule 7. “Any mare wh' se preciating the measure of Almont’ with profit, and its descriptive articles
elements of unjustice and it should be sire is standard, and whose dam and greatness, for here his name, like that and stories read with pleasure. Its il
cut up by the roots and exterminated.” second dam are by a standard horse.” of Abou Ben Adhem, “leads all the rest” lustrated cov^r page, or pages is a novel
Another contributor is Mr. C. J. Hamlin This change no longer makes a mare if we tike the line down through the ty in color work, and very handsome,
the master of Village Farm, and he treats with a record of 2.35 trotting or 2.30 second generation. The daughters of and throughout no magazine is better
of his forty years experience as a breed pacing by a standard horse or out of a George Wilkes have produced 88 trot illustrated or more handsomely printed.
er of trotters. Among other things he standard mare eligible to registry as ters, and daughters by his sons 198, a If its circulation is equal to its claims, it
announces the following aj his conclus standard on her performance. It |dso total of 286. Mambrino Patchen, known is having an exceedingly prosperous
ions in regard to trotting two year-olds. requires a mare by a standard horse to as the great brood mare sire, has 111 out career, and we wish it a Merry Christ
“A few years ago I tried the experiment have a second dam by a standard horse, of his daughters to his credit as pro mas, and ill the success its enterprise
of conditioning and racing a few two- instead of only requiring the first dam to ducers, while the daughters of his sons deserves.
* * * *
year-olds and the result was somewhat as be by a standard horse, as under the have produced 170, or a total of 281.
A writer in the Horse Review relates a
I anticipated and wholly unsatisfactory. present Rule 7 in force until Jauuary 1. Electioneer sired the dams of 47 and his
sons 8, or a total of 55, while Almont story, which if true mar serve to throw
* * * *
Yielding to the popular clamor I selected
has 90 out of his daughters to his credit, some light on the breeding of Shanghai
those whose turn it was to be developed
The turf papers have all got after the
under my rule, and on account of the ex ringer, and he has got to lie low for the and 231 by his sons, or a total of 321. Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid,
perience gained at the time of which I future. There are many cases where This is a great showing, and places the which has for years been ccnsidered as
am speaking but few of my horses will parties campaign ringers, undoubtedly, house of Almont at the head in the hopelessly7unknown. The story he tells
reveals a chain of circumstances which
dams. ■
hereafter be raced as two-year-olds. The and are as ignorant of the fact as the line of producing
* * * #
make it probable that the young man
strain sustained by the bones, muscles general public, but there are more cases
If the awards of premiums at a fair from whom she was obtained was Thadand ligaments of immature horses is too where the act is deliberately planned and could be removed from the realm of hu
great for them to stand, and the young carried through, sometimes successfu ly. man judgment, or in other words if it deus Coffeen of Red Lion, Ohio, who ran
sters at Village Farm will be broken and and at many other times otherwise. We could be made an exact science, there away with a filly answering hex’ descrip
driven for speed but a short time as two- have noted a few instances in Maine, dur- would be less occasion for heart burn tion-, that year, and got by Iron s Cad
2.17Xyear-olds.” In summing up Mr. Hamlin ing :he past two or three years that had iogs when the results were announced. mus the sire of *Pocahontas
* * *
says, sgffosum up, since you ask me for a suspicious look, but in the absence of But so long as doctors will disagree on
Speaking of docking horses’ tails,
the maxims L have observed in my work, positive proof, have been unable to make the diagnosis of a case on which they are Joseph Cairn Simpson writes: “But I do
J will state them thus. The breeders any definate accusations. We shall ask consulted, and lawyers will disagree on a hope that Fashion, exacting, aud in
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cases, malignant dame that she is, will
issue an edict that Nature, in this one
respect is superior to art, and instead of
an excresence which has the appear
ance of a stub of a fibre-covered cocoanut or a bottle brush, where the tail
should be, there shall be the natural
adornment.
* * * *
The Turf, Field and Farm, publishes a
front page cut of a horse which it claims
to be the gray horse Mambrino, by im
ported Messe.ger. The cut represents a
gray horse surely, but we had always
been taught that Mambrino by imported
Messenger was a bay horse. It is almost
a reproduction of the cut of the gray
horse imported Messenger, which used
to adorn the cover of Wallace's Monthly.
* * * *
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Merry Christmas.
Alcantara will be sold at auction.
Look out for lice on the colts at this
time of the year.
Keep the colts feet trued up, so that
they wi 1 not grow out of shape.
Hugh Love of Milltown N. B. has pur
chased Neptune Lee of a gentleman in
St. John.
The colt Winwood was not weanel
when"he made his record of 2.58 to a 60
pouud sulky.

C. W. Morse of Bangor, expects Milton C. by Constellation to go into the 2.30
With the Maine Farmer we can but list next season.
view with feelings of regret the intro
Keep the colts thriving. If they are
duction into the State by the car.-load of
Western and Canadian horses, and their worth wintering at all, they are worth
dissemination all over the State as the wintering well.
puts it, “To blast the breeding
An over-draw check may be a good
products for some time.”
thing on a trotter, but it is a poor thing
to have in a bank.
We hear that C. II. Nelson has sold the
bay mare Queen 2.19%, by Nelson, to
E. A. Bailey of Winthrop.
Axtell 2.12, at eight years of age, has
put 12 into the 2.30 list as two-year-olds,
and has 15 in the list, all told.
John Wlieelden’s hoises Caywood
2.19%, Pembroke etc, are reported as
looking in fine condition this winter.
Joseph Cairn Simpson says that stand
ing in his stall Directum measures 14
hands 3% inches high, 61 inches in
length, girth 65 inches.

AND HOME.
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to Dustin brothers of whom James A. has
sat behind fast ones from the rockbound coast of Maine to the Golden
D. W. McCormick of the Victoria hotel Gate of the Pacific, having charge of the
St. John N. B. has purchased the chest champion stallion Directum at the
nut mare Rose L 2.27% by Olympus, of present time, Charley that free lance of
Hugh Love. Rose L. is regarded as one the sulky, wlrose appearance in the
of the finest young mares in tie Fast, sulky insures a lively race, and who has
and is as good on the road as on the driven many of our best campaigners in
track.
Maine.
Mr. Dustin was born in Winslow 1863
Bowerman Brothers will sell their
and is no n located in Gardiner where he
great stallion Wilton, 2.19%, at the Feb
has opened a training stable. He began
ruary sale of Woodard & Shanklin. Wil
the season with Dr. Drake’s string from
ton, next to St. Bel, was the most pro
the well known Hathorn Farm stables at
lific producer of standard speed in 1894,
Pittsfield. He has the credit of placing
having placed eighteen to his credit in
the first Maine bred horse in the list in
our great table of 2.30 performers. Wil
Maine, this being the bay gelding Prince
ton is a great horse, and will no doubt,
Harbinger, which took a record of 2.30 at
command a good price. The BowerAugusta. He had given Dr. Drake’s
mans will also sell a number of brood horses their work through the winter.
mares and young things, the latter the
At Rigby’s first meeting,with Early Bird
get of Wilton.
he won the second, third and fourth heats
in
2.15, 2.15 1-4, 2.16%. At Old Orchard
QUESTIONS AND ASWERS.
he was second with the same horse. At
Manchester.—When Wright and the first meeting at Union Park, Pitts
Norcross bought Lothair of Mr. Gil- field, June 23d, he drove Early Bird a
breth, they traded a colt foaled in 1868, mile in 2.17%, last quarter at a 2.15 gait
by Volunteer; dam by American Star with a strong wind blowing, which was
(the dam of Goodwin’s Hambletonian). perhaps a better mile than he had pre
Do you know where it went and if it got viously been, considering that this was a
any stock?
half mile ring.
Answer.—We are unable to give any
The mare Nosegay by Gen. Washing
information concerning the above. We ton was also driven a mile in 2.26% here,
have looked carefully through the Year last quarter in 35 1-4 seconds. Nosegay
Book, and amongst Volunteer’s 34 pro was given a mark of 2.33 at Old Orchard
ducing sons, we find no one answering and could have gone right close to 2.20
the above description.
had it been desired, and it should be
South Orrington.—Will you please
remembered that this was a green mare
inform me through your next issue if a
which had been in breeding at the Farm.
mare with the following pedigree, is
standard: Got by Judge Advocate;' She lately took a mark in the teens, and
dam by Bonny Doon son of Black Sultan. Mr. Dustin is certainly entitled to a part
Answer.—She is not, as the sire of of the credit for bringing her out. The
her dam is not a standard horse.
better hor°es were then disposed of so it
is impossible to tell what he would have
done, but it will be allowed that he at
least began well.
. Mr. Dustin has now several good horses
and colts at his stable in Randolph;. A
two-year-old by Arrival 2.24 1-2; dam by
Knox Boy is owned by Hon. Isaac Carr,
former owner of Knox Boy 2.23 1-2. This
one is 16 hands and is a promising can
didate for the list, and there are there
the get of Haley 2.18 1 4 and other well
knov n stallions. We may expect to see
Mr. Dustin behind some good ones in
1895.
G. M H.
Anson, and afterwards by him
Charles Walker of Embden.

■Robert Bonner Jr. is credited as being
the sire of Robert Bonner (p) 2.24%. He
was already the sire of Helen Luce 2.27%
and the pacer Benson 2.30.
-4-----L
John Horne has returned from New
York, where he went with a shipment of
J. P. GIROUX.
horses for I. H. Dahlman & Co., and is
There are not a few men who have now looking around for another lot.
have been all their lives trying to get a
The Year Book for 1893 includes Stan
2.30 performer. Some have been breed ley 2.17, in the get of Dartmouth by
ing them while others have been putting Volunteer, when every one knows that
out the coin of the realm in a vain at he was by Venture Boone son of Daniel
tempt to possess a fast horse.
PICKERING 3094, RECORD 2.30.
Boone.
The subject of this sketch, Joseph
Philios Giroux was born in Canada
George Healey of Waterville has a fine
Pi. kering is a bay horse foaled in 1872
in 1860, but removed to the States bay gelding, six years old and a pacer,
and it is believed to be the only son of the
with his parents at an early age and is that is said to be fast. He is certainly a
great Hambletonian 10 in New England.
now a “tonsorial artist” of this city.
fine looker, and was got by a son of Bay
His dam Lady Fillis, by American Star,
As a driver he has had but a limited Rolfe; dam by Locomotive son of Gen.
is also the dam of Kisbar 2.27%, and is
experience yet his touch upon the lines Knox.
in the-great brood mare list. Pickering
is nearly as delicate as when he manipu
is very popular in Waterville and vicinity,
Mares by sons of George Wilkes, have
lates the knife upon the face of a favorite
and has already several mares booked
- VJ
.GEORGE A. DUSTIN.
produced 198 in the 2.30 list, and mares
customer.
for 1895. He will make the season at
His first fast one was the Pickering by sons of Almont have produced 231;
stable, Percival Court Waterville
The gentleman whose name heads this Perry’s
at $20, to warrant. Pickering is owned
gelding Philios which he gave a record by sons of Belmont 139; Volunteer 115;
article
is
one
of
the
famous
family
of
by Groder and Perry Waterville.
of 2.27 1-4 as a pacer the past season. Dictator 18; Mambrino Patchen 170;
Philios was bought as a three-year old Woodford Mambrino 77.
and was by Pickering 2.30 out of a dam
Mr. E. M. Dolloff of Pittsfield, offers
by Nelson’s Onward. As a three-year-old
for sale in this issue his brood mare
Philios went a mile in 2.57.
In 1893 Philios as a four-year-old took Thisbe record 2.35, black mare by Roy
a record of 2.46 1-4 in a French race, a al Harry, dam bv Saladin, and in foal to
special Where all the owners were of Harbinger. This is a nice large mare
French extraction. Philios had the and has already had three foals by Har
speed of the party, but a faster record binger, and they are regarded as very
promising.
was not wished for.
The horse has had good success upon
Geo. W. Leavitt, whose genial counten
the turf the pa3fc season but has ne t yet
reached the limit of his speed as he has ance is familiar on every trotting track
shown fractional parts of miles much east of the Rockies, has returned to Bos
ton from a two months’ trip to Kentucky
faster.
He is the only horse we have ever and Tennessee. He did not purchase
known in Maire which ^as owned and anything, but hasgotseveial good things
driven to a record better than 2.30 by a located, and the result may be some
purchases later.
Frenchman.
Mr. Giroux has a penchant for the
Pickering’s and has another which he is
A correspondent writes: “The Walk
driving and thinks is the making of a er horse, whose pe'digree the Turf,
trotter.
Quite a spirit of emulation has been Farm and Home inquires for was a
aroused among the French residents of black stallion with tan muzzle and flanks,
the city in regard to fast horses and we bred by Mr. Gilbreth of Fairfield; got by
expect to see others following the ex Gilbreth Knox; dam by George M. Pat
ample set by Mr. G. who in the mean
time will not rest until he has given his chen, and after Mr. Gilbreth’s death,
PICKERING 2.39.
was s»ld to Samuel Bunker of North
namesake a faster mark.
G. M. H.
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COL. PITT 3.19 1-4L.
COLONEL PITT RACE RECORD 2.19 1-4.

If there is a young horse in Maine with
a future it is believed by those who know
him that Col. P itt is one.
This fast and handsome young horse is
the property of Mr. S. S. Andrews one of
the foremost of Biddefords business men.
and has a record of 2.19 1-4 first season’s
campaigning. The Wilke s blood is being
recognized as the safest in the country
to bank on when races are being f jught
and in New England people have a way
of pointing to the performance of the get
of Alcantara and Alcyone as the most
creditable and consistant race horses and
why should it not be so?
Probably no such mare as Alma Mater
was ever brought to the harem of Geo.
Wilkes and each season adds fame to the
results of the union.
Alcyone died at ten years of age but
he left behind him such as Martha Wilkes
2.08 Harrietta 2.09%, McKinney at one
time the four-year-old champion and
others of lesser note. Had he lived it is
extremely probable that no sire in the
country would be more eagerly sought
than Alcyone. It was but a few years
ag') that Mr. C. H. Nelson brought to
Maine the bay son of Alcyone and Molly
by that great brood sire American Clay,
now known as Wilkes 8571. Wilkes
stood as a stable companion for Nelson
and Dictator Chief and has not had access
to the blood with which the best results
or nick for the Wilkes family has been
found, yet he has St. Croix 2.14%, Fred
Wilkes 2.18 1-4, Col. Osgood 2.18%, and
Col. Pitt 2.19 1-4 in his 2.20 list and sev
eral more in the 2.30 list among the num
ber Mattie Merrill 2.27 1-4 which will go
a mile 2.15 and better some day.
Col. PHt was from Hesperia by Constillation 2.40 the sire of Glenarm 2.23%,
one of the greatest Maine race horses of

his day, second dam Lady McLellan by
Gen. McLellan 2.29, third dam by
Homans Messenger. Mr. Nelson bought
Col. Pitt as a two-year-old when he w as
as he says hardly broken to halter and
sold him to Mr. Andrews. .
As a three year-old nothing was done
with him in the way of work.
As a
four-year old Mr. Nelson gave him a
trial mile in 2.30 1 -2, half in 1.12, but it
was not until 1894 that ho was cam
paigned and that with the result of giv
ing him a record in a race of 2.19 1-4 after
a short stud season, which is pretty good
after all f >r a green horse, and we doubt
if Maine can show another instance like
it. Mr. Nelson who had Col. Pitt and
marked him, says that he regards him as
one of the greatest of the get of Wilkes
and 1 redictsa mark of 2.12 for him. He
says that he would have gone in 2.15 the
present year but for an accident which
he met with, and his confidence in him
is shown from the fact that he had him
well engaged in purses and stakes. Col.
Pitt is a bay horse, 15-2 hands and weighs
R. M. SMALL.
1050. He is a horse strongly made and
finely proportioned.
He should be a
good sire and we shall look to see fillies
There are drivers who rush their steed s
by him in time, among out best brood to the front, who drive with verve and
m ires as we like his blood lines for that abandon, who depend upon the whip,
purpose.
G. M. H.
the spur and “reefing” to keep them to
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
the foie while there are Tallyrands and
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they Napoleons of the sulky who use diplo
cannot reach the seat of the disease, and macy in making their drives and are
in order to cure it you must take inter
nal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is tacticians in mapping out the way the
taken internally, and acts directly on the battle shall be fought.
blood and mucous surfaces,
Hall’s
The subject of our sketch was born in
Catarrh Cure is not a quack medicine.
It was presci ibed by one of the best phy Vasalboro in 1850, being in consequence
sicians in this country for years, and is a 44 years of age. In his work he is care
regular prescription. It is composed of ful and painstaking and his horses fight
the best tonics known, combined with out their races well. Condition has in
the best blood purifiers, acting directly his mind much to do with the winning
on the mucous surfaces. The perfect
combination of the two ingredients is of races. He may not be as fast to get
what produces such wonderful results in away as some, but his horses come home
curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials well. We have never seen him attempt
free.
to score a 2.25 horse at a 2.15 gait. His
F. J. Cheney & Co., Props.,
track work has been of comparatively re
Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 75c.
cent date, beginning with the horse

Italia by Victor Jr., dam by Young
Rolfe 2.21%, which he took green and
mirked in 2.33%. Victor Jr., his sire,
was driven in in 2.31%, aad taken with
out a record. The next was Lida B. by
Abbo.tonian, was given a mile in 2.49
with a litJe training and could have gone
considerably faster, just about 2.40.
China Boy,brown gelding by Abbottonian,
got second money in a rice which he
evidently might have won. Rock Island
by Black Rock, is a bay gelding which
Mr. Small marked in 2.40, and will have
him this winter.
During the season of 1894 he had charge
of Mr. C. T. Stackpole’s horses, these
being Cunard Jr. 2.28%, and his two sons,
Venture and Ludlow. His success has
been exjellent and most satisfactory.
Cunard Jr. has not changed his mark
although he has been driven a mile in
2.22 over the Pine Tree Stock Farm track
and was second to Mollie C. at Pittsfield,
in 2.23%, where he could have trotted in
2.22. Venture (p), out of a daughter of
Gilbreth Knox, was taken with a mark of
2.34% and reduced his record to 2.23%.
He worked a mile at Augusta in 2.26,
half in 1.08%, quarter 31 seconds. Lud
low, full brother to Venture and a trot
ter, has driven a horse out in 2.26, and
has been driven a quarter in 35 seconds.
Probably no horse in Maine has won
more second monies than he. His races
were most of them after the 20th of Au
gust; trotting nine races in three weeks
and weighing 60 pounds more than when
Mr. Small took him. A very good rec
ord for 1894 is that of R. M. Small. We
shall see him out in 1895.
G. M. H.
Colonel Pope’s idea from the outset
has been, and still is, that each State
should construct through State roads
connecting the larger centers of trade
and so arranged that they may meet and
form a continuation of the roads of ad
jacent States through facilitating inter
state as well as state eommerce.
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SAHCKC 3.39.
SANCHO 2.29—RACE RECORD.
Enters the List at .Nineteen. Years of Age.
A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE MAN WHO DROVE
HIM.

There is no pleasure which is greater
and no sport in which there is more
satisfaction than to have in your posession a good road horse, one with which
you can usually beat the other fellow in
a brush down the road.
Mr. C. F. McLellan of Skowhegan is a
gentleman who enjoys road riding in
which he and his brown gelding Sancho
have taken an active part for the past
ten or twelve years when there were any
ice contests or brushes down the road.
Mr. McLellan is a gentleman of nervous
temperament and this seems to work
very well with Sancho’s disposition. In
deed there has been nothing in town
which has overthrown his claim to being
the “King of the road.” Sancho is a
brown gelding with star, about 14-3, was
got by Knox Boy 2.23 1-2, sire of Chub
2.27 and Rocket 2.29 1-4. His dam was
by Gen. Knox, making him inbred to
that family. Sancho was bred by Wm.
Haynes a well known horseman of Smithfield, was sold to Danforth Allen of the
same town and lflter to Henry Allen now
with M. T. Pooler Esq. at Fairview, who
gave him his early education and at five
years old sold him to his present owner,
Mr. McLellan. Our first remembrance
of Sancho dates back to some eight or
ten years ago when A. W. Brackett of
Pittsfield had him for a short time and
started him in a race at Maine State Fair.
There was an accident whereby Mr.
Brackett was thrown from the sulky and
the horse ran madly around the track.
Mr. Brackett was badly injured but the
horse very little.
Two days after he
started and wen his rate in 2.U1 1*2. He

has since been used on the road until the
past fall when Mr. N. W. Weston took
him in hand and gave him a race record
of 2.29. He had had very little work
but is a natural trotter, is gaited% for a
■
road horse and has courage which keep s
him well to the front.
Mr. McLellan
has doubtless had much more pleasure
in driving this horse to the road than he
would had he campaigned him, although
the horse would no doubt have taken a
record of 2.25 or better and he can speed
a 2.20 gait.
Sancho is the Maine
champion for his age and he will he good
for many years on the road even if he
does no more track work. A stronger
made little horse or one which goes with
more vim is hard to find.
Now a word or two in regard to the
driver of Sancho.
Nelson W. Weston
was born in Skowhegan in 1860. He has
always been connected with horses to a
greater or less extent. He first began
NELSON W. WESTON.
driving in races when with Mr. C. F.
McLellan, he owned the black mare He also marked Lilly W. in 2.43 and Har
Helen S. This mare could show quarters binger Boy in 2.39 3 4.
at a’20 gait and halves in 1.10 or ’ll.
i Mr. Weston is a very careful and conMr. Weston marked her in 2.28 3-4 in
, scientious trainer and drives with judgher first season as a pacer.
She met , ment and skill. He has had some very
with an accident and it was necessary to , good goods to work with and not the
destroy her. Helen S. was by Loco least of his triumphs was when he drove
motive and her dam was Kitty B. 2.35 Sancho to his record of 2.29 in the second
pacing, by Hinds’ Knox. She was a heat of a race in a field of ten good
large fine looking mare and should have horses. He is in the employ of Mr. Me
taken a record of 2.20 or better. She Lellan who formerly owned the gray
started in six races and was never behind horse McLellan’s Knox, and now has
the money.
Sancho 2.29, Harbinger Boy, a sevenMr. Weston drove Mollie C. to a record year-old gelding which took his record
of 2.24 1-2 in her first season out, we be in the first and only race in which he
lieve. She was in six races, won two and ever started, and the gelding Henry A'
was second in others. He marked Tom by Cunard. Mr. McLellan wants a good
Drew in 2.27 1-4, starting in five, winning road horse first and by the time he has
two, and second in two. He gave Patti them so they suit him in that respect
full sister to Mollie C., a mark of 2.38, finds he has quite a trotter.
starting her in six rates, winning two.
G. M. H.

One of the lirgest business establish
ments in Maine is located on Broad
Street Bangor. We refer to the firm of
Tyler and Conant. The four floors of
their building, which is 100x50 feet, are
• completely filled with goods of various
lines as announced in tbeir ad. in this
issue of the Turf, Farm and Home.
With a railroad track running along the
rear of the building and one member of
the firm in constant touch with the city
markets, they have advantages in buy
ing and shipping which are not surpas
sed in Maine. Their patrons receive the
benefit of these advantages. The repu
tation of the house, far more than any
thing dse we can say, recommending
them to the patronage of our friends in
eastern Maine.
Fodder can be as truly wasted when
put in the stomach as when trodden
under foot. Unhoused cattle have a
continuous battle for comfort, and all
their stuffing of food shows no result,
for the reason that it is used wholly in
keeping life. Moreover they are stunt
ed by their stay at this unthrifty stage,
and will never show as good results
afterwards.

;iers© Owners,' T.y
GOMBAULT’O

Caustic
Balsam

A Safe Speedy and Positive Cura
The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takei
tho plan of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Il
• all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
a

’e. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY

OFI t■
' J c. Impossible to produce scar or blemish.
Eve: - bottle sold is warranted to grive satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, zi
sent by express, charges paid, with full direction^
for its use, Send for descriptive circulars^I EL?.. LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O
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Messenger Wilkes 2.23; dam Carrier Pigeon by Staples’ Brandywine, at 8 years
The greatest Maine bred Mare of her age. Dam of Leola (4) 2.39, and Nana 2.29 1-2.

unnecet sarily as it has turned out. Mr.
Gilman got her going with a much light
er shoe and much more steadily, and al
so much faster. Badoura started in 12
races, winning eight as Mr. G. informs
us, and was never behind the money, ob
taining a record of 2.26%. This mare
was in some races where the contests
were bitter, but she fought well and we
never noticed that her driver lacked
nerve.
Cheerful Charlie was given a record of
2.28%, and gi”es promise of being much
faster. Horsemen who are good judges
have thought him capable of a mark of
2.15, while Badoura is estimated capable
of a mark in 2.20 trotting, after which
she may be set to pacing, for which
gait she has shown a predilection. Ba
doura is by Gideon, and Cheerful Char
ley by Broadway, and.both out of a mare
by Gen. Knox.
A filly which Mr. Gilman is especially,
sweet on is Axtell Belle, by Axtell 2.12;
dam Myra, by Gideon. This filly is two
years of age and she is now looking fine
ly and will probably be worked the com
ing season. We saw this filly when* but
a few days old, and while she has not had
the coaching of the Western Axtells, she
may be none the worse for it. She is an
elegant looker at any rate.
Mr. G. drove Phillios, the pacer, in a
few races. We shall look at his work
with all the more interest in 1895, for his
successes in ’94, and with the expecta
tion that he will keep up the clip.
G. M. H.

There are some occasions where ihe
mantle of success ha?, fallen on a certain
person or persons so totally different
from what was expected, that people
commenting thereon fall back on a hack
neyed phrase and say “its luck.” Now
we stop a moment and reflect, and this
reflection teaches us that there is no sue h
thing as luck.
The success of Percy Gilman as a driv
er last season was something in the na
ture of phenomenal in his work with
Badoura and Cheerful Charley. Now it
was not previous experience which caused
him to be so often at the front, as this
THE BEST FOR THE PRICEwas hia first season in the sulky. It was
not that his horses were ready to start Mr. Editor:—Please find enclosed $1.
when he took them, for Badoura had been for the Turf for the ensuing year.
It is the best for the price. No farmer
in several races in her colthood andlatei;,
it.
with but indifferent success, and Cheer should be without
Yours Truly,
ful Charlie was a green pacer.
J. A. Richards. M. D.
Badoura was carrying lots of weight
Farmington, Me.

AUSTIN BROTHERSTRAINING STABLES.

strained. Many people in driving paj
no attention to the horse except to urge
or beat him; nor do they make allowance
for tjie heaviness of the vehicle or the
condition of the roads, or the state of the
weather.

It was the pleasure of a representative
of the Turf, Farm and Home to recent
ly visit the well known Austin Brothers
Training Stables atE. Bridgewater Mass.
The reputation of Mr. D. D. Austin as a
careful and able trainer is too generally
known to receive comment. Those who To the Mecca T.inimsnt Co..
Malden, Mas*.
have never been there can hardly appre Gentlemen:—One week
ago today a pair of
ciate, however, how ampl°i and desirable voung horses broke away from me while unhitch
ing them, and run into a barbed wire fence, and
are the surroundings of the establish taking post and a’l, cut them terribly The next
one of them could hardly get out of the
ment. The track of the Plymouth morning
stall. I put Mecca Liniment right’on and have
used
it
freely
ever since. The wounds » re practi
County Agricultural Society and their cally healed already,
so tuat to-day I drove both
stables with 100 box stalls are in the care horses as usual. For man and beast Mecca Liniiment
is
the
best
in
the
world. Please send me
of Mr. Austin and afford him advantage a dozen bottles by express
right off.
* IO truly,
11 IllJ ,
Yours
handling colts and trotters which are
----------------(Signed)
AUSTINRECRWITH.
n
seldom rivalled. A characteristic of his New Hartford, Conn., Dec. 15,11893.
handling of colts is that they make re
WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD
cords on the track and take prizes in the To produce a liniment that will cure Wound®,
show ring the same year—a rare thing. Sores, Scratches, Swellings, Spavins, Curbs,
Wind Pnffs, etc., etc., equal to
He has colts in his hands by some of the
THE MECCA LINIMENT,
best sires. One by Kremlin 2.07%, own Price 50
cents per bottle or $1.00 for
ed by one the Thayer Brothers of Lan
bottles.
caster, Mass., especially took our eYe* Sent by expressthree
prepaid to any address ou re
He is a beauty and has speed. He also ceipt of priefe as above.
Address,
has a fine mare, full sister to Mr. John
MECCA LINIMENT CO.,
Shepard’s Reina 2.12 14, being out of
Malden, Mass.
the famous brood mare, Mabel L., bred
in Maine and having five already in the
2.30 list. Roy Wilkes 2.06 1-4 (p) and
Nuthurst 2.19 in his first race also have
representatives.
One has only to notice Mr. A. among
his horses to see that he has more than
ordinary influence over them. Many
have taken advantage of Mr. Austin’s
facilities and experiences by sending him
a nice colt to condition and sell in the
city market to which he is adjacent.
We do not hesitate to say that all will re
ceive fair and business like treatment.

THE MECCA LINIMENT.

To treat a horse with humanity re
quires not only good intentions but some
familiarity with his peculiar nature and
some power of sympathizing with him.
You cannot be a good driver unless you
feel with the horse, so as to know when
he is uncomfortable, when he needs to
be humored, when be ought to be re

JONAS EDWARDS,
AUBURN, ME.,

Importer of Strictly Canada Horses,
Used to deep snows, cold weather, and hard
work. Also dealer in harnesses and carriages.
Will have a car load of horses every Wednesday,
and be at home the last four days of each week.
Telephone 54-3. •
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Maine bred geldings, and Lady Sutton, contests with 475 heats in 2.30 or better,
seven trotters and two pacers, James K. the time ranging from Occident’s 2.16%,
THE GROWTH OF THE TROTTING
Polk and Unknown. In 1860, the 2.30 to, an I including all those in which the
INTEREST.
list had grown to such proportions that winning horse obtained a record of 3.00,
it contained the names of 26 performers, or better. Casting out all performances
Probably no industry, from such small and among them Flora Tempi?, who in male to wagon, by pacers, colts four
beginning, has, in the last century, 1859 at Kalamazoo, Mich., had lowered years old or under, double teams, and
grown to such proportions as the breed the world’s record to 2.19%, and was the races where the winning horse did not
ing of the tiotting horse. The running first to < nter the 2.20 list. The other make a record of 3.00 or better we found
horse has been bred for centuries and stars of the decade from 1850 to 1860, the number of races to be 1823 and the
racing was denominated the “Sport of were George M, Patchen, Ethan Allen average time for the whole country 2.41
Kings” long before the trotter had been and the wonderfully fast pacer Pocahon and a fraction. We may here remark
heard of. Writing in 1871, Mr. John H. tas who made a record in the unheard of that the Maine 2.30 list up to the close of
Wallace, the father of the Trotting Reg time of 2.17% to wagon, and who was 1873 contained 30 animals. The year
ister, speaks of the American trotting the ancestress of both Nelson 2.09, and 1874 saw the world’s record lowered to
2.11, by Goldsmith Maid, and the estab
horse as “the development v,f the last Mahlon 2.13%.
The civil war coming on in the early lishment of Wallace's Monthly, which
fifty or sixty years,” which would place
the date of his first coming into public sixties trotting did not flourish from until a reeent period was an important
recognition, back to 1810-20. Although, 1860 to 1870, as it otherwise would hive faetor in the breeding of the trotter. I
in spite of the absence of any records of done, but in 1869 the 2.30 list contained the same year (1874) Smuggler reduced
trotting performances, there is no doubt 120 animals all told, five of which had the stallion record to 2.16%. In 1878
but what the trotting instinct was in beaten 2.20. Dexter 2.17%, Lady Thorn Rarus reduced the harness record to
troduced into this country when impoit- 2.18%, American Girl 2.19, Goldsmith 2.13%, and in 1879 St. Julien still further
ed Messenger landed at Philadelphia in Maid 2.19% and George Palmer 2.19%. reduced it to 2 12%, while the pacers
1788. It is not our purpose, however, in At this t me George M. Patchen was the Sleepy Tom and Rowdy Boy held records
this brief resume, to deal with theories, stallion king with his record of 2.23%. at 2.12% and 2.13% respectively. To
but with the facts of history, as investi and Ethan Allen stood second at 2.25%. this decade properly belongs one of the
gation and research have brought them The pacer Billy Boj ce had in 1868 made most important events, in its influence
out. “The first time” I quote from Frank a record to saddle of 2.14%, and Yankee on the breeding of the trotting horse,
Forrester’s work “The Horse of Amer Sam to harness had paced in 2.16%, thus which we have yet recorded, in the birth,
ica,” “ever a horse trotted in public for early demonstrating the rule which has in 1879, of the “Standard, ’ promulgated
a stake was in 1818, and that was against always held good, that the pacer was “In order to define what constitutes a
time for $1000. The match was pro faster than the trotter. In the seventies, trotting-bred horse, and to establish a
posed at a jockey club dinner, where the country again being prosperous, the breed of trotters on a mare intelligent
trotting had come under discussion, and people again turned their attention more basis.” True to the tenets of our demo
the bet was that no horse could be pro than ever to the trotter. In 1871 Mr. cratic traditions, in a country where
duced which could trot a mile in three John II. Wallace issued the first volume merit alone wins, it was founded, not on
minutes. It was accepted, and the horse of his Trotting Register, and breeding blood lines, but upon performance, i he
Darned at the post was ‘BostonBlue,’ who which had been conducted in a breeding of the trotting horse had by
won cleverly, and gained great renown.” liap-hazard manner at last, began to this time become so popular, that it en.
It is but fair to say, however, that Mr. command the attention of thougntful gaged the attention of the most learned
John H. Wallace in the American Trot- minds and certain rules began to be rec and wealthy, and government officers,
tin<r Register, records two previous per ognized and to take the place of the mf mbers of congress, and in all the
formances, one of the horse Yankee, who chance methods which had heretofore walks of business, engaged in the pur
trotted at Harlem, N. Y., June 1806, a obtained, and great advancement conse suit, either as a pastime or for profit,
a mile in 2.59, and Boston Horse at Phil quently resulted. As we have already and as a consequence l apid strides were
adelphia in August 1810, a mile in 2.48%, noted Mr. John H. Wallace issued ia made. In 1884 Jay-Eye-See lowered the
while the performance of Boston Blue 1871 his first volume of the Trotting Reg trotting record to 2.10, and the pacer
was, as we have noted above, made in ister, and was in fact the pioneer in the Johnston, true to the history of his race,
1818. Whether these performances are attempt to establish breeding the trotter the pacing record to 2.06%, the same
all authentic, it matters not, for if we on anything like a scientific basis. In year. In 1885 Maud S. became the Queen
accept them as such, it only shows more the preface to that volume he says: “Tho of the trotting course, by dropping the
clearly from what small beginning the immense commercial value of the trot record to 2.08%, where it remained for
industry has grown to its present pro ting horse, and the large number seeking the balance of the decade. One of the
portions. The year 1825 brings us to to breed and develop him, in connnection promine nt features of this epoch extend
what may be called the origin of author with the well-established and now gen ing from 1880 to 1890 was the perform
ized trotting, as in that year was estab erally conceded fact that the trotter be ance of the youngsters. The champion
lished the New York Club, got up with longs to certain families, have prompted four-year-old of 1853 was Ethan Allen,
a view of improving the speed of road the author to undertake the difficult task whose record for the age was 2.36. This
horses “by Mhicli means many horses of showing what combinations of blood was reduced in 1860 by Bruno to 2.30,
whose speed was then in obscurity, might j he possesses. The theory which so long and later by different animals which
be brought into notice, and consequent prevailed that the trotting horse was the space forbids us to mention until Sunol
I result of mere chance, appeared to jus reached 2.10% for the age in 1890. The
ly their value enhanced.”
The first meeting was given at the tify the neglect to put on record, at the three year-old record commencing at 2.39
Clab’s course near the Jamaica Turn time any tangible and reliable account of in 1860, was brought down to 2.10% in
pike, Long Island, in May 1825. The ed his genealogy.” It, may perhaps not be 1889, also by Sunol. The first two-yearitor of the American Farmer, after pub out of place to mention that up to this old champion was Doble who made a
lishing the notice of the above meeting, time the “literature” of the trotting record of 2.40% in 1872, and up to 1890
adds the following exhortation: “Why horse had been very limited, and con Sunol also held the record for that age,
In 1881 the first
are not clubs like the above formed in fined chiefly to the Spirit of the Times 2.18, made in 1888.
this vicinity? It would afford an excel and the Turf, Field and Farm of New yearling appeared and took a record of
lent test for the speed and value of har York, and that all the papers now issued, 2.44%, which Freedom lowered to 2.29%
ness horses, as the turf does for the race and devoted to the modern trotter an I in 1890, and was the first yearling to
horse. Who will sit it a-going?” Trot pacer, aside from the above, are the enter the 2.30 list. In 1888 the 2.30 list
ting at this time at two-miles was popu creations of a later age. At this time a had swelled to such proportions that it
lar, especially to saddle, and among the record of 2.40 was held in greater respect containe d the names of 3255 trotters and
performances recorded is that of Rattler, than one of 2.30 is today, and in the vol 839 pacers, in 1889 to 3851 trotters, or an
who trotted two miles under saddle, ume which we have quoted is found an increase of 596, and 962 pacers.
Oct. 3, 1827, in 5.24. In 1828 Screwdriver appendix containing “all published per
Only four years of the decade extend
trotted three miles, the same way of go formances in which any heat was trotted ing from the year 1890 has passed,and the
ing in 8.02. In 1829, Topgallant trotted in 2.40 or less, from the earliest dates performances have taken place so recent
three miles to harness in 8.11, and four till the close of 1868.” It is a well known ly that they are within the memory of
miles under saddle in 11.04, and Bowery fact that all races in which no heat was the youngest horse-lover, and we shall
Boy, the first pacer, paced two miles in trotted in 2.30 or better has been rejected refer to them briefly. In 1891 Sunol
5.04%. In 1834, Edwin Forrest trotted a by the Year Book for several years, and lowered the record of 2.08% held by
mile to saddle in 2.31%, and Sally Miller a pacing record slower than 2.25 receives Maud S. since 1885 to 2.08%. Palo Alto
a mile toJiarness in 2.37. In 1835 Oneida no recognition in the standard.
lowered the stallion record to 2.08%,
Chief paced a mile under saddle in 2.31.
In February 1871 the National Asso the pacing record to 2.06, while Frou
At this time (1835) the sport of trotting ciation was organized and issued its first Frou was the fastest yearling with
had become more and more popular, and “Rules and Regulations for the pro record of 2.25%, Arion the champion
there was scarcely a gentleman in New motion of the interests of the trotting two-year-old with 2.10% to his credit,
York who did not own one or two fast turf.” With the increase of speed up to and the record of Sunol, 2.10%, at three
horses, and matches were daily ridden this time there had also been a propor years remaining undisturbed. In 1892
or driven.
tionate increase in the number of animals Nancy Hanks took the harness record
The next decade—from 1840 to 1850— engaged, and in the number of public for trotters down to 2.04, while Mascot
saw great progress, and during that time contests recorded. In 1856 there were held the pacing record at the same
the 2.30 list was started by the perform- eleven heats trotted in 2.30 or less, and figure. Kremlin was the stallion king
snees of Lady Suffolk, Beppo, Moscow, in 1871 three hundred and eighteen. In with 2.70% to his credit, and the records
Lady Moscow, Pelham and Mac, two 1873 there were recorded 2,512 public for youngsters had only been disturbed
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when the two-year-old filly Belle Acton
paced to a record of 2.20%. In 1891 the
□umber of trotters in the 2.30 list was
>,908 and pacers with records of 2.25 or
better was 894. In 1892 the trotting 2.30
dst had readied 7494, and the pacers
L309.
In 1893, the i ecord of extreme speed
(2.04) at both pacing and trotting re
mained undisturbed, and many gained
the impression that the limit had been
reached. The stallion record was low
ered to 2.05% by Directum, and Pansy
McGregor had dropped the yearling re
cord to 2.23%, and Fantasy the threeyear old record to 2.08%. The 2.30 list
for trotters reached a total of 9102, an
addition of over 1700; the list of pacers
with records of 2.25 or better, was 1871,
an addition of 562. The year 1894, the
trotting season of which has hardly
closed, for with our diversified climate,
it is possible to carry on the sport the
year round in some portion, has been
prolific in the reduc -ion of the records,
nearly all going down with the exception
of the stallion record of Directum, the
two-year-old record if Arion and the
three-year-old record of Fantasy. Adbell lowered the yearling record to 2.23
Fantasy trotted at four years in 2.06.
Alix lowered the record held for two
years by Nancy Hanks to 2.03%, This
was for trotters. The pacers have come
prominently to the front the past year,
and while the yearling record of Belle
Acton 2.20% remains, Directly lowered
the record for two-year olds to 2.07%,
Whirligig, the three-year-old record to
2.10 and Online the four-year-old record
to 2.04, while Robert J. lowered the har
ness record at the lateral gait to 2.01%,
and Flying Jib with running mate beat
2.00. It is too early to give the exact
number of additions to the 2.30 list for
trotters and 2 25 list for pacers at this
time, but it is probable that is will reat h
very nearly 2500. If there is any one
thing in which the past season over
shadows all that have gone before, more
than in any thing else, it is in the won
derful performances of the youngsters.
While the racing of yearlings has found
less favor, the two-year olds have been
out in force. 72 of that age have en
tered the list as trotters and 40 as pacers,
the former with a record of 2.14% and
the latter led by Directly’s record of
2.07%.
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Mr. Editor:—Please find enclosed two
dollar check for my Turf, Farm and
Home. Cannot get along without it.
Yours truly,
H. F. Doble,
West Quincy, Mass.
A PLEASED SUBSCRIBER.

Fort Fairfield, Dec. 17, 1894.
Mr. Editor:—Enclosed please find
$6.00 for which you can credit me to
1896 as per offer. I like the paper and
am glad you have taken up dairy mat
ters.
Yours truly,
Geo. E. Drew.
A WELCOME VISITOR.

Sherbrooke, N. S., Dec. 15, 1894.
Dear Sir:—Please find enclosed one
dollar for the Turf, Farm and Home
for 1895. It is a good paper and well
worth the money. Wouldn’t think of
being without it now as it is most eager
ly looked for and very welcome when it
comes.
Yours &c.,
A. McQuarrie.
OUR ADVANCE ENDORSED.

That able “horse” paper, Turf, Farm
and Home, of Waterville, finds it neces
sary to advance its subscription from $1
to $1.50 per year. It isn’t profitable to
print a two dollar paper for a dollar, and
the “Turf” does right to increase its
price. So valuable a publication can
easily obtain that amount from its pat
rons.—Rockland Tribune.
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In the early days, before she advanced
to the dignity of Statehood, Maine was a
province of Massachusetts, and her
pioneers, in many instances, penetrated
the wilderness with their families and
all their belongings on the backs of
horses. In this manner doubtless much
of the original stock was introduced into
the State, but in the absence of any
knowledge it is useless to speculate in
regard to the sources from whence it
came, or the blood which flowed through
its veins.
The first horse of any prominence, of
which we have any knowledge, was
brought into the State, or rather the pro
vince of Maine, in 1816, and afterwards
became famous as Winthrop Messenger.
He is to this day popularly believed to be a
son of imported Messenger, yet the evi
dence is internal rather than external, as
his pedigree was burned up a few years
afterwards and no one now knows even
the name of his breeder. He>did for
Maine what Rysdyk’s Hambletonian has
since done for the whole country. He
founded a family which made Maine
horses famous all over the country, both
as roadsters and trotters, and furnished
the foundation stock from which some
of the most noted horses ever bred in
Maine have descended.
Among the most prominent of the old
Messenger stock, whose names are fa
miliar to the older horsemen, and may
be found by students occupying places
in the turf literature of the early days of
trotting, are Witherell, Bush Messenger,
Fanny Pullen, Daniel D. Tompkins, Zac
Taylor, BI inc Negre, and among his
later descendants may be named State
of Maine, Lion Messenger, Allen Horse,
Stone Horse, Hunton Horse, etc.
The breeding of the dams of the immeliate descendants of Winthrop Mes
senger is in most cases unknowr, other
wise some knowledge might be obtained
in regard to the original stock of the
State. Many of his later descendants,
like State of Maine, by the Stone Horse,
dam by Winthrop Messenger, are inbred
to the Messenger strain, thus furnishing
the best possible foundation for what
was to follow.
Contemporary with Winthrop Messen
ger came Quicksilver, a gray stallion
which was brought into the State in 1818
by James Pullen of East Winthrop. He
was by the Arabian horse, Dey of Al
giers, and was for a while a rival of
Winthrop Messenger in the same town,
but as time passed the intrinsic merit of
the Messengeis, brought them to the
front, while the Quicksilvers were for
gotten.
The next family to come into promin
ence was the Morgan. Morgan Caesar
came in 1834, and, bred to a daughter of
Bush Messenger, he got Mac, which
made a record of 2.28 in 1853, and was
one of the most noted trotters of his day.
About that time came Morgan Rattler,
Young Burbank, Morgan Trotter, and
later Whalebone (sire of Blackstone Belle,
2.28%). A daughter of Whalebone, out
of a mare by Winthrop Messenger, was
bred to Bridgham Horse and produced
the dam Hopeful 2.14%. The Morgui
horse Matchless was brought to Maine
and became the sire of Palma 2.22%, as
well as the dams of Cephas 2.14%, Stan
ley 2.17 and Tainter 2.26. It will thus
be seen that valuable results were ob
tained in many instances by crossing the
Morgans on the Messengers.
Next in chronological order came the
Drew Horse, which also founded a family,
and whose blood, mingled with that of
those preceding him, has produced a race
of trotters and roadsters rarely equalled.
The Drew Horst was foaled in 1842, md
was got by an English thoroughbred, out
of a part thorough bred mare, and he was
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noted for style, finish and spirit which spised and friendless; he pressed his way different branches found their way to
to recognition by sheer force of merit. Maine, and from this time on nearly
he imparted to his descendants.
The prominent descendants of the Drew He is the sire of 10 in the 2.30 list, as every importation has been from some
Horse were Gen. McClellan 2.29, Dirigo well as several sons that are sires and one of the collate! al branches of this
2.29, sire of seven in 2.30, Winthrop, Hir daughters which are producers. He family, one of the first after Gideon be
am Drew, Von Moltke, Penobscot Chief, was a Morgan of the Morgans, being by ing Judge Advocate, which was brought
etc. The Drew Horse was also the sire Young Morrill; dam by the Huckins to the State by James Edgecomb of Cor
of the dams of Iolanthe 2.30, Iron \ge Horse, son of Royal Morgan; second dam nish, who purchased his dam in foal to
Messenger Duroc and the colt was drop2.19%, Midnight 2.18%, Minnie Moulton by Morgan Eagle.
In 1869 Gilbert Fowler of Portland ped’in Maine.
2.27%, Nigger Baby 2.27% and Volunteer
The dam of Judge Advocate was Lady
Maid, 2.27. One of the most prominent brought Tom Patchen to Maine, where
Among Pierson, by Neave’s C. M. Cliy; second
of the descendants of the Drew Horse is he left many descendants.
the bay horse Von Moltke sire of Cunard, those of his descendents, Jack Spratt dam by Diamond, by American Eclipse.
2 30, Flora, 2.25%, and Mermaid, 2.29%. 2.22% will always hold a warm place in Judge Advocate is the sire of Glassware
Cunard in turn sired Maud R. 2.27, and the hearts of the race goers ot Maine. Girl 2.19%, Hortense 2.26% trotting and
Cunard Jr. 2.28%, the sire of Duster, He was also the sire of Captain 2.21% 2.19% pacing, Thornburg 2.21%, Romu
2.21%, Cuckoo, 2.19%, and Venture (p) and Gladiator Jr. 2.27%, while his sons, lus 2.24%, Catherine H. (p) 2.27%, Rhea
2.23%.
hese
Dom Pedro, Guarantee, King Patchen (p) 2.17% and May Not 2.27%.
The Eaton Horse was foaled the same and Tom F. Patchen, are sires of Carrie art Judge Advocate’s contribution to the
year as the Drew Horse 1842 and was the T. 2.26%, Josie Campbell 2.29%, Forest Maine 2.30 list, and nearly all are out of
produce of the Morgan-bred Avery Horse, Patchen 2.19%, Keystoae 2.28%, Dan mares of Drew blood, cne exception be
crossed on a mare by Winthrop Messen Berry 2.26% and Star Gazer 2.24%, and ing Glassware Girl 2.19%, being out of a
ger. He sired Stranger 2.30 as hit only his daughters are the dams of Arago mare by Cunard, and he Drew and Knox.
contribution to the 2.30 list, but among 2.22%, Maggie T. 2.18%, Abbadonne 2.24, All being of the old foundation stock of
his descendants was the Beals Horse, sire Mary Caldwell 2.20 and Dinah 2.28%. the State.
of the dams of Palma 2.22%, Eastern Boy It may not be generally known that Mr.
In the seventies the Almont family be
2.29% and Billy I., 2.29%, also Shepard F. Fowler stood Tom Patchen at Lexing came very popular in the State. The
Knapp, the great Hackney (?) sire of ton, Ky., the season ot* 1879, and as a first son of Almont brought into Maine,
England, Flying Eaton, the sire of the result Gladiator Jr. 2.27% and Lulu 1 believe, was Constellation, which was
dam of Gipsey M, (p) 2.13%, the Norton Patchen (dam of Mary Caldwell, 2.20, purchased by the late Gen. W. S. Tilton,
Horse and his son Troublesome.
and Abbadonne 2.24) were foaled in 1880. then of Togu«. Constellation was by Al
In 1843, the horse known as Rising Sun Tom Patchen was by Geo. M. Patchen mont; dam by Starlight, son of Blood’s
was foaled. He was the sire of Nabock- 2.23%; dam by Toronto, aCanadian (?). Black Hawk; second dam by Gano, son
lish 2.29%, and his son, the Rollins
Another family, which was quite pro of American Eclipse, etc. He is the
Horse sired the bay gelding Emperor minent in the State at one time, was sire of Glenarm 2.23Mahomet 2.28%,
2.30, also the Newman Horse, which the Fearnaught. They were intr >duced kalula 2 2f-%, Tilton 2.24% and the
sired the black horse Emperor 2.29%, in the sixties by Messrs. Wright & Nor pacers Patrol 2.14%. Illusion 2.24% and
but his chief notoriety lies in the fact cross, who established the Fearnaught Junior 2 27%. Of his sons Glenarm is
that he sired Lady Balch,the grandam of Farm at Manchester. The original Fear- the sire of Glenarma 2.28% and Glen
Young Rolfe 2.21%, sire of Nelson 2.09. naught 2.23% was by Young Morrill; dam dale (p) 2 26%, and grandsiie of Cephas
Rising Sun was sired by a hoise also by the Steve French "horse (son of Flint 2.14%, while Junior and Indus are also
called Rising Sun, and he by a horse Morgan), by Sherman. He was the sire sires.
His daughters have produced
from New Brunswick and ca.led an of Argonaut 2.23%, Fearnaught Jr. 2.26 Col. Osgood 2.18%, Col; Pitt 2.19% and
English Hunter, and I have ofttn won and Galatea 2.24%. Fearnaught Jr. is Young Watchmaker 2.30.
dered from the resemblance between the the sire of Pemberton 2.29%, Prince
Gen. Withers was next brought to
two whether the Rising Sun and Drew Feai naught 2.23% and Benny (p) 2.18%, Maine-by G. J. Shaw of Hartland. He
families did not descend from the same and of the dam of Tom Rolfe 2.22%. is by Almont; dam Bloom by Ashland.
ancestor.
His son^, Prince Fearnaught and Straight Gen. Withers sired C. T. L. 2.23% and
In 1853 was introduced into Maine Flush, are sires, while the other sons of Almont Maid 2.26. His son Almont Ledo
from Canada the founder of the Brandy Fearn uight included in the list of sires sired Don 2.19% and Belle B. 2.25%, and
wine family, when Aaron Cobb bought are Carehaught, Whitcomb’s Fear Gen Withers jr. and Thomas Carljle are
Brandy from Max Beaupre of Yamaska naught, Manchester, Prince Fearnaught sires while a daughter is the dam of
and brought him to Maine. He sired in and Royal Fearnaught, the sire of 16 Wilkesmont 2.20%.
Canada the horse Jean Baptiste, sire of trotters and tw\) pacers in the 2.30 list.
Olympus, another son of Almont was
Deceit 2.30, and in Maine the dam of
One of the first sons of Hambletonian brought to Marne by M. N. MAKusiek of
Leda 2.25%, dying a year or two after. 10 to be brought to Maine was the gray Calais. His dam was by George D.
Two of his sons were bought and brought horse Gideon, foaled in 1860, and pur Prentice. He is the sire of McKusick
into the State.
The first was Young chased by Col. T. S. Lang of Vassalboro, 2 26%, Schoolmarm 2.20, Rose L. 2.27%,
Brandywine, sire of Careless Boy 2.28 then owner of Gen. Knox and the most Vichmont 2.30, and one of his daughters
and Gray Bill 2.30, and the other was prominent breeder in the State. His dam produced Tomah 2.12%, the fastest
known as Keen’s Brandywine, sire of was Dandy, by Young Engineer, second Maine bred gelding, while Blooimont is
Ned Forrest 2.28%. He also sired Lex dam by Commander, third dam by im the sire of Ada P. 2.25%.
ington, which got Arthur 2.28% and the ported Messenger; thus being one of the
Harbinger by Almont; dam Omega by
dam of Captain 2.21%.
most intensely-inbred Messenger horses Hambletonian 10, was purchased by the
The next prominent horse introduced then living. He was the sire of Ezra L. late A. W. Brackett of Pittsfield aid he
into the State was in 1858, when Col. T. 2.21%, dam by Tom Benton, son of the is the sire of Van Ilelmont 2.19%, Hallie
S. Lang purchased Gen. Knox then Drew Horse, Bay 2.27%, and Badoura 2.20, Ansel W. 2.29%, Camille 2.24%,
three years old, and any one who is fa 2.26%, the two last being out of dams by Diana 2.24%, Har vey Russell 2.29%, and
miliar with the present methods of Gen. Knox. Gideon s sons Pequawket, Piince Harbinger, the last five being add
“booming’ a horse and his stock, when Gray Dan, Gideon Chief, Foster Palmer, ed in 1894. His son Van Helmont 2.19%
bicycle sulkies, parlor tracks and tin- Hambletonian Knox and Thajkambau is the sire of Cay wood 2.19%. ' Albrino,
cup records all help to swell the 2.30 are sires, while his daughters have pro is another son of Almont; dam Maggie
list to unwieldy proportions, can little duced Glenarm 2.23%, Independence BryanbyC. M. Clay Jr; 2d dam Belle
realize the handicap under which Gen. 2.21%, Grace 2.26%, Mermaid 2.29%, Bryan by Mambrino Patchen. This
Knox labored. Poor half-mile tracks, Queen Esther 2.29%, St. Croix 2.14%, horse was owned by the late D. M. Foster
and, more than all, the prevailing dis Daisy Rolfe 2.26%, Edna 2.24, Susie Owen of Canton Point, and here he sired IonaS.
position to “save” rather than to take 2.26. Sadie L. 2.26%, St. Ives 2.29%, 2.17%, Fauntleroy 2.23%, Albrina 2.27,
a record, all conspired against him, and Glimmer 2.23%, Hambletonian Knox Dr. Dix 2.30, ai d Elsmere (p) 2.29%, and
a disposition by judges in those days to 2.28, Damosella 2 25, Mollie S. 2.24%, the latter got Eldora 2.23, the champion
assist by allowing a few seconds in time Donna 2.27%, and the great Nelson 2.(9. four year old filly of the state. Nearly
to “keep a horse in his class,” helped The fastest descendants of Gideon on the all the produce of these sons of Almont
in to small degree to lessen his number male side are Pickpania 2.14% and Mar were of the Knox, Drew, Winthrop Mor
of 2.30 performers. Still, he has to his garet M. 2.19, while his daughters have rill, and other Maine families. •
credit 16 2.36 trotters, and probably a to their credit the two fastest stallions
Daniel Boone, by Hambletonian 16,
larger number than any horse living or ever raised ia Maine in Nelson 2.09 and dam, Old Kate (dam of Bruno, 2.29,
dead with records from 2.31 to 2.33, St. Croix 2.14%.
Young Bruno, 2.22%, Breeze, 2.24, Brun
made over half-mile tracks. TwentyThe above may be fairly regarded as ette, Bona Fide, etc., all full brothers
eight of bis sons have sired 2.30 trotters, the foundation stock of Maine, for from and sisters to Daniel Boone), came into
and over 20 of his daughters have added this time forward a new departure in the State in 1876 from New York. He
their mite to swell the list, among their hor&e breeding was inaugurated through was owned by Free Dore of Skowhegan,
produce being the great Monbars, with a out the State. As early as 1871, both and, although he was comparatively un
record at three years of 2.11%. Gen. Gen. Knox and Winthrop Morrill were know n, he got, from his first year’s ser
Knox was by Vermont Her), a son of sold out of the State, and there had been vice of a half dozen mares, Nellie M.
Sherman Black Hawk, and his dam by a constant drain from the ranks of the 2.28% and Susie Owen 2.26, dam by Gid
Searcher, a son cf Barney Henry, out of Knoxes and Winthrop Mori ills to supply eon. Later he lias added Elcho 2.27%,
a mare by Gifford, son of Woodbury roadsters and trotters for the market. dam, a Brandywine mare; Fred M. 2.28%,
Morgan.
The Hambletonian family had come to dam by Knox Boy; Tom King 2.28, Rob
In 1862 Winthrop Morrill was brought be regarded as the coming family, and, inson D. 2.17%, dam, a Brandywine mare;
into the State, and, although at first de in the seventies, representatives of its Little Chief 2.21% (p) Jennie J. (p) 2.18%,
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and in 1894 Mollie S. 2.24%, and the
pacers Annie Boone 2.25%, Daniel C. 2.30,
Tough End 2.29%, while Fred M., after
changing his gait to a pace, lowered his
record, to 2.26%. The sons of Daniel
Boone have sired several. Robinson D.
2.17%, is the sire of Black Nathan 2.23%,
Belle Chase (p) 2.21%, Eveljn (p) 2.23%;
Antioch sired Emma Etta 2.29; Spring
time sired Lady B. 2.25%; Venture
Boone is the sire of Stanley 2.17; Macbeth
sire of Gipsey M. (p) 2.13%, and Fred
Boon«, sire of Honest Joe 2.24%. Daniel
Boone is also the sire of the dams of
Iona S. 2.17%, Fauntleroy 2.23%, Mollie
C. 2.23%, Elsmere (p) 2.29%, Like
wise 2.17%, and Dr. Dix (p) 2.30.
An investigation into the breeding of
the dams of the trotters got by Daniel
Boone, and of his producing daughters
will show that they descended from the
old or foundation stock of the State.
In 1880 Redwood was bought by James
Edgecomb of Cornish and brought to
Maine, as was Prescott. Redwood was
by Belmont; dam Blandiua by Mam
brino Chief; second dam the Burch Mare
(dam of Rosalind 2.21%, and Donald 2.27)
by Brown Pilot.
Redwood has been
quite a successful sire. He got Grace
2.26%, dam by Gideon; Grover Cleve
land 2.18%, dam by Sherwood, son of
Tom Patchen; Lady Red vood 2.27: La
mont 2.19, dam by Coupon, son of Gen.
Knox; Scipio 2.26%, dam by tte same
horse; Rosewood 2.25%, Orville 2.27%,
and Carl Redwood 2.20%, dam by Detec
tive Patclien. His son Redwood Boone
is the sire of Thompson 2.27% out of a
mare by Howes’ Bismark, and his
daughters have produced Mordica (p)
2.20%, Grenadier 2.26%, Eldora 2.23,
and Seersucker 2.30. Redwood is now
owned by M. T. Pooler of Skowhe ran.
About the time that Daniel Boone
came to Maine another horse which was
destined to make a mark on the brightest
page of the turf history of Ihe State was
introduced. This was the horse after
wards known as Young Rolfe 2.21%. He
wis foaled in 1876 and died on the track
in a race at Boston, Sept. 18, 1884. He
was notlargely patronized in the stud,

3 et he has to his credit eight in the 2.39
list, including Nel«on 2.09, all but two
out of mares containing the blood of the
foundation stock of Maine, while Young
Rolfe himself was the grandson of La ly
Balcb, by Rising Sun.
His 2.30list is as follows: Nelson 2.09,
dam Gretchen by Gideon;.Medora 2.20 1-2
dam by Gen. Knox, second dam by Gid
eon; Daisy Rolfe 2.26 1-4, dam by Gideon;
Present 2.23 1-2, dam by Whalebone Knox,
son of Gen. Knox; Sadie L. 2.26 1-4 dam
by GHeon; Mountaineer 2.23 3 4, dam by
Louis Napoleon, Jennie Rolfe 2.28 1-2
and Blue John 2.26 1-4, breeding of dam
unknown to us. Had Young Rolfe sired
nothing but Nelson 2.09 he w mid have
immortalized his nane. He was owned
in Maine by C. H. Nelson of Waterville.
Dictator Chief 2.21%, by Dictator;
dam Judy, by Plato, was foaled in 1882,
and brought to Maine at an early age by
C. IT. Nelson of Waterville. He is now,
at 12 years of age, the sire of Crete 2.27%,
Dora May 2.27%, Faith 2.27%, Maud
Banks 2.27%. Artist 2.29, Betty 2.28 1-4,
Edna (p) 2.24 and Ellsworth (p) 2.19 1-4.
Wilkes, by Alcyone; dam Molly, by
American Clay, was foaled in 1883 and
brought to Maine when young by C. H.
Nelson. He was never prepared for
races, but at 11 years of age he is the sire
of Col. Osgood 2.18 3 % Col. Pitt 2.19 1-4,
St. Croix 2.14 3-4, Fred Wilkes 2.18 1-4,
Glimmer 2.23 1-2, Mattie Merrill 2.27 1-4,
China Boy 2.29 1-4, Hazel 2.28 1-4, John
ny Wilkes 2.27 1-2, Brownie 2.24. His
son St. Croix 2.14 3-4, is, at six years of
age, the sire of St. Croix Jr. race record
2.39 as a three-year-old over a half-mile
track.
Another horse, foaled the same year,
now taking a high rank as a sire, is Mes
senger Wilkes 2.23, by Red Wilkes; dan
Rena C. by Messenger Chief. He was
brought to Maine and is owned by B. F.
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& F. H. Briggs of Maple Grove Farm,
Auburn, and at 11 years of age is the sire
of Gene Briggs 2.19 1-2, Mordica (p)
2.201-4, Grenadier 2.26 1-4, Narcus
2.25 1-2, Narka 2.29 and Palm 2.28 1-4,
while his daughter Modena, is eligible to
the Great Brood-mare list by being the
dam of Nana 2.29 1-2 and Leola 2.30.
But it remained for a horse bred in
the State to eclipse all others, eithei'
native or imported, both as a trotter or
a sire, in the person of the great horse
Nelson 2.09. He was foaled in 1882 and
has been before the public since 1885,
when, as a three-year-old, he lowered
the world’s record for the age, on a halfmile track, to 2.26 3 4. However, while
in training every season and performing
in public his stud duties have not been
neglected, and as a result he has rolled
up a 2.30 list which makes him stand out
as clearly the champion Maine sire as his
record of 2.09 does the champion Maine
trotter. He was sired by Young Rolfe
whose second dam, as we have shown,
was by the Maine horse Rising Sun, and
lus dam was Gretchen, by Gideon. Nel
son at twelve years of age is the sire of
Haley 2.18 3-4, Queen 2.19 3-4, Silver
Street 2.19 1-2, Parker (p) 2.19 1-2, Selim
(p) 2.19, Lady Nelson 2.21 3-4, Amber
2.24, Edmund (p) 2 17 1-4, Damosella
2.25, Donna 2.26 1-4, Nelson Jr. 2.26 14,
Trafalgar 2.28 1-4, Merrill (p) 2.24 1-2,
Nelson Allen (p) 2.29 1-4, Cylex (p)
2.24 1-4, Cashier (p) 2.25 1-2, Nelsonee (p)
2.29 1 4, Payson A. (p) 2.29 1-4, Brenda
2.28 1-4, Conkling 2.26 3-4, Hilda 2.28 1-4,
Slick Nelson 2.27 1-4, Polly Nelson 2.30
and Theresa 2.25 3-4.
Twenty-four in
the 2.30 list and six better than 2 20, at
12 years of age is a record of which but
few horses can boast, and his first per
former entered the list when Silv ir Street
trotted in 2.25 in 1892.
Thus we have given a brief sketch of
some of the animals and families which
have contributed in placing Maine in the
front rank as a horse breeding State, but
while her fame has gone abroad as a pro
ducer of speed, as shown by the records,

it rests no less securely on her reputati >n
for producing a class of roadsters unsur
passed for their speed, endurance and
dociity.
To mention all that are worthy would
lengthen this article out beyond the pre
scribed limits, and w>- must halt. Over
80 new trotters and papers, bred in the
State, to enter the 2.30 list in 1893 and as
many more in 1894 shows tint we are
moving on. Among the young sires de
scended from the old families, aside from
those already named, we recall Lothair
Jr. and Young Dirigo, Dr. Franklin, by
Gen. Knox, dam by Winthrop Morriil,
and Watchmaker, by Winthrop Morrill,
dam by Gen. Knox, the only two animals
which we recall bred that way have add
ed their quota, while the young sires
with one each are too numerous to men
tion.
Many 3 oung sires, gilt edge in breed
ing and individuality, are scattered
throughout the State. “The Seer 2.15%,
by Gen. Benton, dam by Electioneer, and
Bayard Wilkes 2.13%, by Alcantara, dam
Bayard, second dam, Blandina, by Mam
brino Chief, have each given a taste of
their quality as race horses and sires,
while Dawn R. 2.22%, by Alcantara, dam
Dainty 2.26%, by Dictator, and Early
Bird 2.12%, by Jay Bird, dam Beulah, by
Harold, will surely follow, as well as
many others which space forbids us to
mention.
If any of our readers are looking for a
Christmas gift for a lover of music, we
strongly recommend thf m to visit Paine’s
Furniture Co., 48 Canal St., Boston.
The music cabinet which they are offer
ing at their Christmas sale at a special
price of $10, would be cheap at any other
time of the year at any price under $20.
It is a remarkable opportunity to secure
a fine cabinet at a normal price.
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RIP OF THE TURF.

This is the story of a resuscitated
corpse: When we—I use the plural, for
there were three of us, a medical student
an electrician and myself—unearthed the
corpse from where it had lain for twentythree years, we did not intend to resusci
tate it. We selected as our victim
“Absalom Grumpyse, a noted turfman
who departed this life A. D. Oct 8, 1871.
When we lifted up the coffin we were
surprised at its weight.
“Ab must have had a lot of horseshoes
planted with him,” remarked the medi
cal student as we trudged with the bur-.
den down to our wagon and hurried to
the electrican’s home. We unloaded at
his laboratory and carried the coffin in.
Tiie corpse wras as natural as if it had
just been buiied. It looked a« though
Ab was just sleeping.
“This is marvelous,” I exclaimed.
I’m shy a skeleton,” remarked the
medical student in a giieved We.
••Yes,” chimed in the eleetiician, “but
I can experiment here.’
In two minutes he had his electrical
contrivance fastened above the body, and
then lie turned it on. The alleged corpse
showed signs of life, and finally the eyes
opened, and he turned over, stretched
and cried out, “They’re off!”
Then the coipse sat up and wanted to
know where he was at. We told him.
lie said that he bad slept soundly, and I
remarked that I hoped he had, as he ha 1
slept for twenty-three years.
“Say, young fellow,” exclaimed Ab
salom Grumpyse as he sat up, “you don’t
me »n that? ’
We brought calenders, newspapers and
bills, for it was the sixth of the month,
and convinced him that we were right.
“I just played old Rip Van Winkle,”
be remarked, “but I wouldn’t have missed
that 1 ace for a barrel of nione;.. You
see, Sept. 6, 1871, was a great day in
Milwaukee, and there were big crowds
at the race track to fee Goldsmith Maid.
Oh, but how she went! She trotted the
mile in 2.17 flat and chopped a quarter
of a second off Dexter’s time, made in
August, 1867, which was 2.17%.
Shucks! I’ve seen all the big races
since Edwin Forrest at Centerville, N.
Y., trotted a mile in 2.31%, May 9, 1834,
up to Goldsmith Maid’s phenomenal
work. Why, I saw Lidy Suffolk, a
twelve-year-older, go in 2.29% at Hobo
ken, and that was a cold day in October,
1845, and I used to swear we’d see horses
trot in 2.17, and they laughed and called
me crazy, but I lived to see it, and I’ll
live to see 2.12. Yes, don’t look sur
prised. I will. But you talk about
your trotters! You should have seen
Flora Temple. Oh, she was sublime!
Started in as an eleven-year-old—eleven
years, mind you—and Sept. 2,1856, went
the mile in 2 24%. She didn’t beat this
for Jhree years, and then, oh, gentlemen,
had Flora Temple been a woman, I
would have married her. It was on a
warm August day in 1859, the 9th, and
on the Centervillb track that she went
against her record, turning off the mile
in 2.22 flat. I could have died right
there from pleasure. At Cincinnati,
Oct. 9, she made the mile in 2.21%. and
then went t> Kalamazoo, and on
Oct. 15 trotted a mile in 2.19%. Gentle
men, gentlemen, I was so crazed with
joy tint I just threw my arms about her
and kissed her and cried from pure joy.
“This stood until 1867, when Bonner’s
Dexter came along July 30 of that year at
Boston, and got the record in 2.19, and
August 14, at Buffalo, he made it in
2.17%. and then it remained for Gold
smith Maid to come along.”
“You’re posted on trotters. Didn’t
you ever see any pacers?” I asked.
“I should say, ’ he exclaimed. “Why,
I saw Oneida Chief at Harlem October
13, 1835, go a mile in 2.31. Have I ever
seen pacers? I’ve seen them beat the
world’s record. Why, man, I was right
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there at Union course, New York, Sep
tember 9, 1852, when Pet paced the mile
in 2.18%, and I was on the same track
June 21, 1855, when eight-year old Poca
hontas reeled off the mile in 2.17%. Then
came Bil y Boyce, another eight-year old,
and I saw him at Buffalo August 1, 1868.
go t e mile in the phenomenal time of
2.14%.”
He rattled off names of horses, tc wns,
tracks, dates and time with a rapidity
that made one shiver and squeezed in be
tween a lot of pedigrees, dams and sires
that would curl y«»ur hair.
“By jinks,” he said after he had jaught
his breath, “I’ve been asleep twenty Ihree 'ears, and I guess there have been
some changes.”
I remarked that there had.
“Well gents, I u>ed to say that the 2.10
trotter and pacer would come some day.
I suppose that I was right.
He looked around with a broad grin
on his face nd a twinkle in his eye.
“Oh yes,” I said, “there have been
thirty one trotters aud forty eight pac< rs
to do 2.10 or better.”
You should have seen his lace. You
could have hung a horseshoe on his eyes.
“Great FT'ra Temple!” he exclaimed
impressively, “that time hasn’t been
beat, has it?” he inquired anxiously after
a hit.
“Oh, yes ” said I cheerily.
“Come easy, come easy,” he said.
“You know I’ve been asleep twenty-three
3 ears.”
*
He seemed to nerve hi nself, and then
he wanted to knew what the best trot
ting time was.
“Alix, 2.03%,” 1 answered.
The late corpse fell back on the bed
and gasped. His free got as white as a
sheet. He got himself together after a
bit and then asked as he straightened
up:
“What’s the pacing record now?”
“Robert J. 2.01%,” I answere 1.
Then he dropped dead again—Omaha
World- Herald.
THE
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INSURANCE CO.

We have investigated without bias,
the New England Live Stock Insurance
Company of Boston, Mass., and we do
not hesitate to commend their system of
horse life-insurance to every reader as
offering all that c mid be a?ked or de
sired in that line of busiuess. Indeed
its features are so praiseworthy, its re
cord so gratifying that it is nothing
more than justice to make their po nts
known.
Its policies are clear, explicit and un
derstandable—plain, honest and straight
forward promises to pay in a certain
event, and upon the occurrence of such
event, the promise is faithfully lived up
to in letter and spirit. There is no verb
iage, no “ifs” or “buts,” no loopholes
whereby legal responsibility is sought to
be evaded. No man is ever wronged,
nor is a dollar ever withheld where it
should be paid.
The officers are sterling business men
of personal probity and high standing
whose names would never be found con
nected with aught but enterprises of the
most trustworthy character. The di
rectorate is strong individually and
collectively, the management, conserva
tive, yet keen, wide awake and enter
prising. At all times and upon all oc
casions, it fully and literally fulfils all
contracts, and faithfully lives up to all
promises.
In all essential features, it presents
the qualities which go to make up the
ideal insurance company. It is as solid
as Plymouth Rock, and a spirit of fair
ness impels the statement that the most
searching examination could disclose no
feature deserving adverse criticism.
We refer our readers to the company’s
advertisement on another page.
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:—
It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that a paper such as our readers call for, and such as they -are entitled to,
cannot be furnished at the prdsedt subscription price charged.
We have repeatedly been told that our paper ranks with journals whose subscription price is twice what ours is.
We have decided that after January 1, 1895, the price of this paper will be $1.50 per year in advance, and $2.00 when
not paid in advance. Between now and Januaay 1st we will accept $1.00 for the paper for the coming year to old or new sub
scribers. If you are in arrears, now is your opportunity: We will accept One Dollar per year in arrears, if you pay
One Dollor for one year in advance, provided payment is made prior to January 1, 1895. After that date the lowest suscription prise of the paper is $1.50 per year.
We make this slight advance to not only allow us to continue the present high standard fof 1he paper, but to warrant
us in making several improvements long contemplated^
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Waterville, Maine, December, 1894.

COLONEL ALBERT A. PORE.
Tlie Father of the A gitation for Good Koads.
WHA.T ONE MAN HAS BEEN ENABLED TO
DO.

From the beginning of her h’story
New England has been noted for her^remarkably able sons, men not only
of sterling ability but of indomitable
push, whose courage could not be damp
ened and whose well directed labors have,
as a rule, been crowned wPh su rcess.
Among business circles the name of
Col. Albert A. Pope holds an enviable
position. He has a magnificent physique
and an unusual amount of personality
and magnatism on which he freely draws
for the successful accomplishment of
any enterprise be may undertake.
He has done more to bring about pub
lic interest in the improvement of high
ways than any other individual whose
name is identified with this important
movement. In point of fact, he is so
universally recognized as the father of
road reform in this country that some of
his friends have jocosely dubbed him
“The Colossus of Rhodes” (Roads), th°
greatest highwayman of America.
Reforms start from small beginnings.
It is only after years of struggling that
some of them gain the public ear and
acquire sufficient impetus to ensure thenultimate adoption. The value of good
roads has, in a way, been known and ap
preciated from the earli st historical
times,—“The memory of man runneth
not to the contrary”—yet highway im
provement n America has but recently

*'omo to the front as a question which j discussion of the question and have since
deeply concerns our national prosperity 1 kept up a road department for the dis
and therefore demands immediate and semination of interesting news concern
ing the construction of highways and the
careful consideration.
There never was an era which equalled proper method of keeping them in re
the present one in the development and pair.
rapid growth of both national and interna
Letters were sent to the presidents of
tional trade, and in direct proportion to the various colleges throughout the Un
this growth has the value of good roads ited States, resulting in a marked in
increased.
crease of highway engineering, culminaColonel Pope has been j ersistent in ! ting in many instances in the establish
his endeavors to educate the public to ment of lecture courses on this and kin
the importance of this reform which he dred subjects
rightly places in the very forefront of j As roads are the natural feeders of
the great question of f~e day.
railways it was suggested to railw’ay
His interest on the subject was at first officials that it would be to the interest
purely local. When he first began to of their various roads to offer special
rir/e the bicj cle his attention was for rates of transportation of road material
cibly callee to the bad condition of the and machiaery to be used in the con
roads in the vicinitv of Boston and to the struction of public highways. All agreed
great necessity of bi inging about a much that some concession should be made,
needed improvement in their condition. and several offers were extended in ac
He adopted every means at his command cordance with which greatly reduced
to commend this to public attention rates were given, and, in some cases,
The inception of this work dates back as even free transportation offered.
fan as 'll when he began to deliver earn
Colonel Pope’s speeches and publica
est speeches in support of the movement
at the meet’ngs of the League of Ameri tions en Good Roads have been circulat
can Wheelmen, before the Carriage ed widely'and accomplished a great deal
Builders National Association, and where- towards the education of the public in
ever he found a suitable opportunity to this particular line Perhaps the master
defend the interests of the reform. At stroke in the good roads agitation was
his own expense he established in the the monster petition which Colonel Pope
Massachusetts Institute of Technology a presented to Congress asking for the es
special department devoted to road en tablishment of a road department for the
gineering, and, through his personsl in purpose of promoting knowledge in the
fluence, Profess )r N. S Shaler of Harvard construction and maintainance of our
College was led to introdcue a road en. highways.
gineering course in the Lawrence Scien As a direct result of this petition a
clause was inserted in the Agricultural
tific School.
In 1892 Col. Pope took the first steps bill appropriating $10,000 to enable the
towards making the road movement na Secretary of Agriculture to make inquir
tional in its scope. At that time he en ies in regard to the systems of road man
tered upon a systemati j effort to arouse agement throughout the United States,
the leading men of the country to a real and to prepare publications on the sub
ization of the vital importance to this re ject suitable for distribution. A special
form. President Harrison was one of the agent has been put in charge of this work
first to respond and his recommendation and the department is from time to time
of the movement received the endorse publishing bulletins which give the re
ment of his Cabinet, of members of Con suit of their investigations in the form of
gress, many Governors of' the States and a conveaient compilation. All of these
representative citizens in all stations of Government reports are to be had on
application to the Secretary of Agricul
life.
Recognizing the power of the press as ture and should be consulted by all who
an engine for the formation of public are endeavoring to formulate State laws
opinion a correspondence was opened on the subject or are arranging for a road
with the editor , throughout the country campa gn in their respective districts.
The Massachusetts Highway Commis
w ith the idea of gaining the cooperation
of journalists in support of the good sion was formed practically unon the
work. Many prominent newspapers of lines indicated by Colonel Pope wh) be
the country devoted space to the free lieves that every State should establish

a similar commission in order to make
possible the careful construction of state
and interstate roads. The Massachusetts
Commission consists of three experienced
men whose term of servi^i is three years
each, an I it is so arranged that there can
be but one new Commissioner elected at
a time. The Massachusetts Legislature
has recently appropriate I the sum of
$300,0(0 to be expended under the super
vision of the Commissioners in building
new state roads or in transforming ol I
roadways into state highways.
Following up this educational policy
Colonel Pope has constructed a cross
section of Macadam and Telford . oads
which is at present on exhibition at 221
Columbus Avenue, Boston. Th« work
was done under the i nmediate supervis
ion of Mr. VV. E. McClintock. C. E., in
struct >r in road-baking at Harvard Col
lege and a membei of the Highway Com
mission. It is therefore correct in every
detail and is an object lesson which bun
dreds of people take advantage of
daily.
As one looks into the wind »w the por
tion to the right shows the Telford load
with its side drain filled in with broken
stone, and the various strata above, while
t^e portion to the left illustjates the
Macadam style, milt, in this case, on a
sandy foundation and finished with a
layer of crushed stone.
In looking at this cross section one is
naturally reminded of the saying of the
artist, Thomas Nast, who in his lecture
on characters asserted that “cartoons
reach a class that is seldom influenced
by printed matter.” The man who takes
one good look at this cross section may
be able to give points to those who have
read much more than he has.
“One of the greatest aims of today is
the development of manly character.
Our Government recognizes this aud
spends millions annually for the better
ment of the race. Isolate a community
or a family and it will stagnate, live in
ruts, and die without leaving any impress
on the civilization of its generation.
Open and maintain suitable highways
throughout our land and illiteracy and
unwise conversation will disappear like
dew before a summer sun. The slums
of our cities will be deserted, for healthv
suburban dwellings will be within the
reaches of all. The tone of our citizen
ship would be thus elevated and the
health of the people ensured. Both
sound finance and true philanthropy de
mand good roads.” Su :h are some of
the arguments which Colonel Pope has
urged up an the public attention;
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GRANDEST NERVE REMEDY KNOWN.
Only Medicine in the world having Bank Check with every Bottle.
In case of failure you can cash the check anywhere.

AND BLOOD TONIC?

Brain Workers,
Business Men,

Such as ministers, lawyers, students and
other professional men.

BLOOD DISEA E,

DISEASES OF THE NERVE,

WHO HOULD USE VI-TAL-IZED NERVE

SUCH AS

SUCH AS

General Lassitude, Humors, Pimples, Ulcers, Salt
Nervous Diseases, Trembling, Bines, Despondency,
Rheam, Boils, etc.
Take one desertspoonful of Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic
Exhausted Vitality, Hysteria, Nervons Debility. three
times a day with an occasional dose of Lax-ive.

Such as merchants, manufacturers, con
tractors, and bankers who are harassed by
the conditions of trade or fluctuations of
securities.

Teachers,

Take from one half to one tablespoonful of Vi-tal-ized Nerve Dhcnmatiom and Take one half to one tablespoonful of Viand Blood Tonic before meals and on retiring. As most nervous ulltf Uluullolll allu. tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic three times
a day together with the Tea Pills.
diseases are attended with a torpid action of the liver and
bowels, it is absolutely necessary that a teaspoonful or more of
the Lax-ive be taken at night. Do not take any other laxative,
Who are annoyed by the cares and perplexi as this works in perfect harmony with the Tonic. Continue this
STOMACH TROUBLES,
ties of the schoolroom.
treatment until a cure is affected.
SUCH AS

Clerks

Whose confinement is sapping away their
vitality.

Factory Girls

Who are losing the bloom from their cheeks
by long hours of labor and monotonous
work.

Housewives

Whose household duties and family cares
draw heavily on the vitality of the nervous
system.

Mechanics

Whose severe manual labor draws heavily
on the muscular system.

Heart Palpitation
Sleeplessness
Asthma

This can be relieved by taking one or two
teaspoonfuls of the Vit-tal-izea Nerve and
Blood Tonic three times a day.

Take Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic in desertspoouful
Is a nervous affection, which can be cured doses immediately after meals. If there is any constipation,
by taking a table-spoonful of tne Vi-tal-ized take a teaspoonful of Lax-ive every night. Eat light food, and
Nerve and Blood Tonic night and morning be eareful not to overload the stomach. Avoid fat meats and
highly seasoned food. Continue this treatment and a perman
Is purely a nervous affection, which can be ent cure will be the result.
greatly relieved by taking the Vi-tjfl-ized T nee nf flnnofifo Take two or three teaspoonfuls ofVi-talNerve and Blood Tonic before meals and on Luoo vl rtppcUlC iZed and Nerve Tonic immediately before
retiring.
meals.

VI-TAL-IZED

THIS IS YOUR
GUARANTEE

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heart-bnrn, Sour and Acid
Stomach.

NERVE

AND

BLOOD

TONIC.

A Negotiable Bank Check Like this Wrapped
Around Every Bottle.
_
This engraving is a fac-simile of the draft which is endorsed
with every bottle of Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic..
When issued with a bottle and properly certified, it can be
deposited in any bank and is good for one dollar in any part of
the world,
This is the only medicine on earth backed bv bankable paper,
and guaranteed to relieve and cure nervous diseases, dyspepsia,
imUgestion, constipation, insomnia, and evu?.uoted energy.
Why suffer, when we place in youi right hand a medicine
which we claim will cure you; in your left nahd a draft for one
dollar, which is as good as gold, if relief is not given.
Why not try it ? ror it cannot possibly do you harm, as it is
purely vegetable.

EVERY BOTTLE IS BACKED BY A DRAFT LIKE THE ABOVE

AMERICA’S
GREATEST HORSEMEN
AND DRIVER’S USE
Vi-tal-ized Nerve Tonic constantly. It gives them a
clear head and makes them feel buoyant and con
fident, No matter how badly you feel at night,
it will make you feel like a new man in the
morning.
to cmpletely dspels that Nervous and Tremblng feeing
Horsemen.

pecular to

Sold by all druggists at $1 a pint, or 6 pints for $5.—We
will ship direct to you on receipt price. Express prepaid.

SCATES

MEDICAL COMPANY, WESTBROOK, ME.

ANY.
Nature’s true cathar
tic, prepared from ripe
fruits. Easy to take, cer
tain to act, nevergripes.
Peculiarly adapted to
ladies and children.
All druggists. 50c., $1.00. Infant size, 15c.
Scates Med. Co., Westbrook, Me.
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DAIRY MATTERS.
OTIS MSADER, K di tor.

Every physician admits that diseases
have different degrees of contagiousness.
COTTON SEED FLAVOR IN BUTTER
Whm cholera or yellow fever approaches
A New York farmer writes to the our shores, the most stringent quarantine
As is well known by those who were American Cultivator, to ask why tuber measures are willingly submitted to for
present, there was a good deal of talk at culosis may not be stamped out in cattle, the public good. But it would be out
the late Dairy Meeting at Farmington re the same as the pleuro-pneumonia dis rageous and insufferable tyranny to es
garding the probability of cotton seed ease was stamped out a few years ago. tablish in Boston, New York and other
meal when fed to cows, imparting a bad “Our farmer friend,” says the Cultivator, cities where immigrants are received, a
flavor to butter, it will also be recollected “is one’of those who have been hardest relay of doctors at each station to test
that Mr. Harris in his remarks stated hit by the New York Board of Cattle with the stethoscope every immigrant's
that the “Boston trade” had what they Commissioners. He has, or had, a very lungs and send back all who were not in
called a “cotton seed flavor” which goes valuable herd of Jersey cows, and of soundest physical health. Yet this is
to show that they are not sure as to its those, from $8000 to $10,000 worth have precisely similar to what a number of
really being a cotton seed flavor, but that been sacrificed to this destroyin'* moloch veterinary surgeons in each State are try
is what they call it, and in our opinion of dairy interests. Yet, remembering ing to do. They have gained the ear of
it will be safe to take the benefit of this well the sucessful stamping out of the law makers and executives, and have
doubt and keep right on feeding cot;on pleuro pneumonia disease a few years persuaded them to engage in as wild and
seed meal, for we have no faith in the ago, he has borne his loss uncomplain absurd a craze as Massachusetts has seen
assumption that pure cotton seed meal, ing, as being a necessity which is tem- since the attempt to stamp out witchcraft
judiciously fed, ever imparts a disagree p rarily imposed on all owners of cattle, about 200 years ago. That craze spent
its force in a few years, and everybody
able flavor to the production of the cow. for their ultimate good.
In evidence of the correctness of thi^ con
This is the view which the jattle doc was then ashamed of the excesses which
clusion we present the fact, that in his tors who are most active in injecting tu it occasioned. Happily now it is only
examination of the butter at Farmington, berculin as a test for tuberculosis, them cows that are condemned to slaughter,
Mr. Harris detected a “cotton seed flavor” selves take. If State and na ional gov though io some other States sheep, poul
in two or three samples, and they were ernments can seize and destroy animals try and other domestic animals are in
so marked, when in fact no cotton seed for the suppression of disease why may cluded. But it is important to check
meal had been fed, and also the fact that not cattle commissions now dothie same? this delusion before it goes'farther
Doctors have so far not claimed that
the sample exhibited by Mr. C. C. Nichols This fallacy may be exposed by showing
proprietor of the Riverside Creamery the difference between the two diseases they have discovered a cure for consump
Foxcroft, which was pronounced a fine dealt with. Pleuro-pneumonia is a dis tion. To this an exception may be made
article and scored 94 points, was made ease that is extremely virulent and con in Dr. de Backer of Paris, who claims to
from cows fed freely on cotton seed meal; tagious. It has only to a very slight ex have treated 5000 cases the past year with
thus showing quite conclusively that the tent affected herds of cattle in this coun- an injection of the bacilli of beer yeast.
“cotton seed flavor” in this instance was trv. though it has inflicted enormous Of these, he has cured 90 per cent, in the
due to something el*£; » fact in our es lossos on cattle in Great Britain and on first stages of consumption and 05 per
timation, which will apply t > nearly all the Continent. To prevent such losses cent, in the second stages. Yet in this
such cases. For if it is a fact that the here, both the State and national Gov country, without any cure for consump
flavor of butter is in any material degree ernments f*lt justified in resorting to tion in practical use, the deaths from
influenced by the feed of the cow, judic any necessary measures to stamp out this disease are from 25 to 35 per cent,
iously fed, which is denied by many aut the disease. We believe they were right, less in p /opdrtion to populati m than they
horities, it is hard to understand how a and that the monev thus expanded has were 40 or 50 years ago. This gain bus
food can impart a flavor which it does benefited American cattle interests ten been made by better observance of the
laws of health. This decline in the pro
not, itself possess. Pure cotton seed fold or more what was thus used.
meal as every one knows who has had
What is tuberculosis? It is not a new portion of deaths from consumption we
occasion to test it, instead of having a disease, but the old enemy, consumption, note in a leading medical journal of this
disagreeable flavor, has a sweet nutty that has destroyed so many millions of city. It is the best answer to the scare
taste resembling that of a beechnut. It the human race. Neither is it new that about tuberculosis. Need enough there
is no doubt true that if fed in undue this disease affects cows. It has always is of caution. The observance of the
quantities, so that it is not digested, and done so to some extent. The memory of laws of health is all important. If it
assimilated, causing an unnatural and the writer goes back 40 years or more, were not for observing Nature’s laws all
feverish condition of the system, it would when he was a boy on the farm. His the human race would have died of con
have a deleterious effect on the flavor of father was not only a farmer, but every sumption before «ny doctor began to pre
the butter and the same can be said of fall he used to go among farmers buying scribe for the cure of the disease.
any other food, for the same reason a cattle to be killed and sold in a near-by
MAMMOTH HEN’S EGGSslice of beef steak is good for a hungry C’ty. The writer has helped to kill and
man, but if he should eat a whole ox it dress hundreds of beeves and calves.
From time immemorial it has been the
would kill him.
He distinctly remembers that on a7 con
custom for some one to rise up occasion
siderable proportion of these some one
ally and announce to the world through
or more of the internal organs had cur
SKIM MILK AS A FEEDthe medium of the press, that somebody’s
ious bunches. These sometimes ap
hen had startled the com n unity by lay
Skim milk is not a perfect feed for pear on other parts of the body, espe ing an egg of certain phenomenal dimen
pigs or calves, it containing too large a cially on the ud iers of cows. Undoubt sions and challenge Mrs Grundy to beat
percentage of protine and some of it edly these were tuberculous. Nothing it. We do not know whose speckled hen
goes to waste, some kind of grain rich in was thought of this, as it was not sup now holds the world’s record, neither do
albuminoids should be used to balance posed that these tuberculous bunches
we care, for we are in possession of data
the ration in order to produce the best were anything more than harmless
which will prove to the most skeptical
results. For this purpose, no grain, wens.
that Albion possesses a hen that le ids all
Sometimes
we
found
the
lungs,
al
perhaps, can be fed to better advantage
competitors and must hold the world’s
than corn, or corn meal, a good pro ways in farm phrase called “the lights,”
record indefinitely in her chosen occu
portion for the mixture, for 50 lb. pigs, were not in normal condition, as we pation.
will be one lb. of corn meal to three lbs. could plainly see. This was most com
Major Tyler of Albion, brought to
of skim milk, smaller pigs of course to mon among old cows. It satisfied every our office the shells of tsvo eggs in per
have less meal. Wheat, bran or mid one who then saw these evidences of
fect shape from which the contents had
dlings, or even wheat meal, are not a^ disease of the fact that cattle co ild and
been blown, the larger of which measured
good because they possess a less per did have consumption. If there were
7 inches in circumference the small way,
centage of fat. We must remember that the danger from contagion of consump and 8 5-8 inches the larger, from which
in removing the cream, we have re tion that is now claimed by those who two yolks were taken,and a medium sized
moved the principal constituent which have made tuberculin as a test their fad, egg in perfect shape and all complete
goes to make fat in the pig or other ani the disease must long since have gone
clear beyond all control.
mal, and this must be supplied.
That consumption is due to certain
And now, as the “Original Package ’ bacilli, and that these can be and are
scheme haj received its “quietus” at the propagated in the systems of human be
hands of the United States Court, let all ings and domestic animals, is a Comparadairymen join hands, and work to have tively-recent discovery of medical science.
suitable laws governing its sale in our The best-informed medical men know
State enacted (if they do not already but little more than they did before they
exist) by our incoming Legislature, to knew this fact how to treat consumption.
White as driven
the end that the vile fraud, may, as soon Those who have a smattering of knowl
as possible be obliged to appear before edge on this subject are, as is usual in
snow. The only
the public in its true guise, instead of medical science the most positive in
deceiving the people by donning that of expressing'their opinions, and in forcing
Pure Butter Salt.
their nostrum remedies upon the public.
an honest party.
TUBERCULOSIS

AND
PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.

can be seen inside the large shell; it is
detached from the other and rolls around
from side to side as the large shell is
moved. The other measures 6 1-8 inches
the small way and 7,l£ inches the larger,
and was laid by a Plymouth Rock pullet
hatched last spring, who has produced
about a dozen such eggs, and is said to
be the daughter of the one producing
the first mentioned egg. To any one
who contemplates beating this story we
say, that it will not be safe to attempt it
without having in their possession, as
we have, conclusive evidence of its ver
acity, for we shall not be vanquished
without a struggle.
RAISING CORN-

Prof. J. W. Sanborn in a paper read
before the Massachusetts State Board
Meeting made the following talk relative
to raising corn in New England in com
parison to the West.
Can we grow the acres of corn that,
our western contemporary can so far as
furnish’ng the plant food is involved in
the scheme? Let us look. Fifty bushels
of corn and its fodder contain phosphoric
acid, nitrogen and potash worth $10.00
or 20 cents per bushel.
The western farmer pays to railroads
for freight from Chicago to Boston 22
cents per hundred pounds for corn, from
Kausas City, Omaha or from western
points where corn shipments are the
heaviest to Chicago another 20 cents per
hundred pounds, making the cost per
bushel 23^2 cents or three and one half
cents more than the cost of chemicals
for a bushel of corn.
The sulky plow will turn an acie of
ground for $1.25 per acre.

The sulky

harrow will fit it for 60 cents. A two
rowel corn planter vill plant it for 25
cents. Ten dollars will furnish the
chemicals for four tons of air dried fod
der corn. Sulky cultivators will repress
the weeds for another dolTar. One dol
lar an acre will cut it up and one and a
half to three dollars will house it, ac
cording to whether it goes into the mow
or silo. As the husker and grinder will
keep li inds of off this crop the total cost
will be but $17.10 per acre. The western
farmer will not grow it per ton material
ly cheaper. If this is true he can make
beef but little if any cheaper, probably
no cheaper when delivered in our mar
kets.
Let us take another look at this corn
question.
The Illinois farmer grows
26.1 bushels; if we grow 50 bushels by
the use of chemicals we obtain 23.9
bushels larger crop per acre for the ex
penditure of $10 foi' chemicals.
Now
this excess crop costs but little more per
bushel than the 26 bushels grown with
out chemicals by the Illinois farmer, as
all the cost of tillage is to . be paid by
him for the small crop.
Another factor comes to the aid of
our system and that is the superior
value of the fodder in New England. On
most western farms the fodder is sub
stantially thrown away.
Rodolf’s Liver pills cure Headache,
Constipation and all diseases arising
from a topid liver. For sale by all deal
ers in medicines.

Worcester
Salt
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PRIEST’S
83 STANDARD PATTERNS

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGABLE,
CAN BE DUPLICATED BY NUMBER.

PERFECT CLIPPING
Priest’s No. 10 Power Clipping Machine with Flexible
Shaft and Vibrating Cutter.

WE LEAD
Lii’isd

ix—ALL

,, TLiiJ

COMPETITORS.

No. 10 Uibrating Handle for all Priest’s
Flexible Shaft Machines.

Priest’s No. 8 Power Grooming and Clipping
Machine.

MACHINES

Large Rotary Hand le for all
Grooming Attachment

Priest’s

for Nos. 7 & 8 Machines.

Flexible Shaft Machines.

4QPJ1
IOOO

Here is where we make the Highest Grade Horse clippers
in the World. Yearly output five-sixths of all in use.

jnnr
lobzO

Priest's Patent One Hand Fetlock Clipper.
Priest’s No. 7 Power Clipping & Grooming Machine.

Priest’s No. 3 Power Clipping Machine with
Flexible Shaft and Vibrating Cutter.

ITE 'are th^driginal inventors and manufac■ turers of Priest’s Hand end Pow er Horse
^Clipping Machines. Before purchasing ask ,y<wr
dealer or send direct for our new catalogue of
Hand and Power Horse Clipping and Power
Grooming Machines and you will be quickly
convinced that we not only build the largest and
best variety, but the only complete line in the
market.

American Shearer
Manufacturing Co.,
Priest’s No. 1 Power ( lipping Machine with Flexible Shaf
and Vibrating Putter.

Priest’s No. 2 Power Clipping Machine, with Flexible
Shaft and Vibrating Cutters.

NASHUA, N. H., U. S. A.
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(Continued from page 18.)

ST. CROIX.

nABBV HILTON.

HARRY HILTON.

t

The Youthful Driver of St. Croix
Jr., Trial 2.26%.
For nine long years, there has been a
record which Maine breeders have been
aiming to cut down. At the beginning
of the season, it has. looked easy, but
the end of that year has seen it un
touched and Nelson (3) 2.26% has been,
and is still, the Maine record for that
age, yet the time has been beaten on a
Maine track by a three-year-old colt
driven by a boy of sixteen—Harry Hil
ton, son of Ben Hilton, the well known
hotel proprietor aLNo^th Anson, Maine.
About all the fast work he had previous
ly done, was in riding ponies which is of
course a different sort* of work alto
gether. So far as conversation can
teach one how to drive races, he had ex
cellent opportunities. The late B. B.
Phillips was a frequenter of his father’s
hotel, and few indeed were the men who
could describe in a more graphic manner
how a race was won or lost. There
were others who could talk on the sub
ject and young Hilton was an interested
listener on such occasions. In the win
ter of 1893, Webster Williams of North
Anson, the owner of St. Croix, boughs
of Hon. Geo. Flint of Anson, a bay colt
by his horse and out of a daughter of
Fred Boone. This colt was a trotter
when we saw him about six weeks after
being broken. He had had no chance
previously to show what he could do,
but in Mr. Williams’ hands, he begin to
grow and improve. His gait was pretty
nearly perfection and there were not a
few parties who got the idea that they
would like so promising a colt.
Mr. Ben Hilton became his owner at
$500 and he went into the hands of
Harry Hilton early in September. The
first of October, he won a two-yearold race at South Norridgewock taking
a record of 2 51 1-4 which was only jog
ging work for him as it was thought he
could have made a mark of 2.40.
In June, 1894, he started in a threeyear-old race at K mgfield winning with
out having to louver fits' record. With
out stopping, the colt was shown a quar
ter in 40 1 4 seconds. He next Started
at South Norridgewock in a race against
aged horses, taking a record of 2.32% in
the third heat winning in three straight.
He next started at Kingfield against
aged horses and won, best time 2.35. We
had seen the colt and His young driver in
races previous to this and ho had never
been driven a heat for what he could do,
and in his work he had only been given
quarters fast, and was only worked when
he seemed to feel like going. If he acte I
as if he didn’t care for a brush was
taken back to the barn.
It was nearly time for the Eastern
Maine Fair at Bangor, and as it was ex
pected there would be some good colts

there, it was thought best to give him
some stiff work. He went one mile in
2.52, the next in 2.44, another in 2.35%,
and the last mile was first half in 1.21,
last half in 1.13, last quarter in 34 sec
onds over the half mile track at No. An
son, which it is not necessary to say is no
parlor course. The reputation of the
colt and the usual accidents and defec
tions from the ranks caused the race to
be declared off, and St. Croix went an*
exhibition mile in 2.26%, and was sold
before going to the stable to Hon. H. C.
Burleigh of Vassalboro.
At Maine State Fair he was defeated
by Nana 2.29%, in the three-year-old
stake, with a record of 2.30 in the race,
and it is but fair to state that there
are people today who think St. Croix Jr.
fairly won the race. Mr. Pray, owner of
Nana, is a fair-minded and honorable
gentleman and we understand that he
did not comprehend how one heat was
given him. As we understand it, it was
not desired for "the colt to win if he had
to go out of the ’30 class, and Guy Ed
wards drove him according to orders
with the result that he was defeated.
Foster did not weigh after the first heat,
having no idea that he had won, which
we think should have debarred him from
winning, of which, however, the judges
took no notice.
At Narragansett Park, St. Croix Jr. in
a race was timed in 2.21%, 2.22, 2.23, on
a track not at the best. Much of the
credit of getticg the colt into form for
his fast work should be given Harry
Hilton, and he could have driven him as
fast a mile as he has been driven on a
good track like Rigby.
G. M. H.

worked on high class trotters and when
they were in racing form, consequently
we may look for him to be better than
ever should he start next season.
As a sire St. Croix is already promi
nent; St. Croix Jr. by him obtaining a
record of 2.30 in a race, trotting a public
mile in 2.26%, the first time that Nel
son’s three-year-old mark has been beat
en in Maine. He also won two races
against aged horses, and at Narragansett
Park in a race trotted three heats in
2.21%, 2.23, 2.22, on a track which it is
said was not at its best. Croix Wilkes,
another three-year-old, trialled in 2.36%.
Miona (3) was timed in 2.38% in a race,
and its said that Kenelm (3), out of the
dam of Elcho 2.27%, can show a 2.30
gait. La Croix (2) won the Franklin Co.
Breeders’ purse for two year olds. Bertha
B. (1) can show jlose to a 2.40 gait, while
a weanling filly full sister to St. Croix Jr.
and Bertha B., and a weanling filly out of
a Prescott dam, show great promise for
their age.
Four out of six colts the first season’s
get of a young stallion all showing speed
which would lead one. to believe they can
eventually beat 2.30 considerably, is a
good fair percentage certainly. St. Croix
is the fastest Maine bred stallion for his
age by the records, the second fastest
Maine bred stallion and the first to get a
2 30 performer at six years of age.
G. M. H.

season he has taken Janet a five-yearold by Black Rolfe; dam by Hector, son
of Howes’ Bismarck, and marked her in
2.24%.
Narcus which was in his stable all the
season has been sold, we understand.
Narcus was by Messenger Wilkes 2.23;
dam by Hampton. He is a four-yearold full brother to Narka which took a
four-year-old record of 2.29. Narcus took
his mark of 2.25% in a race and shares
the four-year-old record for a Maine bred
gelding with Cephas if we mistake not—
2.25%. He should go in 2.15 next year,
says Mr. Noyes.
Billy Crocker is a bay pacing gelding
by Artemas Jr. and can go in 2.20 three
times.
They haven’t split him wide
open yet.
Mr. Noyes owns a half in
terest in- this fellow. Then there is Am
ber Odell, a fleet-footed daughter of
Robinson D. 2.17% out of a dam by Tom
Patchen.
When they pull op an the
throttle and give this mare her head it
will be a good one that beats her. She
is owned by Henry Taylor of Portland,
also Sunset R. which he expects it will
take a good three-year old to beat in
1895.
Mr. Noyes is a good driver, a careful
and painstaking man and a most genial
companion. We should not omit to
mention that he marked Lady Redwood
in 2.27 and perhaps there are others.
If there are not there will be. Success
to Life Noyes and his stable.
G. M. H.
Success at Kalamazoo Stock Farm-

A WELL KNOWN MAINE DRIVER.

E. Noyes, Portland, Me.
To be a good driver of colts and of
mature horses necessitates such a differ
ence in methods that few Maine men
have aspired to the distinction. F. H.
Briggs has driven both youngsters and
aged horses to their best marks and the
subject of the present sketch Mr. E.
Noyes, better known among his friends
as “Life” Noyes, while head trainer and
superintendent at The Colt Farm, Au
burn, gave such colts as Calcalli by Rocke
feller, Royce by Warrener and Dorcas
Pratt by Stamboul fast records at the
various ages.
Mr. Noyes had a way of getting the

We used a dozen bottles of your “Absorbine” upon Capped hocks, Enlarged
Glands, Knotted Tendons, and Strained
joints with great success, and cheerfully
recommend it to all horsemen and friends.
S. A. Browne «fe Co. Proprietor.

M. L. Ritter, Hamburg, Pa., Writes:—
I am well pleased with the “Absorbine”
I have removed two Thorough-pins, also
removed knotted muscles on two horses.
There has been shipped from the port
of Montreal to Great Britain 3,938 horses
within the past twelve months, as against
1,310 for the corresponding period last
year.

From Editor of Harness World-

Mr. T. J. Wyscarver Editor of the Har
ness World at Cincinnati writes under
date of December 10th as follows; “I reccommend Quinn’s Ointment frequently
among my many friends because I know
personally what it will do. It has accom
plished what I thought would be impos
sible in the way of removing blemishes.
To me it has been worth hundreds of
dollars.” This is the universal expres
sion of the leading breeders and horse
men throughout the United States. For
curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs and all
bunches it has no equal. Sent to any ad
dress upon receipt of $1.50 per bottle.
Address W.B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall,
V. Y. unless you can obtain from your
druggist.
A man who Co,n sit around a good warm
fire and enjoy himself cold winter nights
while his horses are shivering in cold,
uncomfortable stables has not much
conscience, and should be deprived of
the comfort which he denies his faithful
servants.

E. NOYES.

colts going and keeping them at it
Few indeed were the instances if any,
where any had to be retired from their
work before the close of the season.
Perhaps as good work as he did was
with the colt Sunset R. by Wariener;
dam Icy a full sister to Haley. This
colt won several races of half mile heats
and trotted a full mile in 2.40 as a year
ling and worked a mile in 2.36 early in
the season of 1894. He met with an ac
cident for which reason it was thought
best to throw him out of training. This

/

A recent writer in a scientific journal
takes the ground that, if never shod,
horses rarely have tender feet; their feet
keep in good shape and they are less apt
to be lame. He says of his own unshod
horse that after having been for years
the victim of the farrier, it is remarkable
that he should work as he does barefoot
ed. He tells of a doctor’s horse that in
five years has traveled London streets a
distance of more than 13,000 miles. He
was never shod, yet his hoofs are the ad
miration of the veterinary, and show no
signs of undue wear.
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JOHN E. HOBBS’ATTACHABLE STEELSLEIGH RUNNERS
”’1888i

MADE TO ORDER FOR ALL KINDS OF WHEELED VEHICLES.

Why have a ‘‘BOOBY HACK” to he stored so many months in the year as food for moths, when, if you have a set of
these Double Runners you can change your hack into a sleigh in about ten minutes and have a more comfortable vehicle, on
account of the springs and traverse gear?
Please notice that the tear runners on the carriage extend forward of the steps, that they are notin the way of them or
the doors. Their superior length prevents a shock to passengers when going over cradle-holes in the road, but they could
not be used on account of their length, without the rods connecting opposite runners forward of the axle. These are quickly
inserted after placing the runners on the axles and serve to keep them in line and prevent all strain on the axles, thus over
coming all objections heretofore made to the use of Hub Runners on fine carriages. The style of Runners shown in the above
cut is the best for all vehicles having side steps and doors. Mb. Henry L. Taylor, of Portland, owner of the team
shown in the above cut, has purchased six sets of these Runners, for his own use. He says that when their merits are
known no other runners will be used on hacfcs 01 other vehicles. 3 luse Runners are made to track ten or twelve inches
narrower than the wheels onthe sarbe cairiage, which is wide enough for use on good country roads.
ORDERS SOLICITED for RUNXERK'foFall kindsof WHEELED VEHICLES. Write WITHOUT DELAY for Price
Lists and Order Blanks, giving required lneasurementf^nP”\
JOHN E. HOBBS, Patentee and Sole Manufecturer, NORTH BERWICK, Me.

JOHN D. MURRAY

Kirst

LPncter the Wire
THE

ZPOZPTTZLJVFt

AORDECK
10 Cent Cigar.

Manufactured by W. B, TEAGUE, 33 Ash St., Lewiston, Me
Sold Everywhere.

TRY OJXTZEk

THIS CUT SHOWS

AUCTION SALE
----- OF-----

HORSES
AT MY STABLE

190 Federal Street,

PORTLAND,

Every Friday at

10

o’clock.

SALE POSITIVE, RAIN OR SHINE.

S. J. MURRAY, Proprietor

IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.
BISHOP’S

Controlling Hobble
ABSOLUTELY CONTROLLS

of all sizes and stales.
1 ke<p nay stable* con
stantly filled with the fim st horses to be found in
the market. Your style is among them. Come
in and see my airay of heavy teams and gent’s
driving horses. It is an equine show that will
please j oil Horses bought, sold and exchanged.
I can hit you on the pr.ce.

JOHN D. MURRAY,
81 FRANKLIN ST, PORTLAND, ME.

Breachy Horses. Cattle & Sheep.
A boon to Furm< is and Stockmen. The
Only humane and effective device
ever invented. Nothing cruel or
cumbersome about it. It weighs
about 2 pounds and it is comfoi table to wear. Gives all
necessary freedom. Renders
stock peaceable and quiet
Read what the President and Agent of
the Bangor Humane Society say about it:

I.C. LIBBY,
BANKER and BROKER,

Masonic Block, Waterville, Maine.
State of Maine Industrial and Munici
pal stocks and bonds a pecialty.
Six per cent, gold bearing bonds, now
on sale if applied for soon..
Correspondence in regard to all classes
of loans and security will have prompt
attention. Address,

POSITION- FOB OP’EHt-ZYTIOISr

R. E. ATWOOD, Treasurer,
Waterville Trust and Safe Deposit Co.

2.20
Pacing Speed For Sale.
COULD BOY 2,302,
S

Third heat of winning race.

Garries blood of Harold, sire of Maud S. 2.08X
on paternal side, dam by Franklin, sire of Daily
News 2.20, Lady Franklin 2.25X, etc.i Great
Sleigh Horae. Will show speed advertised ot no
sale. F. H. WIGGIN, 165 Main St., Lewiston, Me

ORSE BLANKETS
are tiie strongest.
Made in 250 Styles.
For either road or stable, use.
All shapes, sizes and qualifies.
Wm. Ayres & Sons, Philada.

AS PERFORMED BY

DR. C. L. WAKEFIELD, specw
-----IN THE-----

Castration of Ridgeling or Ruptured Horses.
SAFETY OF SUBJECT OF CASTRATION
ENSURED

BY

DEPOSIT IF DESIRED.

From the knowledge I have of Bishop’s Contolling Hobble and tr e recommendations I see,
lam satisfied that i»s use will do away with
many barbarous applianers.
Joseph F. Snow,
President Bangor Humane Society.
Bishop’s Controlling Hobble is Ihe only hu
mane device for controlling breachy stock, and
should come into general use.
S. W. Hakkiman,
Agent Bangor Humane Society.
The Hobbles are made in Solid Oak Leather in
two sizes. Large size for oxen and large horses,
$3.25.
Small size for cows, small horse? and
colts, $3.00. Sheep Hobbles, $1.00.
S< Id by dealers or sent postpaid on receipt of
price. Send for descriptive circular.

Manufactured by F. A. BISHOP, Proprietor.
HERMON, MAINE.

C. F. DWINAL, D. V. S.
(Successor to dr. albert lktuikcq)

VETERINARIAN.

P. O. Address for New England and the Provinces,
SPECIAL ATTENTION
Gardiner, Maine.
GIVEN TO SURGICAL OPERATION.
For New York and Points West, Hunter, Green OFFICE, Ba* gor House Livery Stable,
RESIDENCE, Bangor House,
County, New York.
BANGOR ME,
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HALEY 2.18 1-4.

RIVERVIEW FARM.
The Home of the Two Haley*.

Last winter we gave a sketch of the
colt Haley and with this, the Xmas issue
of the Tl’RF we present portraits of the
two Haleys, the owner and the horse,
which will be regarded with the more in
terest for the reason that they may be
seen in company next season.
Haley as is well known, is by Nelson
2.09: dam Graynose 2.31 1-4, to wagon
2.34 1-4; 2d dam Lady Balch, 2d dam of
Young Rolfe 2 21 1 4. Haley has always
been phenomenally fast, and he has his
speed this tear just as usual. As a
three-year-old he trotted to the same
notch as did his sire at same age, but
the record was not allowed from a
technicality. As a four-year-old Haley
was out for the money. He was ill with
distemper so that he could not be worked
any until July, and then it was ne:essary
to begin very slowly. He was entered in
Mr. Yates’ Colt Stakes at Fairfield Driv
ing Park, and distanced the field in the
third heat in 2.24%. At the New Eng
land Breeders' Meeting at Mystic, it was
no battle for the colt to win. He simply
moved up to a good position gradually
and tl en beat the leaders home. His
record of 2.20 1 4 as a four-year-old, made
in the race at Mystic was the best for
New England bred colts.
As a five year-old he went a hard race
on a half-mile track early in the se ison.
He won the race but it might have been
better had he not been driven to win un
til later in the season. At Rigby in Au
gust, he went a mile with the mare Sil
ver Street to accompany him in 2.14 14—
the fastest mile ever trotted by a Maine
bred five-year-old. He was second in his
race at the New England Breeders’ Meet
ing at Mystic, won*the 2.16 class at Maine

$1000 and has been used as a brood mare.
As a driver Mr. Haley gave the bay
mare Hulda by a son of Gen. Knox a
mark of 2.36% and she was rather a
difficult one too. He also drove the gray
mare Combine in several races and she
showed to good rdvantage tven hard
fought races though they were. He has
a fine stable of colts growing up and ex
pects to see all of Graynose*? foals go in
the 2.30 list yet, as they all possess the
ability to do so.
G. M. H.
A horse sboer says: “I have noticed
the discussions on shoeing elsewhere
w ith pleasure, some suggesting one way
and some another. Now, I would like to
add my mite, not on shoeing, but the
care of the horse’s foot “No foot, no
horse,’’ is an old saying and a true one.
First, I insist that the groom keep the
horse's feet clean, picking them out just
before hitching up, and examining them
when unhitching, see that no gravel, etc.
has been picked up. See that the horse’s
—
feet are perfectly clean at night, and in
W. D. II ALKY.
the summer pack them with a mixture of
clay, bran, and a little salt. This will
Stale Fair making a record of 2.18%, and horseman. is onott^the most social of tend to keep out fever, besides keeping
at Topsham smarting against All So’s gentlemen and he ha^ shown that he can the hoof soft and elastic, so that when
mark of 2.201 4. made hi s mile in 2.18 1-4. drive a horse well upon one or two oc you t ike him to a blacksmith he does
Haley is now in One condition, a big, casions, consequently we shall not be not have to take the clinch cutter and
strong horse and with a phenomenal surpiised to see him sitting the sglky be hammer and chisel out the sole, instead
burst of speed. He is quite likely to go hind his namesake in 1895. Mr.^|lalev of paring it. I also rub the following on
a faster mile in 1895 than any horse which is 42 years of age and has bred some very the foot at least tnree times a week,
will be on the Maine turf; bear it in mind. good horses previous to Haley. The first glycerine, one half pint; wateft one and
Asa sire his colts are very promising one was a mare called Tib whijh trotted one-half pints. This tends 1q toughen
and that they will show speed on the to pole in 2.34.
,the foot. When I h ive a road horse shod
track is only to wrait until they are
Rosie Morrill by Winthrop Morrill pro 1 always have the blacksmith leave a
worked there. We will give a notice of duced a fast colt by Dorchester, son of space of ab mt an eighth of an inch bethe other stock at Riverview later on Dictator. Mr. Haley saw him break his tWcen the heel of the foot aftd the shoe;
when more space will be allowed than leg in pasture but he afterwards got which forms a cushion and helps to
I have
in the present issue.
around right enough to trot in 2 38. break the jar on a hard road.
working on the above theory for
Mr. W. D. Ha’ey, the proprietor of Rosie Morrill was sold and became after been
years, j.ud it has been very successful,
Riverview, is getting to be pretty well wards the dam of the mare Rosa Victor, rarely, if ever, having a horse with bad
known in New England as a breeder and cy by Nelsen cut of Giajnosesold for feet. ”— Exchan ye.
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EVERY ONE WHOj DRIVES

Austin Bros.

lias experienced the annoy
ances and danger of having
the rein catch under the shaft.
This new device is very simple,
very neat, adjusted in a sec
ond, and “utirely prevents the
rein frrm»«. itching. It is made
of two India Rubl>er 1 ips,
connected by an elastic cord.
The tips are easily slipped
on the ends of the shafts,
with the rubber cord in front
of the horse’s brenst. They
cannot be lo*t off. For crooked
or turn down shafts they are
b Dpensible. Every one win*
has used this device would not
be without i for five times the
cost. A trial will c rov in- You. For hale ly dealers, or
seat by ma.l, postpaid, for *1
SAFETY REIN GUARD CO., 33 REDFORD ST.. BOSTON.

Training Stable,
G. D. AUSTIN, Proprietor,
BRIDGEWATER,

MASS.

100 BOX STALLS.
Brejking an<l educating yearlings and older
colts to tiot, our specialty. Richly bred stallions,
of decided merit constantly on
‘
Termg moder-

World’s Record Broken
WITH RUBBER.

MONARCH

haRn

THE BEST YET.
Important to Everybody Who Owns and
Uses a Harness
MONARCH HARN SS OIL. the tesult of
months of experiment by a competent chemist,
is an entirely Uyw p»o net which preserves the
leather, giving ifa-mo h, soli fin sh. It is very
i>enetrating, and as no imp black is n-ed in its
preparation, WILL NO CROCK. W’e guaran
tee it to be free from aci <is or any other ingredi
ent injurious to leather.
MONARCH HARNESS OIL is now put upon
the market with the confident belief that a single
t’ial will convince the most skeptical Pat no
other harnes* oil appr* aches it n cleanbncss,
b« autv, and sofieniug and preserving pr» )<ertier.
MON ARCH H ARNESS OIL <•«« s n«» more
t’ an infe’ior hatnes- o Is, vhib the Sat staetion
given b^ its use leaves the consideration of co>t
out of the question.

The Patent Rubber Ankle Boot, the only mfe inter
fering Boot in tl e market.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD AT

275 franklin Street, Boston, Mass.,

PRICE, $1.00 PER BOOT.
“
$2.00 “
PAIR.

------ BY------

Underhay Oil Co.

Prevents cutting. Does not chafe. W’fll not scald.
The cheapest boot sold. Outwears leather boots. light
er than 1 ather boots, for l ack or side hitters. Best
boot for weak arkles Always in place aud shape. Can
be aorn on either ankh . Not affected by di st, n ml, or
snow. Ea-ier cleaned than leather boots?
I odor ed by Col. William Edwards, president Cleve
land Driving Park Co ; Frank Rockef*Ih r. vice-presi
dent 'tandard O<1 Co.; and a long list of other well
known horsemen of tl e Vni’ed Mates. W’rite the
mann a* turrrs if ^our den h r ooea not ke* p them in
stock. M« ntion this paper when writing.

|N«ca_

”

-----

a
'^ures for
Vea~<« ....
Mvrty Decay,
etc., at oonsid* rabl expense bm

all were unsatisfact »ry. Found
my cure here at heme and any
person may know It FREE Or
CH ARttfc by athVessing wltt
stamp,

ANI) SCHOOL OF

Wm. Miller,
fc.r 4A Moncton M H

SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Jnve<t’gation solicited. Send for Catalogue.
E. D. CIIELLIS, SEC., Bangor, Maine

&

cJ

<x>

CJ

Einc Cali Lace Boots,

calf lined, double sole,
welted,
*4.00

Also a fine assort
ment of Patent and
Enamel Dress Goods.

I

n J ! nr ’
L-dUlCS

Misses
AND
Children

Calf Lace Double Soled
Hand Sewed Winter
Boots, and a large va
riety of fine Dress
Boots, Oxfords and
Slippers.
Boots
in

and

all

School

Dr. Wood’s Phenomenal
Liquid Blister
TjHLE GkFtZE^kT

MANUFACTl RERS OF

American Veterinary Remedy

COATES’ PATENT HORSE AND BARBER’S

Portland, Maine.
Men’s

Get the Best?

237 Chandler St., Worcester, Mass.

N. E. RANKIN, Principal.

CD
£
O
Q
o

WHY NOT

Coates Clipper Mfg. Co.

Complete BUSINESS and SHORTHAND Courses
Send for Catalogue.

HAIR CLIPPERS

Has been extensively used for the past fifty
years. It is undoubtedly the safest aud most
reliable blisteriug compound ever offered to
horsemen. Emphatic testimonials from the
most reliable Horsemen in New England and the
W’est. Carefully put up in three different sizes,
2,4,6 ounces. Price, $1, $150, $2 50, sent by
mail postpaid on receipt of price. All orders
should be addressed to Dr. C. R- W’ood, V. 8 ,
Specialist in Veterinary Surgery. Box 193,
Lowell, Mass.

Id Great Varieties.
Power Clippers for all kinds
of Power.
If you want the easiest workiug

D. J. POTTS, M. D.

Hand Clipper ever made, ask to

Slippers see Coates’ Patent

grades,
and

for

[Late Surgeou of the British Navy]
Is permanently located in Bangor for th<- treat
went of

ANTIFRICTION

Dress

wear.

W’e are the sole agente for the celebrated
Philadelphia laird, Scheber & Mitchell’s goods.
Send your order by mail. W’e will send you

goods and pay express to you.

CENTER & McDOWELL, Portland, Me.
Mention this paper in ordering. 629 Congress st.

Rheumatism,

Horse Clipper.

Asthma, and
*

No Effort to Operate It.

SEND FOR

This is our latest

CIRCULAR.

Bicycle CUpptf.

IASKyourHorseshoer
KPCAD

TU r

IS KTOYNT BEADY T*OK DELIVERY.
This Book is brimful of interest
ing matter to all horse-owners,
veterinary surgeons aud horseshoers.
The author tells howto
cure all lameness.
He is now giving a course of
Special Lectures in IheNew York
College of Veterinary Surgeons.
154 East 57i li Street.
The author took pains to not
use Latin terms when the Eng
lish would serve his puqtore as
well.

Shoe For

WINTER USE.
It ABSOLUTELY prevents slipping;,

The CALKS are REMOVABLE,
Steel-Centered and SELF-SHARPEWING
>en worn out new Calks can be easily inid vw’bout removing shoes, saving ah
sn.se amount of time usually lost at the
smith shot).
sceiptoi postal will mail free our detfcjggular containing prices of Calked
>ntly to be nailed on, ror trial, offered
Inter at very low prices.

COREY & CO.,
Prctal Stbmet, Pcrtland,
Dealers in
Black ..iuitbt* Supplies, etc,. Bole Agents for Maine

Neuralgia,
Catarrh,

Chronic and Private
Diseases.
Also Female Diseases of whatever nature.

Consultation private and by mail. All corre
spondence strictly confidential. Visits made at
any time. Cures guaranteed; 23 years practice
and no failures.
OWno RfU’KAWAV HOTSF, Rangnr MA

PROFESSOR DAVID ROBERGE’S

“ Text Book on the Foot of the Horse.”

and insures perfect safety aud comfort to
horse and driver.
Bhod with the “ Neve relip *’ vour horse’s
feet are always in good condition — kept so
by not having to constantly remove the
shoes for sharpening.

effects .a youthful

toll v an. i .gnoi a ecc, of the means
bv whl<* ’ w u saved. I answered

Sole Mannfartieers. Cleveland, <).

Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

NG TO MEN

~ ^een restored to Perfeet Hcal**i au.< aouixI Manhood,
I wll’ inform those whr buffer as

Bourne & Knowles Manuf’g Co

149

OIL

2 AVMdlW

WAIT until Catarrh
has poisoned vour entire
svstein before looking af_ _ _. _ ter your best interest
u li < h is health. Wardwell Catarrh Cure is
the great remedy; itcures when other remedies
fail: it is the only remedy that is guaranteed or
money refunded. W’e take the risk nnd others
get the benefit. Can we do more? It applies di
rectly to to the seat of the disease and its healing
and cooling influence is experienced from the
first application. Sold by Druggists generally or
sent direct from

Wardwell

Catarrh Cure

LEWISTON,

Co.,

MAINE.

FOR EVERYMAN. ONLY$1.

PRICE $6.

On receipt ’of same, the book
30ISNI will be sent to any oart of the
United States free of charge.

REFERENCES
Robert Bonuer, New York; C.
.1. Hamlin, Buffalo,'N. Y.; H.C
Jewett, Buffalo, N. Y.; W*alter R.
W’illets, W averly Lawn Fann.’L.
I., N. Y.; and sufficient other in. dorsementa to satisfy the most
doubtful as to its merits.
DAVID ROBEKOK,
106 W. 3Oth St., New York.
When writing to advertisers, mention this paper

W. H. PARKER, M. D.,

4 Bulfinch Street,
Boston, Mans.

THE MOST EMINENT SPECIALIST IN AMF.BIf A.
Established in I860. Chief consulting physician
of the Peabody Medical Institute, io wliom
was award. I (Ik* gold medal by the National
Medical Association for the Prize Essay on
Exhausted Vitality, Atrophy, Nervous aud
Physi<*al Debility, and all Diseases aud Weak
ness of
x\| IDCC Bie young, the nuddle-'iffed and wwiaCO old. Consultation in
person or hy letter. Prospectus, with testimonials,
D C C*
Large book. The Science of Life;
■"rCKLELa or, Self-Preservation, the prize
essay. 370 pp., 125 Invaluable prescriptions for acute
sealed.
aud chrvulc diseases, full gilt, oulr $1 XXkk double
d
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HORSE LIFE INSURANCE
PERMANENTLY ESTABLISHED.

Ik to Enoloim We Sled Siow Co.
INSURES HORSES AGAINST DEATH

And has demonstrated that Live Stock

BY

Insurance can be made as safe, sound and reliable ^s Fire
and Life Insurance.

dfL

X

147 Claims paid from May 15 to October 15,1894,....................................... $20,000

INSURANCE WRITTEN DURING THE SAME PERIOD AT THE RATE OF

A MILLION A YEAR.

Record.
Nearly all horse owners insure their
animals against loss by Fire, which is
light and proper, but there is 13 times
greater risk fiom Colic alone than from
Fire, and 50 times greater risk from all
other causes combin< d.

Do not allow your horse to go nnimured.
Any man owning a horse CAN
afford to insure him.
This company was chaitered in Mass
achusetts. April 12,1888, and was author
ized to do business in the tate of Maine
by a hj ecial act ot the
Mature of
that State eaily in 1891.

We are permitted to refr to the insur
anc-. Commission r of Mas-achusetls,
who has approved of the Com any’s
By-Laws

The American Horse Breeder says:
‘During the period from May 15th to
October 15th this Company has paid Xor
dead horses the large amount of $20,fih0
amongst 147 claimants. Truly a great
saving to those horse ow ners, who, with
out the protection afforded them by this
Company, would have suffered the entire
loss of that large amouut of mo_ey.”
The Western Journal says:
“Solid as granite. It’s policies are
clear, explicit and understandable—
plain, honest and straightforward. No
man is ever wronged, nor is a dollar ever
withheld where it should be paid.”

Nearly 30,000 Policies have been Written.
Veterinary Attendance & Medicines furbished to our full service policy-holders
HORSE OWNERS ARE OPPOSED TO THEIR OWN INTERESTS

IF

THEY NEGLECT TO INSURE THEIR HORSES IN THIS COMPANY.

Veterinarians and Horsemen are invited to send
us their addresses.

AGENTS WANTED in all Paris of Maine.
For full particulars and circulais address the Home Office,

120 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Hon. J. A. HARWOOD, President.
Hon. JOHN HASKELL BUTLER, Treasurer.
LEONARD TILLINGHAST, Sec’y and Gen. Manager.

WITHOUT COST.
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RALPH HANKS(1)2.O6 3-4.
Mary M ivs is too well known to require
with an accident which resulted in her
any comment on that side of th« f inily
consignment to the breeding ranks. To
tree.
the cover of Nelson's Wilkes, she has
Mr. Ilauks is 27 years of age, a gradu
We have a somewhat difficult task to produced two, Venus and Ravenna.
The latter as a two-year-old started in
ate of Dirigo Business College, and is fil
do in giving a pen picture of a youthful
ling a position of responsibility in the
scion of equine nobility, foaled in Maine five races last season, winning four and
V. S. Post Office at Augusta. As he
and also of his owner both of which fourth money in the other not being fit
says, “my business is that of at accountportraits may be found in this connec at the time and got a mark of 2.47 on a
’ ant, my aspirations, those of a man be
tion. We allude to Mr. Elden W. heavy, muddy track.
Venus as a two-year-old was bred to
lieving a better class of men becoming
Hanks of Augusta and the yearling colt,
' interested, will place tLe horse racing
Ralph Hanks. We believe that we Ralph Wilkes which had attracted gen
butiness on a higher plane and hence
state truth when we say that no man in eral attention by his two-year old record
enhance its patronage,”
Maine who has begun breeding on so of 2.18 and even now with his record of
limited a scalp as this gentleman, has 5.0(13-4 there is still considerable inter
Mr. Hanks does not pose as a driver
ever seen the prospect of such a brilliant est manifested regarding his future.
but drives his horses very well when it
The
result
was
a
black
colt
now
in
his
future opening to them. That these
is necessary. He started the mare Star
prospects may not be fulfilled is true, yearling form which has been christened
ling by Wilkes in two races and won
Ralph
Hanks.
but there are some who compel success.
them both, one being postponed and
As to this colt, Mr. Hanksj states that
There are many who woo the goddess
finished the following day.
of fortune in a cautious manner as if to “he was broken the first time a strap
We give the names and performances
be certain that there was no way of es was put upon him and that the first
of the horses bred by Mr. Hanks:
time
he
was
hitched
he
could
show
a
cape for her while from the tendencies
Starling by Wilkes, dam by Kennebec
of the gentleman whom we have men 2.35 gait and that he can now show a
E. W. IIAX«rs
race record 2.31. trial 2.26; Venus (dead)
tioned we have but little doubt but he 2.30 giit without shoes.” Now this may
by Wilkes, dam Queen by Blossom, trial
would capture the fickle dame before be a tax to the incredulous but bear in
seoonds and could speed much faster. 2.27; Ravenna (2 yrs.) by Wilkes dam
mind
that
Mr.
Hanks,
enthusiastic
the thought of flight had occured.
She would have taken a record much Queen by Blossom, race record 2.47;
Mr. Hanks tells us that he first be though he may be, has driven horses
below 2.30 the present season but for Ralph Hanks by Ralph Wilkes 2.06 3-4.
and
knows
of
the
gait
at
which
a
horse
came interested in the subject of breed
her untimely decease.
Starling and Venus w’ere each four, we
ing through being for a time the daily is going. The colt is young, is entered
When we realize that Venus was by believe when their fastest performances
in
some
rich
stakes
and
will
be
in
others
companion of C. M. Jewett Esq. of the
i the same sire as St. Croix 2.14 3-4, Fred were made.
G. M. H.
New England Breeder's Association, and if all goes well, so it will only be a ques
I Wilkes 2.18 1-4, Col. Pitt 2.10)4 al> faster
tion
of
time
to
test
the
matter.
Ralph
so promising a pupil has he become
than their records, herself out of a
that Sec. Jewett certainly cannot rival Hanks has always had speed enough to
great road mare, a fast trotter and well
In the proper place will be found the
stamp
him
a
precocious
colt
trotter
He
him in enthusiasm.
As a foundation, Mr. Hanks started is of medium size, strong in conforma bred, we are led to think the produce “ad” of Dr. C. L. Wakefield, Gardiner
with the big black mare Queen, a tion, fine head, neck and ear and a most should be something quite outside the Specialist in the castrator of ridgling
daughter of Blossom, by Aberdeen that intelligent expression. He is bred in ordinary. We confess that we like in- horses. Dr. Wakefield has a wide pracwas out of the dam of that game horse much the same manner as that great breeding and here we have it with good i tice in his veterinary practice and is very
successful in his work as a list of his pa
Watchmaker 2.31 and which proved young stallion Arrival 2.241^, a noble 1 results following in the train.
Ralph Hanks will be stirted on a very trons shows. There is nothing to be
himself the past season still speedy and two-year-old colt called Galcyon Wilkes
game enough to fight out and win a race which we saw Edgar Fisher drive to a few occasions the coming season with gained in the employment of ignorance
with horses much faster than he, she be record of 2 30 1-4 this season with scarce the view of preparing for the stiff woik and incompetency as it is always labor
ing a daughter of Gen. Knox. The d am ly any effort. Venus the dam of Ralph he is likely to encounter in the stakes lost. He needs no commendation more
than he receives by a liberal patronage
of Blossom was Nancy Ray by Abdal Hanks was but a four year-old and of a of 1896 where he is entered.
which we are pleased to believe that he
We
have
given
the
breeding
of
his
certainty
had
not
got
in
form,
yet
she
lah 1.
Queen could trot a 2.20 gait but met showed a mile in 2.27, quarters in 35 dam but the soH of Red Wilkes and merits.
RALPH

HANKS (1) BY RALPH WILKES,
2.06 3-4.

ft
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»econd heat Bayard Wilkes had it ap
parently won, when B. B. came with
PITCHERS
rush at the finish and beat the little
horse out a head in 2.12%. Bayard
Wilkes’ lameness developed rapidly affer
this heat and B. B. won the next two
and race in 2.14, 2J3%. In speaking of
THE TELL-TALE SKIN.
The skin tells the truth about health. It is a 1
the race afterwards, Dalano told the
letin which indicates at once any trouble in the blood. In
writer, who saw both the above races,
the stomach, tho bowels, the liver. Skin diseases are gen
erally more than skin deep. In their treatment it is
am not very proud of that B. B. race,
necessary to work on both sides of the skin—inside with
drove a very poor finish in the feeond
a purifier, a stimulant, a tonic-outside with a cooling,
heat. I waited too long, and sat there
soothing, drawing emollient. Pitcher’s Livura stimulates digestive action,
starts the impure refuse matter in the proper channels, clears and strengthens
like a dummy and lost a heat I should
stomach, 11. er, bowels and kidneys. Keeps poison out of the blood—sends pure
have won.” It is not the only mistake
blood to brain and nerves and skin. LIvura Ointment Boothes and heals all
local humors and eruptions. It brings comfort and stops scratching. LIvura
ever made in a race, but it is good odds
and Livura Ointment will cure any disease of the skin.
that Delano will never make another of
Mn. Howard Fiwlet, 703 Church street, Nashville, Tenn.,says: “Roy has suffered with
dry
eczema ever since his birth. He was covered with dry scales and scabs, sores on his
the same kind. Another race which he
he id discharged a yellowish fluid, and the scalp Itched continually. Livira Ointment
limcwl him. Pitcher’* Lfviirn. greatly Improved his general condition.**
drove in 1803 was at Rigby Park, where
gell IAVURA at SI a bottle. fF* For Eczema, Pimples. Ulcers, Itch, and affections or the
Skin. ruts. Bruf«e-<, Burns. Scalds,&c.,use LIVURA OINTMENT. Price, 35cents. Prepared
he won with Robinson D. in straight
by LIVURA MFO. CO., Nashville, Tenn., and Newark, N. J.
heats, marking him in 2.17% in the
houl-hv.
C00K* everett 4 PENNELL, Portland, Me., Selling Agents.
second heat. This was one of the l>» st
judged and driven races we have beheld
in a decade. After the season clo-ed,
Mr. Delano returned to California where
RELIABLE RACE HORSE.
he is at present. Although his other EXTREME SPEED.
business takes up hi« time, he has man
aged to get away from it long enough to
drive a few races the past season. He,
in company with his brother, bought, TRIAL, 2.13 1-2
RECORD, 2.25 3-4
early in the season the Oregon bred pac
Chestnut gelding, well bred, 7 years old, 15 hands, 900 lbs., warranted abso
ing mare Klickitat Maid by A ltamont, son
lutely sound, smooth, clean, and kind. His training has been very limited, yet
of Almont. She had a record of 2.30%. he started in five races over slow half mile tracks from Sept.. 22, 1894, to Oct., 4,
“Manse” won several races with her and 1894, in thirteen days time and won four first moneys, one third money, obtaining
ended the season with a record of 2.19. his record Oct., 4, 1894 of 2.25%, in second heat of a winning race, over a slow
Among those he has driven, many of half mile track. The Sunday previous, (Sept., 30th 1894,) he paced a trial mile
over the same half-mile track in 2.18%, and has since worked a mile over a mile
them to their best records, are Elcho track in 2.13%. He has proven himself a game, ste idy reliable race horse, and
2.27%. Maggie Miller 2.26%, Minnie D. will certainly get a record of 2.12 or better next year. He is an elegant road horse,
2.23%, Mollie Kistler 2.27%, M. Y. D and can pull a wagon a terrible clip, without any boots or rigging. Sold at a
colt 2.28%, Griffin 2.29%, Westland great bargain to close a partnership. For further particulars, address,
2.29%, Black Shan 2.24, Glenarm 2.23%,
F A A , BOX 113, DANVERS, MASS
Leola 2.30, Lady Martin 2 29%, Jerry
2.28%, Granietta 2.25%, Rockefeller
2.29%, Black Nathan 2.23%, Cunier 2.27,
Combinnt'on 2.29%, Star Gazer 2.24%
Cunard Jr. 2.28%, Alfred (p)2.23%, Bay
INSURES HORSES AGAINST DEATH BV
ard Wilkes(p) 2.13%, Robinson D. 2.17%,
and Klickitat Maid 2.19. Mr. Delano
isease or
ccident
says of his career as a driver, “I have
One hunired and ten death claims
paid from May 16 to Aug. 16,
$15,000
never had any of the peculiar horses
Insurance written during the
that; only this or that driver could drive
same period,
$250,000
fast. Any that I ever had that could go
or
^izclioist
vear i
fast, any other driver could drive, and I
Horses are by far the greatest of all property risk.
never got up behind one that anybody
The cost of insuring them in this company is proportionately the
cheapest of all insurances.
else could drive fast, but I could make
insure a horse for $100 and furnish veterinary service as well.
them go some. If a horse is a race AGENTS W AN rED. tor particulars and full Circulars of instruction address the Home Office:—
120
TREMONT
STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
horse, hung up right, and in good con
Hon. JOHN HASKELL BUTLER,
LEONARD T1LL1NGHA8T,
dition, it is a pretty poor driver that Hon. J. A. HARWOOD,
President.
Treasurer.
Sec. and Gen. Manager. J
can’t make a good showing with him.”
Personally, Mr. Delano has all the
qualifications for a good driver. He is
a very bright young man, with good
judgment, not only in balancing a trot?
ter, but in fitting and giving a horse his
work, and in the midst of a race, he is
quick to take advantage of circum
Important to Veterinarians and Owners of Horses.
stances. He is also a good scholar and
one of the best posted men, on the breed
ing and records of horses, in the busi
ness. He always had the happy faculty
TRADE
of making friends,and he has hosts of
them amongst the horsemen of New
England, who will join us in wishing
him success wherever he is.

I

M. C. fit LA NO.

Mansfield C. Delano whose portrait is
given in connection with this sketch, was
born in Canton, Maine, Oct, 4 th 1859.
His parents were of old New Encland
stock, and if there is anything in hertd"
ity, he is a boin horseman. His father
before him was a noted horseman and
driver in his day, and “Manse” early
showed a fondress for horses. His first
race was at the State Fair of 1880, where
he won the four year-old race with the
roan mare Nora Ferry which was the
first trotter he ever owned, and which
w’e named. After driving local horses
with varying success, among them Glenarm 2.23%, with whom he won the Maine
State Colt Stakes and the race for fouryear-olds at the State Fair of 1882, in 183?,
be went to work for the late D. M. Marsh
o' Cleveland, Ohio, and stayed two sea
sons There he drove, among other
tiotters, Minnie D. 2.23%, the Blue Bull
mare Mollie Kistler 2 27% and M. Y. I),
colt 2.28%. Here also he selected ard
purchased for Mr. Marsh, the black
mare Flossie 2.25% by Atlantic, then a
yearling filly. After returning to Maine,
he bought Maggie Miller, then a green
mare, and drove her to a record of 2.20%
over Mystic, and sold her to J. II. Lewis
of Boston. He also drove Elcho 2.27%
for the late D. M. Foster. During this
time he had acquired a reputation for
being a cool and courageous driver, a
good conditioner, and one of the best
men to balance a horse, in the State, and
he might easily have stood in the front
ranks of the profession in New England,
but in 1890, he concluded to give up the
business and accept a position with his
brother, who is doing a large granite
business at Rocklin, Flacer Co. Califor
nia. In May, 1893, he came back to
Maine to spend the season, and as he
had never lost his love for the sports of
the race track, he undertook to train a
few trotters and pacers, and drove some
good races. One which showed in a
marked degree, his skill as a race driver,
was at Damaiiscotta July 17th, when he
As Alcantara is to be sold at auction,
was called to get up behind Cunard Jr.,
after the latter had been fourth horse in the question is: What will he bring?
This remarkable Hoof Stuffing has been tested by the leading Veterinarians and Horsemen of
this country, with the best results. It is cooling, makes an excellent poultice, and sticks well in the
three heats which had been trotted in
hoof. It is a perfect remedy for horses with founder, corns, and contracted hoofs, and is far su
Rodolfs
Specifics
Cure
Colds,
Bron
perior to and cheajier than oil and linseed meal, moss or any other stuffing, as it has the quality
2.33%, 2.30%, 2.32%, and did not stand
chitis, Asthma, Catarrh, La Grippe, and
to them generally of being unchangeable; does not sour or decay, but is preservative of
in the summary to win any of the mon prevent Pneumonia. For sale by all uncommon
the horny structures and is clean to handle.
ey. Mr. Delano had never driven the druggists at 25 cents or by mail, Rodolf
PRICES OF HOOF STUFFING READY FOR USE :
horse before, but took the mount behind Medicine Co., Belfast, Me.
15 Lbs., $1.00
25 Lbs.. $1.50
50 Lbs,, $2.75
him in the fourth heat which he won in
2.29% and the fifth in 2.29%. The race
1OO Lbs., $5.00
200 Lbs., $9.00
was then postponed until the next day,
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN HORSE OUTFITS.
when he won the sixth heat and race in
2.28%. He also drove Bayard Wilkes
two races in 1893. This horse had the
SOLE AGENT FOR STATE OF MAINE
reputation of being a hard horse to
12
GREEN
STREET. PORTLAND, ME.
drive, but in Delano’s hands he never
Atrophy or Withering
made a break in scoring or in his races.
S]>ecial organs stomied, and small or blighted
The first, at Franklin park, Saugus, was Of
organs restored and enlarged. All Nervous,
over a slow track and the little horse Blood, and Private Diseases of either sex suc
cessfully treated.
New Methods. Quick
won it in straight heats in 2.15%, 2.17%, Cures. Permanent Cures. Cures where
fall. FORFEIT OF S5OO FOR ANY
PAY UP YOUR ARREARAGES
2.15. Here, Bayard began to show a others
CASE OF SEXUAL DISEASE WE UNDER
little of the trouble which finally retired TAKE AND FAIL TO CURE. Consultahim for the season. The next week at lon Free. Correspondence strictly confidential.
Mystic Park, he started again, winning
the first heat handily in 2.13% which is
207 Shawmut Av., cor Dover St.t
Bayard Wilkes’ record today. In the
BOSTON, MASS
And get the Turf at the old price, $1.00 a Year.

Fast Pacer For Sale.

The New England Live-Stock Insurance Company
D

A

.

TAKE NOTICE.

SPELTERINE -

Spellerine

Weaknesses of Men
CURED.

Hoof Stuffing.

F. W. HUNTINGTON, D. V. S.,

The Hnb Medical Institute, BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1895,
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JAY-EYE-SEE
Mr. J. I. Cask, (Hickory Grove Farm, home
of Jay-Eyo-Sec) ltuclue, H is., says: •• Alter 1 r> ing
every known remedy, I removed n large bunch
of two years standing, from a 3 year old till/.
with three applications of

;
•
-

Ask the men who are making Im
itations of COTTOLENE, the new
vegetable shortening, why they
give up lard and try to trade on
the merits of COTTOLENE ? Per
haps you can guess why.

Z
j

QUINN'S OINTMENT I
It is the best preparation I have ever used or heard J
of. 1 heartily recommend it to all Horsemen. ’ Z

« w?

We have hundr< ds of such testimonials^
Price. 1^1.50 per bottle. Ask your druggist for IL If ho
k doee not keep it. send US25c. stoinp. .,r ► ; \ . » >r d
x.
Itradxmabc. \
W. B. EDDY 4b CO., Whitehall, N. Y.

Ask the grocer who attempts sub
stitution, why he tries to sell an
imitation when people call for
that pure, palatable and popular
vegetable shortening, COTTO
LENE ? Perhaps you can guess.

Cures
Cancerous
Humor
And all Blood, Stomach,
Liver, and Kidney
Troubles.
Sold IS very where.
CLOVER MEDICINE CO.,
Augusta, Me.

The Clover Medicine Co., Augusta, M :
I, Mr James E. Cunningham,am hanpy
to snexk a good word for Clover Bitter*
and Clover Ointment. I have been con
fined to the house for several weeks during
the wi iter; my appetite failed, and I was
very much reduced in strength, my leg was
swollen so badly from th? effects of can
cerous humors that it was wiW> difficulty
that I could walk at all
I chanced to see
Clover Remedies advertised,and concluded
to give them a trial. After taking less than
two bottles, I feel like a new man, my ap
petite is good, and the swelling is all gone
from my leg, and I can now walk quite
well. Your Clover Bitters and Clover
Ointment are indeed very valuable reme
dies.
J. E. Cunningham,
March a8, 1894.
Bucksport, Me.

TO THE HORSE OWNERS OF MAINE.
Gentlemen I lia e ju-t removed to No. fe Siber Street, where I soould bo pleased to me t al
former • utro.tfl ond th<-public In genera’, vou wi’l find in my s*<»re the larg-st. finest »n l lies
,CL ,nf of ’hirneses, Hi-nk»* s. Rolves Moral** Dusters, sure nglm. IUIt**rs Horse and
Gandy It.nsbos. C urr Co.mIr ah varieties sf B uuDges, Muz.z.’es and llone Remedies of all kinds,
D. La e, ( ynthlai.e, and Morgan H« rse Boots and all I or*e furnishing*. also Trunks Bags and

Men’s Oil and. Rubber Clothing.
Now is t ie time to lui. Ilarn sse«, look at our

$25

FULL TRACK

HARNESSES

No, I Oak LeaUur all hand made.

Most of our readers will remember the
roan mare Maud R. which did man; ex
hibition miles in Maine, some eight or ten
years ago; these miles being in from 2.24
to 2.30, when such events or the horses
which could do them were much less
common. She having the additional
qualification of being a green mare i e.
one which had no record.
Maud R. was a daughter of Cunard and
out of a m ire by the horse Butcher Boy
formerly owned in Starks by Mr. Brack
ett. Maud R. was a somewhat difficult
mare to balance but she had speed and Mr.
Rogers had patience. The mare at last
was got going by proper sh teing and
balancing aud Mr. R. was ready.
The occasion of her debut was as we
remember it, the occasion of the form al
opening of what is now known as Elm
wood Park, South 'Norridgewock.
Doubtless with the idea of putting her
in a class where she would not be com
pelled to take a record, Mr. Rogers en
tered her in a race where the horses had

Our

Why should not YOU use COT
TOLENE, instead of Lard for all
cooking purposes? It has the
highest possible endorsement;
from Physicians as to healthfulness; from Cooking Experts as
to superiority; from housekeep
ers as to economy. Use COTTO
LENE and stick to it.
Sold in 3 and 6 pound palls.

Made only by

The N. K. Fairbank
Company,
CHICAGO,
•44 State Street, Boatoa.

Portland. Me.

STOCKS

D vou des.re to invest <n storks in a sa'e and
legitimate manner w.thnut care and worry,
« describe to our dbcieiio*-nr» accounts which
will pay you from 2 to b oer cent, wee h in
any xcthe maiket. It will pav you mote than
double the average rxte of interest in am or’Unary business pursuits. Deposits n*e hed
from |20 to $1,000,
We will be pleased to show* you teferences
a* to our s: cress in the past, aud what w- ate
do ng for others. If you are situated where
iou cannot call on us in person, address your
commitnicati ms to the

records down pretty well toward the 2.30
No. 1 Oak Leather,all hand tnule. We ship goo is to a’l paints in the state at our own expense mark.
Carriage Trunin ing sue Harness Repairing, neatly and promptly attended to.
The day was hot, July 4th|and the dust
was rolling up in great clouds yet we re
member as it lifted a little of the seeing
s
Metropolitan News Co.,
a roan streak flit around the last turn
N 8 SILVER STREET,
WATERVILLE, MAINE
48 Congress St,, Boston, Mas<
cutting down her field as if it was hut We remit
profits once a week and principal
standing and landing a good second to on three days notice. Parties preferring to
do their owu investing are advised to sub
Surprise. She could that day have beat scribe to our Daily Market Letters, which
give you important information on active
en 2.30. She was sold that day to Hon. stocks.
aud w*ill enable you to make monev if
A. Nye of Fairfield but Mr. Rogers you do your own speculating. Kates, $4.00
per month ; or with telegrams of important
drove her in her exhibitions that season changes, $20.00 p »r month. Address
and it was not until a subsequent season
TROTTING RACE RECORD.
2.191-4.
2.191 4. that she started in races, obtaining a
Metropolitan News Co ,
48 CONGRESS ST.,
Colonel Pitt stands 15M hands, weighs 1050 lbs, a blood bay, both hind ankles white, perfectly mark of 2.27|£. Mr. R next handled for
sound and kind, an excellent road horse and fast walker. In 18U3. as a four year old, he had 7 weeks
Lock Box 2263.
Boston Mass.
training and showed a mile in ?.30^». In 1894 he obtained a record of 2.19 •<, August 22. The next Hon. C. A. Marston of Skowhegan the
week at Saco lie met with an accident and wtir retired ; barring accidents we expect to mark him in
big
black
gelding
Fred
M.
by
Daniel
2.14 or better this season.
He is by Nelson WUkes. sire of St. Croix 2 14K, Fred Wilkes 2.18^. Col Osgood 2.18^. Col. Pitt Boone.
Do You Want Money?
2.19X, Brownie 2.24^, Johnnie Wilkes 2.26^, Mattie Merrill 2.27!*, Hazel 2.28‘< and Glimmer 2.30.
If so. send 81, and size of your own and
In his first race he was out to w in. He
Nelson Wilkes bv Alcyone by Geo. Wilkes. Col. Pitt’s dam, by Constellation, sire of Patrol 2 14’4
wife’s shoe for two pairs of
'
Glenurm 2 2.3*4, Tilton 2.24l*. Illusion 2.24^, Junior 2.27 W. Kalula 2.29W and dams of Col. Osgood
Reynold s Always-Read) Half Soles
2l8^’JCol Pitt ’19V* an<,Young Watchmaker 2 30. His second dam by General McClellan 2.2(5, did though his chief antaganist was a no
inode of hardened rubber—out* ea» any
third dam by General Knox, fourth dam bv Homan’s Messenger. Backed by such blood and such less redoubtable one then Van Helmont
| leather sole. Sent postpaid. You can
producers ot extreme speed, and hav ng demonstrsted his ability to trot fast himself, is it not
hslf-s<,le your shoes in 6 minutes— prevent
reasonable to e«pect he will sire speef with great uniformity. His colts are all bavs, ui headed 2.19}£. Fred M. had at that time n<
slipping—will keep your feet warm and dry
full of nerve and have the trotting action of their sire.
lOOperoent profit for agents. Order % gross
cord but acquired one of 2.3314.
pairs C. O. I), and I will give vou ex
Colonel Pitt’s book is now open for Season of 1895; limited to 30 approved mares, at the
clusive agency in your city and township.
Fred M. entered the list at Bangor go
exceedingly low price of 835.00 for Season, cash or satisfactory note; with usual return privi
SAW I FI, RKYXOI.HS. Sole Owner ami Mf-r.,
lege when m stud, or money returned, at my option
Season to close July ’st, when he will be put
166 Walnut 8t..
Chlcatf... III.
ing in 2.295< and subsequently took a re
in training. Mares kept at reasonable rates. Address,
cord of 2.28 1 4.
USHER, D.
ndrews
ile
rook
table The gelding seemed inclined to pace
VETERINARIAN.
188 ELM ST., BIDDEFORD, MAINE.
and after being driven in hobbles for a
Treats domestic animals surgically as
time he came out as a pacer in 1894. He
had plenty of speed, we have seen him go well as medically.
quarter in a race on a not to good half
OFFICE, ELM HOUSE STABLE,
mile track in 34W seconds. But where Auburn.
Maine
as he had wanted to pace, as a trotter he
now occasionally wished to trot instead
of going at the pacing gait.
$500 REWARD.
Mr. Rogers persevered, placed him in
We w’ill pay the above reward for any case of
Liver
Complaint,
Dysi>epftia, Sick Headache
the list on the home trajk at Skowhegan
DIRECTIONS.
Draw a string or wire around the hoof Just below the and gave him a record of 2.2(1 1-4 at Indigestion, Constipation or Cositivcness we
cannot cure with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills
hair; double the s’ring and place the end in the center Maine State Fair. He had apparently They are purely vegetable and never fail to give
of the frog at heel; run it around to center of foot in front the race won when at the quarter pole satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Sent on receipt of
25 cents, Send 2c. stamp for sample. Adand make a mark. The center of the frog is the center of he was seen to falter, and it was with »rice,
ress,
the foot behind. The mark in front is the center in front, difficulty that he finished the mile. No
CHAS. A* FOWLER, Apothecary.
provided you have measured right. Place the level No. 1. attempt was made to drive him, and he
Corner Main and Water Streets, Bangor.
on the foot, with No. 2 In center of the frog. Screw the set finished behind the flag; w as taken to his
screw No, 3 into the mark on the center of the foot in stall and died shortly afterward.
front. If the foot Is level it will show like cut ‘A.” If not
He is the fastest gelding with a double
like “B.” At the same time it gives you the angle of the record which was ever bred in Maine
and would have undoubtedly gone to a
foot with Nos. 4 and 5.
A XI from a reliable source
much faster mark. Mr. Regers has the
in regard to WARDPrice, S^O.OO.
patienee which never tires and his suc WELL’S CATARRH CURE, M?.C.S.
West End Hotel, Portland, Me., sayscess with two difficult horses certainly “Dorrfghty,
I have used three bottles. It is the best thing
entitled him to recognition in our galaxy in the world, and I would give $500 for it if I had
a bad case of Catarrh. Sold and guaranteed by
of
Maine
drivers.
By IIOOD & REYNOLDS, 17S Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
druggists generally. WARD WELL CATARRH
G. M. H.
$25
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COLONEL PITT 23,164.
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Catarrh
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For Sale. Wholesale and Retail,

CURE CO., Lewiston, Me.
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his record and reduced the mark of colt, Prue, with which after winning sev ous humors, rheumatism and catarrh
Cylex from 2.20% to 2.24%.
eral good races he lowered the New Eng since it was placed before the American
The fastest race in which Mr. Libby land yearling record from 2.57 to 2.52%. people than all other remedies combined,
Few breeding establishment! in Maine has ever taken part was at Rigby’s last The next year ho drove Glenn, by Pure and as a Blood Purifier it has no equal.
have started with brighter prospects meeting when after Roau Wilkes had Wilkes, a public mi e in 2.47%, half in
It is for sale by all leading druggists
than that of the farm at the head of our won the first heat in 2.12 and Alcyo the 1.20, and the same jear gave Prue a rec and dealers in medicines at one dollar
sketch and in a measure there has been second and third in 2.11 and 2.13, he ord of 2.35. The same year he drove per bottle, or six bottles for five dollars.
success.
brought Sterling out of the ruck and John (p), to a record to2.20% %t Mystic;
The loss of the inbred Wilkes stallion landed him three times a winner in 2 12, also gave Red Elm, by Red Wilkes, » (Written for the Christmas Number of the Turf
Arrival 2 24% was a serious set-back as 2.14%, 2.16, and we rather liked the tw »-year-old mark of 2.42, half in 1.17%.
Farm and Home.)
he was much faster than his record, manner in in which it was won. It was After a three years stay with Mr. Wood
A STRING OF EXPERIENCES.
while as the years move along the records a waiting race but there was no mistake that gentleman decided to drop the horse
obtained by his colts with the size and in waiting too long.
business for a time as other more press
road qualities of those which are ma
Besides breeding quite a lot of good ing demands upon his time called for all
BY MATTIE BAKER DUNN.
tured prcve that he was not a whit too colts, among them Oriole the best Maine his attention, and Mr. Libby engaged
Their names were Mary and Irene and
highly prized. There will probably yet yearling of 1891 he has got together with the Pine Tree Stock Farm, Gardin Katherine, and they had come to Boston
be a stallion at the Farm but it will be a some fine matched pairs and good road er, wThere he has remained. His princi to show that some things can be done as
first rater, if any. Mr. A. J. Libby the horses. He informs us that he has sold pal work here has been breaking and ed well as others. Mary and Katherine
well known trainer and driver is super to one party—Mr. G. W. Bishop of New ucating the colts, but which owing to the were sisters; they had some money, not
intendent and his brother II. F. Libby York city within two and one half years death of Arrival, the head of the stud, enough to be extravagant upon, but
has charge of the colt department. There $15,000 worth of horses. Mr. Libby is were not placed before the public so enough to teach them the joys of econo
are excellent facilities for training the a good manager, a tactician in races and prominently as they would otherwise my. Irene was a*i orphan, and so far
youngsters. A covered track gives op a good conditioner who will win if he have been, with the exception of the independent in income that she could
portunities for working them as well as can, but never by punishing a horse not black yearling colt Oriola, which showed occasionally be extravagant, but never
the mature horses in bad weather.
in condition.
so much speed that he persuaded Mr. lavishlv so. They had come to Boston
II F. Libby, Superintendent of the A. J. Libby to allow him to be put in because they had grown tired of the tea
colt department at Pine Tree Stock Farm training with the result cf his being a parties and cliur ih sociables which
was born in Gardiner.
As previously very easy winner at both Maine State marked the social limits of the provin
stated his first appearance in public was Fair and at Gorham, taking a half-mile cial town where they lived, and because
with Tinnie B. by Black Pilot which record of 1 30, drawing a 67% pound they believed that three women who
took a record of 2.37% but was distanced sulky. It not being convenient to ship were wholly unknown, and untram
before the race was over. This was in the colt home from Gorham, he was tak melled by the fashionable conventionali
1881. In 1882 Mi. Libby won a five mile en to Dover, N. IL, and while there ties of the city, could live comfortably
race with the black gelding Centurion showed a quarter in 41% seconds,
at comparatively little expense, enjoy
by Black Pilot, at Lewiston, time 16 min.
Mr. Libby has also driven Stanley 2.17, themselves, and have adventures. Mary
8 sec. In H83 he gave Tinnie B. a mark to good advantage, and also drove Cylex was the oldest of the three; she was
of 2.27% in a wit ning race at Beacon at So. Norridgewock m his ra je, showing rather tall, rather graceful, with curling
Park. At Mystic in 1884 Centurion was him to be a good horse and well driven. gray hair that always looked like a nim
given a record of 2.27%. In 1885 he gave There is many an ov ner who would rath bus around her head; her bonnets were
George O. by Hambletonian Chief a er see his horse well up in a race going generally slipping off, and her most no
steadily, miking a good appearance and
record of 2.24% at Mystic in a race which finishing well, than to nee him first at the ticeable characteristic was a graceful
he won.
vire on a hop-skip-and-jump gait; and disarray. She had a sweet face, and
the Messrs. Libby Bros, can give satis was an old maid only because she chose
faction in this regard. They attempt no
impossibilities and handle their horses to be, and because her ideal man was too
as if they believed the owner might have perfect a being ever to have adorned
a use for them after they have done this mundanesphere. She intended to
with them.
G. M. H.
take a few lessors in organ playing and
attend concerts, symphony rehearsals
PINE TREE STOCK FARM.

a.

j.

The Massachusetts Board of Health.

i.ibbv.

A. .J. Libby was born at Gardiner, Me ,
in 1858 and was originally in the tailor
ing business. The first track work of
importance was when he and his brother
H F. Libby started the trotters Tinnie
B. and Ranger, which was not exactly a
triumphal march, both horses getting
shut out in the third heat. Mr. A. J.
Libby went West about this time and
had a horse called .John D. which he
drove in a few races in Minneapolis and
points North to Winnepeg. Senator, bay
gelding by Robert R. Morris was taken
as a green horse and marked in 2.26%
at Detroit, Mich. lie trotted two seasons
in Mr. Libby’s hands and was behind
the money but twice.
Perhaps as good a race so far as the
pool box was concerned, for Mr. Libby
was the one which he won with Nellie
O. the pacer, when she was in the field
which was selling at $8 with the horse
which had been installed as favorite was
selling at $50. Mr. Libby proved then
and there chat “thf best laid schemes of
mice and men gang aft agley,” by walk
ing away with the money in straight
heats. Nellie O. was a pacing mare by
Henry Mambrino and Mr. L. gave her a
record of 2.28)4 in a fifth heat. He took
Arrival as a two-year-old and at five
marked him in 2.24%. Took Young
Pilot, brother to Pilot Knox at two and
as a five-year-old won all of his races and
a mark of 2.22% in a race of twelve
starters, winning in straight heats, and
a nice thing about the matter for Young
Pilots friends and backers was that
tickets on him which cost from $5 to $11
cashed up $200 to $400.
The same season he took that capital
road horse Frenchman and gave him a
mark of 2.24%, reducing his record 8%
seconds, winning four out of five races
with him and second 1n the fifth. He
lowered Stanley’s record from 2.18% to
2.17 in a seven-heat race at Mystic,
marked Cedric by Black Pilot in 2.30%,
drove Edmund 2.17% tlnee miles up to

H. F. LIBBY.

In the fall of 1886 Mr. Libby engaged
with the Knox and Perclieron Horse Co.,
North Park, Col., with which he re
mained about two years. The climate of
Colorado not being suited to him Mr.
Libby came east and went into the 'em
ploy of Graham & Conley of Lexington,
Ky., where he remained for one year
handling colts mostly, among them
Sweet Brier 2.17 and Donaldson a year
ling colt which sold at auction for $1025.
His next engagement was with E. D.
Wiggin where he fulfilled a two years
engagement. While here he broke and
trained Carlotta Wilkes which showed
an eighth of a mile in 20% seconds at
ten months of age and was sold to the
well known horseman Sam Gamble of
California for $3000. He also gave the
black colt Albrazia by Absolute, son of
Dictator a mark of 2.32% and Arrival a
two-yeur-old mark of 2.50, and as a threeyear-old one ot 2.39% after which time
he was sold to Pine Tree Stock Farm for
$5000.
His next engagement was with Mr.
H. G. Wood of Natick, Mass. While
there he marked Pure Wilkes, by Red
Wilkes in 2.29, and later showed a public
mile in 2.23%; having broken this horse
as a yearling while in Kentucky; also
broke and developed Pure Wilkes’ first

In Their Twenty-Fourth Report
(1893)
Make the statement that Sarsaparillas
containing Iodide of Potassium are un
safe to use, excepting under the super
vision of an experienced physician, and
that their continued use tends to impov
erish instead of purifying the blood.
Also that in many cases they act as a
direct poison, and cause serious trouble,
defeating the object for which they were
taken. Many of the leading Sarsaparillas
were analyzed and found to contain this
poisonous chemical.
This is an unprejudiced statement
made by the most scientific body of men
in New England, and is a warning to the
public against the use of dangerous and
injurious medicines.
When the blood is thick with accumu
lated impurities, the liver and kidneys,
which are filters of the body are clogged
and congested. They are overworked
and need assistance. Sarsaparillas, es
pecially Honduras Sarsaparilla was
highly valued by our forefathers as
a medicine; but the searchlight of medi
cal investigation has proved that neither
Honduras, nor any other Sarsaparilla,
has any medical value. It is simply
used as a flavoring for the soda fountain
or to disguise the nauseous taste of dis
agreeable medicines.
What one nee Is is a nerve tonic, a
preparation that acts on the liver and
kidneys, aids the digestive organs in
performing their duties and thus builds
up the general system and removes that
sluggish, sleepy feeling so common
among our New England people Rodolf’s New Medical Discovery was dis
covered, Compounded and has been test
ed for years by leading Maine physicians
and is universally conceded by all medi
cal men who have investigated its merits
to be the greatest bood purifier before
the people.
This great remedy has cured more
cases of consumption, scrofula, cancer

and high class lectures.

Katherine was the youngest of the
three; she was slender, pretty and co
quettish, with sparkling brown eyes,
and a general air of being a person of
consequence. Her plan was to take
lessons in water-colors, frequent the
Art Museum, Williams’ Everett’s, and
other art collections, and incidentally to
reduce to despair an unhappy man
whom she had met at the seashore dur
ing the preceding summer, Mr. Hyde of
the well known firm of Berkely and
Hyde.
Irene was between the other two in
point of age. Upon first seeing her,
people sometimes questioned whether
she were pretty or not; after one or two
interviews this ceased to be a mooted
point, being merged in the sense of her
undoubted attractiveness.
The three friends had been fortunate
enough to find two rather large rooms
opening into each other, on the second
floor of a corner house, in a block not
altogether given up to lodging-houses.
The back room was large enough to ad
mit of two beds, and the front apart
ment briglitene I up with a few plants,
pictures and graceful knick-knacks made
a very creditable sitting-room.
On the first evening after they took
possession of their new quarters, it oc
curred to Katherine to say:
“I pose as an artist, Mary as a musi
cian; Irene, what is your object in life?”
I came to Boston,” Irene replied mod
estly, “with the idea of making a proper
marriage.”
“What do you call a proper marriage?”
asked Katherine looking at this am
bitious matrimonial candidate with the
admiration due to her frankness.
“I will illustrate.
You remember
Maria Kennedy? She came here t > take
a position in some kind of a benevolent
institution: She was not pretty, not even
what one would call attractive; she was
a well educated, sensible girl, and she
attracted the attention of a sensible well
regulated young man, belonging to a
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wealthy family, a young man who knew coat I saw. I want to see the different (Prepared expressly for the Ckriotina* dum St. John, who purchased him after he
ber of the Tvmf. Farm ani> Home.)
that beauty is deceitful and favor vain styles.”
made his record. Willis knows how to
he married her, obligingly died soon after,
‘ Gray garments are not in style this IMPROVEMENT OF THE TROTTER IN handle and care for him aud the Mari
and she has lived oappy ever since—that winter,” he said.
THE PRt'/INCES.
time record will be in danger any time,
is what 1 call a happy marriage.”
“Is this the only gray coat you have?”
he starts on a good track, but Pilot Jr.
But you know as well as I do that I asked firmly.
‘‘Trotting around the stove” is a favor is not the only 2.30 trotter we have in
Maria felt his death deeply, and has
The minion presented one more speci ite pastime among hoi semen in the Mar the Provinces. Exclusive of those used
mourned him since.ely.”
men, less pleasing than the first.
itime Provinces as well as elsewhere dui- entirely for breeding purposes, we have
“Ccitainly, she ought to mourn him
‘‘For a lady who wants a gray coat at ing the winter months, and as they in Nova Scotia, Israel 2.19 1-4 by Ram
he was woith it. But just consider all,” said the Duke of the Cloak Depart discuss the records of bygone perform part, Earle 2.20% by Israel, Dinah, 2.21%.
since he died, Malta has followed her ment, “that is a very desirable garment ances, or of the speed of some animals Joe Howe 2.23 1-4, by Tom Thumb, Bra
own sweet will; she has been abroad It is a neat design, in the latest style for the ensuing season, they often recall zilian 2.24 1-4, by Brown Wilkes, Stran
half frozen times; she lives in the old and calculated to suit a refined taste.*’
the invasion of a number of Maine horse ger 2.26 1 4 by Sir John Dean, C. P. R.
family minsiun when she wants to, and
“But it isn’t what 1 want,” 1 remon men and horses in the Provincial Circuit 2.26% by All Right, Mayflower 2.28 by
when she doesn’t want to, she travels strate 1.
of 1887, and which made the discussions Israel, Resolution, 2.28 1-4 by Rampart,
“I thought you wanted a gray coat;” about the Christmas fires of that year of Frances P. 2.28 1-4 by Sir Nutwood,
hither and yen; sho meets all sorts of
charming pe< pie and has delightful ad he said.
more than usual interest. Some of the Rampart Jr. 2.29; Minnie Grey 2.30 by
“Are there only two gray coats in Bos Maine men who came hither that season Harry Morgan; Favorite 2.30.
ventures She persuades herself that if
he had lived, he would have enjoyed all ton?” I asked.
are still prominent figures on Eastern
In New Brunswick, there is Edgardo
this with her, iur that’s all a de usion.
‘Gray coats are not in style this sea tracks, and the late C. S. Fraser of New 2.13% ; Arc Light 2.19%; Pilot Jr. 2.21;
He was a thorbhfg’i m iu of business, and son,” he leplied.
York State, was also here that season Speculation 2.25; Katrina, 2.25%; Clay“Whit have you in navy blue coats?” with a mare called Princess, who was son 2.26%; Harold Jr. 2.27%; Nellie S.
he would have i-tdd rfguTlnu’e in Boston,
and made more monei, and she would 1 asked next, struggling to be meek.
said to have made a faster record under 2.27%; Rattler, 2.20; Deceiver, 2.30.
“I thought you wanted a gray coat,” another name. The Maine horses includ
have had a la uHy of well regulated childIn Prince Edward Island, among the
ro«, and been promi ent io charitable he said.
ed Lady Dinsmore, Saco Boy, Morgan horses ready to trot or pace, are Benny
v oiks, and an active number of the Bap
“I do, bus I would l.ke to look at navy Knox, Honest Farmer and Gen. Griffin, 2.18 1-4; Parkside 2.22%;Elmo 2.271-4;
tist chur h. Perhaps *ho would have blue coats.”
The first three named were all said by Onward, 2.29 14; Solace. 2.29 1-4.
been more useful than she is now, but
Of course if you want a gray coat, the “boys” about the stove, to have rec But horses here and even in the Pro
she wouldn’t have had half so good a you don’t want a navy blue coat,” he ords faster th in some of the classes in vinces have gone abroad and have been
time.”
answered, and then he looked at his which they started. Saco Boy was said able to hold their own in their classes.
‘•Then since you d »n't care for a bus watch, and muimurec something about to be Little Fred with a record of 2.36;
Here are some of the horses bred in the
band as a peimanen* investment, 1 sup the value of hit time, anc 1 said, oh! so Morgan Knox was declared to be Royal
Provinces and owned in the United
pose a ou intend to m in y an old man?” politely;
Knox with a similar record, and Lady States.
Mar) inquired with a friendly ’nt^rest.
••It there is a lady n your department Dinsmore was also said to be faster than Tomah by Edpardo............................................... 2 12 q
“Not at all; I d »u't think I could make whose time is not so prtcious, or w hom claimed. Provincial performers had very Belie (p) by Mvlbourue King..........................2.15
Lads snertdan (p) by Confluence................. 2.uq
up tuv mind to many .toy superannuated could hire by tl.e hour on any reason little show with these horses and the Sir Hatrv ll like* (p) by Harry Wilkes........2.1«
Helen
Melbourne Kinpf........................2.lftq
specimen <»r on j wh > w is the worse for able salary, I wish you would allow her Maine men got most of the money, es Maggie(p)by
T. by sir Charles.................................... 2.lsq
sea
King
by
Melbourne
King........................2 lhq
we ir; delta Ve p j iple always live f >rev $r to wait on me.”
pecially in the 3.00 and 2.45 classes. It Belle Medium by Happy Mvdi&tn................... 2.<0
I propose to marry a r.ian whom 1 eau
Fanny
Blair
(p)
by
Peter
Blair."....................... 2.2U
“What assurance!” Irene exclaimed, was a memorable race they liad, the 3.00
J. 1*. Morris by R. R. Morris..............................2.20X
always re nenibcr and idealize sweetly, and )ou live to tell of ii!”
Gordon
Sim
by
Uncle
Sim.*.............................2.20,q
class at Fredericton, in which Princess,
by Allic clay...........................................2 2iq
an I who will c^mider a few years spent
“I shouldn’t live, if looks could kill. Lady Dinsmore, Saco Boy and Flying Clajola
King Charles by Sr Charles..............................2.22q
in my so fety suftbient compensation foi But he summoned a lady aud she had Dutchman, driven by R. H. Edwards, Dot by Administrator................. * ..................2.22 q
Geo. Lee by All bight................. *....................2.23 q
Lis doom.”
human fe< lings, and feni’nine powers of now of Halifax, were the starters. Prin .,Amber
2.24
, by. Nelson......................................................
------.
.,
z,
\
•
,
.
.
,
.
Handy Eastmont (p) by AJlie Clay.............. 2.24V
‘ Such modestv is yours deserves a re comprehension, and she didn’t say‘the cess got the first two heats in 2.32, 2.36; Frenchman
bv McLtonald a Frenchman....2.24m
ward,’ Mary >< piled, with admiration same thiuir over and over like a tele the third
declared no heat; Lady
‘ Still th it type of hush ind doesn’t gro v phone ruuning down. She found me Dinsmore captured the fourth and fifth Jvsie Howe by Zenith or Jue Howe.............. 2.25^
04
mi
• *.1
J
11
Tellie by a 800 ol Abdallah Messenger......... 2.2ft q
o I every bush.” ‘ When I find him* just what I wanted. 1 knew she would. ««oo»7
in 2.37, 02.34.
The sixth
was a dead
heatx J Bijou
by Abdallah Messenger..................... .2.25q
Irene slid, ‘ he will be the bird in the
Just as I was finishing the transaction, between Princess and Dinsmore in 2.30, Senator by R.
Morris. .7...............................2.2ft
■' ~R. **
Lalandoby Hernando......................................... 2.26q
hand which is mentioned in classical His Lord High Mightiness came back while they were the only starters in the FoUy by All Right............... ................................. 2.2?q
literature, as being worth two in the and inquired supeicilioualy;
seventh heat in which Princess distanced I kiauTc. b/sir’char.2.»\
bush.”
“Did you rind what you wanted?”
her opponent in 2.35.
Claude (p) by Beacon..........................................2.2s ’
handy Morr.s Jr. by Sandy Morris................. 2.28X
‘ Quite s<»,’ murmured Mary softly.
1 pointed to my purchase.
There
was
another
great
race
at
Truro;
ii5’?
1 b.y A!lie
..............................2.2s
1 I.
“I thought you wanted a gray coat,
Saco
Boy,
Gen.
Griffin,
Morgan
Knox
and
frank
Xel. n,by Flying Dutchman............. 2.29K
he
said.
“Who 1 as been buying a barge package
Lady Dinsmore, had won first or second Ainfw'.lr byAll
“Tsn’t that a gr*y coat?” I asked.
at B. H. Swain’s?” Mary asked the next
Glimmer 2.23^ and Theresa 2 30 were
“It
would
hardly
be
called
so
by
any money respectively in the 3.00 and 2.38
evening. ‘I have.” Katherine mswered.
“I told you I wanted a coat to wear with one with a refined eye for color”- -and classes in straight heats the first day, and both purchased by Judge Xeagle of this
my £,ay dress.” “Did you find one that then he passed on, and left me to my ig on the second, the Truro stallion Frank c.ty, and afterwardg resold by him at a
Allison, the St. John horse King William, iarge advance to C. II. Nelson. While
suited you? Why didn't you go to a norance and blindness.
had previously been masquerading tIie introduction of the “bike”,improved
who
“Quite
fo
,”
Mary
murmured
softly.
regular cloak start ?’*
was learning to be English in her ex intl.e’West, Morgan Knox and Honest tracks and breeding, have had a great
“I went to Swain’s because I had a She
pressions.
Farmer, were the competitors. Morgan deal to do with causing the improvement
note to the foreman of the department,
(To be Continued.)
Knox took the first and th.rd heats in | there is n0 doubt that the Maiitime
and because our obji ct duiing this ex2.39%, 2.37; Honest Farmer the second in | Colt Stakes naugurated five years ago
CONSIDERS
IT
A
MIRACLE.
ptYiment of ours is to ec«»uom'se or per
2.38. Frank Allison who had been last in by Jas. W. Power, Halifax aud James
ish. Girls, did either of you ev< r see
Mr. Isaiah Dyer of Mattawamkeag, each of the other heats captured the next A. Fraser, New Glasgow and are con
a f n wpu of a cloak d» partn*< nt, in the
Me., writes: 1 was taken sick with La two in 2.36, 2.38%. Farmer, however, tinued annually by the former have had
flesh?”
Grippe
about two years ago which left got the sixth heat in 2.39%. Knox was considerable to do with the improvement,
“1 don't think I ever did,’ trend said
ue with a very seveie cough. I tried distanced in the seventh, which was a as among the horses which have been
curiously.
six
physicians and al1 kinds of medicines dead heat between Allison and Farmer nominated in these stakes are Tomah
“Then you don’t know wliat it is to
realize your own utter ndhiog- without receiving any benefit. One pby- in 2.39. They made another dead heat 2.12%, the fastest trotter ever bred in
of the eighth in 2.38, and Allison got the the Provinces, Sea King 2.18%, the fast
effs. I wanttd a coat which was at sici in told m**, as did the others, that he
ninth
heat in 2.42. It was the longest est stallion ever bred in the Provinces,
once elegant aud subdued, and chaste c>til-l cun vi '; but I had been disap
rkce ever trotted in the Provinces, and Dinah 2.21%, the fastest mare bred and
pointed
s
'
nnny
ti
nes
I
had
but
little
and different, and looked better and cost
less than other people’s co ats. I told faith. 1 offered to deposit $100, to be never since has there been such a pro-1 owned in the Provinces, Dot by Administrator 2.22%, the faster trotter bred In
paid him when I was cured. I found he longed contest hereabouts.
the f »rem in so.
To make an invasion of the Provinces I’rinoe Edward Island, Brazilian 2.24%,
Fie said; “What kind of a coat do you had as little faith aj myself, for he did
last year held the four-year old
not undertake mv case, ill this time now would require much speedier horses 1
I said: ‘ I wai t a gray coat. ’
my health and strength failed continual than those that made the money at that 1 ecord for Canada and lia« the three
“They’re not wearing gray coats this ly. The find of last March my attention time. Ringers are no use, as there is | fastest heats ever made in a race in the
w inter,” he said.
was attricted by the wonderful cures generally somebody ..bout who recog Provinces, 2 24%, 2.25%, 2 24%, Slippery
“But I want it to wear with a gray performed by Rodolf’s New Medical Dis nizes them, but under any circumstances Tom 2.25%, the fastest stallion bred in
dress.”
covery, and I thought it might be of great speed is required. It is only three Prince Edward Island, besides C. P. R.
“A black coat is what you want this benefit in my case. I began to gain while years ago since 2.30 was beaten in a race 2.26%, Mayflower 2.28, Resolution 2.28%,
winter to wear with a gray dress.’ be udng the first bottle, and after finishing in the Provinces, but during the past Frances P. 2.28%, Lajola 2.28%, Dexter
said.
the second 1 found my cough entirely season the gatherings at the free-for-all 2.29% aud many others with slower
“Can 1 look at some of the gray gar cured, and no pain and soreness through trots were disappointed if each heat was records. The colt stakes are to be trotted
ments you have in stojk?” I persisted. my lunes. I had also an excellent appe not several seconds better than 2.30. It again in August, so it will be woith the
He motioned to oue of his humble titc and digested my food perfectly, the was amusing to remark this season how w’hile for some Maine horsemen to visit
minions, and the minion brought one first time for many years. I have gain the crowd complained if the limit to the us, if not with trotters, to see the class
gray cloak. It was precisely like what ed nine pounds in weight and consider charmed circle was not passed, and only of stock we are now producing. Pro
everybody has been wearing for the last my recovery a miracle.
few years ago they went into ecstacies vincial horsemen will be glad to see
two winters.
I could •have gone into
them or any others from the neighbor
to see a race trotted in 2.35 or better.
“There’s a great difference between
any store at home, and bought one just
ing country, at d in the meantime extend
Pilot
Jr.
has
now
placed
the
Maritime
a boat race and :f horse race,” the brat
like it.
Province record at 2.21, made over the the seasons greeting, with the bett
remarked.
“Is that all you have?” I asked.
Don’t see it,” retorted the black and half-mile track at Amherkt, and many wishes for a prosperous new year.
“I thought you wanted a gray coat,” white genius; “they’re both trials of declare that it will be a longtime before
Sham us.
Halifax, Dec. 1894.
stiengtli.”
he *aid.
this
is
reduced,
but
it
will
not
be
surpris
True,” admitted the note-book mer
“I do.” I replied firmly, “but I did not chant,
Myion McIIemy, the brother to John
“but the boat wins by being ing to see Pilot lower his record himself.
come to Boston to buy the first gray pulled.”
Ue is now owned by E. LeRoi Willis, R. Gentry, brought $1,475 at auction.
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IS WARRANTED TO CURE THE WORST SPAVIN
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
CAN ALSO BE USED FOR

Class

ROAD HORSES and MATCHED TEAMS. Bowley’s

CURBS, RINGBONES, & SPLINTS.
PRICE, $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

Bowley’s Quick Relief

STYLE, ACTION AND BEAUTY.

Also Young Stock bred in BLUE BLOOD lines FOR SALE.
Horses and Colts Boarded and Trained.
A. J. LIBBY,

BEST LINIMENT
FOR
Soreness, Lameness, Galls. Scratches, etc., and it never
fails to cure.

H. F- LIBBY,

Maotfer.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Trainer Colt Dept.

------ ALSO-------

Bowley’s Family Liniment

PINE TREE STOCK FARM, Gardiner, Me.
ST.

CROIX

RACE RECORD, 2.14 3-4.

Sire, M

•

C. L.

BOWLEY,

We also pr pare the following veterinary remedies :
Orders by mail attended to prompt'y.

(Mention this paper when you write.)

ELECTRICITY 2.17L
BY THE GREAT

Sire,
Dam

ELECTIONEER,

MIDNIGHT,
DAM

F. L. STEVENS, V. S.

JAY
2nd Dam

lice 70 Main Si.,
Main*

sgSHK

Condition Powders, Fever Cure, Worm Powders, Hoof Ointment, etc

IX I IN V-A
Wallace, 2.29*4. We expect him to enter the list the coming season. Will nerve a limited number
of mares at $15.00 the season, with return privilege. For further particulars and catalogues,
Address,
WEBSTER WILLIAMS, North Anson. Maine.

Farminflfnn

MANI’KACTURKP ONLY BY

33 Flint Street, Lynn, Mass.

IV
Standard bred, dark bay colt, foaled 1892. By St. Croix, 2.14‘«,
V-Z l\ Vx I XX ■ dam by Toni King, 2.2s, second dam bv Lwkin> Knox sire ot

OLD DR. HALL,

PRICE, 25 CETTS PER BOTTLE.

likes S571, <1 mi, Zutati. by Gideon

Z^ D

50 HOWARD ST.ZNEAR REVERE HOUSE,
RUSTON.
regular physician. SPECIALIST in all female
complaints; his methods, bo*twjnedical and sur
gical, are absolutely safe and Fuccessful; Ladies,
married and sifigle, desiring to save time anil
money, avoid failure and disappointment by con
sulting I)r, Ha’l. His remedies are absolutely
sate and harmless. STRANGERS in the city
will find that his facilities for the treatment of
FEMALE TROUBLES «re perfect; he has
private ccommodat ons, with every appliance
for the comfort of those wishing to remam under
his personal care.
INFORMATION will be
truthfully glvm to ladies and gentlemen seeking
advice.
*
Dr. Hall also pays special attention to

Is highly recommended.

Killer.

10.258.

Sire ofSt. Croix, Jr. < <) 2.30 Three heats In race 2.23. 2.22 ! 2, 2 21 1-4.
Trial, Eastern Mate Fair, 2 20 1-4.
St. Croix is the only rix year old Maine bred stallion with a record as*fas as 2.14X, and t life only
one to have a performer in the list at that age. Also sire of Mima (3, timed in ra;e in 2.3$^. Croix
Wilkes, time 2.36
Croix, Jr., winner of first prize in his clas« Me. State F or; a’so Fred French
colt, winner of first prize Somerset Central Agl. Society; La Croix (2> w.nmr of Franklin Co Hiake
1894, half in 1.31^; Bertha B., yearling, full sister to St. Croix. Jr., can si ow 2.10 irait; King Croix,
(2) also a fast colt, as we will show. Kenel n (3) can show 2 36gait. Good judf.es be ieve fct. Croix
capable of a mark in 2.10 or better w.th a season’s training, WHICH HE HAS .NEVER H \ D.
TERMS : HM0.00 by the season, cash or approved hote at time of service. Free return
«b'’r. Sn stud.
•

IX I M Z"*

IS THE

Spavin

KINDERGARTEN track for educating youngsters or giving aged
horses their work in bad weather.

EYE

Pilot, Jr.,

by
GF

SEE

2.10.

by LEXINGTON;
3d Dam by GLENCOE;
4th Dam by WAGNER.

STUD

FEE,

-

-

-

.

$1OO

With usual privilege of return.

HOW TO GET RICH.

JOHN

E. THAYER &

MAPLEWOOD FARM.

’

BRO.

LANCASTER^ MASS.

To make money rapidly, become inde
ri/rnv COOT that wears an iron shoe should
pendent, and enjoy a life of ease, has
CVLi, I lUU I also wear one of RIPLEY’S
PRIVATE DISEASES OF MEN.
EXTENSIBLE HOOF EXPANDERS.
They
been the ambition of mankind since the
prevent and cure contraction, the cause of sevenHours: 9 a. m to 9 p m., Sundays by appoint
days of Adam! “Show me how, and
eighths of the diseases of the horse’s foot. Cornsment.
the most common one, it is a needless cruelty to al
quickly,” is the cry While the ways of
ow a moment when a « ure is so easy. Do not wait
until your horse is dead lame, his le« t pain him long
PRESERVES RESTORE YOUR HORSES’FEET making money are many and vaiied, the
liefore be go« s lame, he shifts and hieass amt paces
BY USING
most successful and that in which the
ami does a dozen other mean things when yon sj»eed
h;m. Itecause the se\ere concussion hurts. I>on’t
largest fortunes have been accumulated
load him down with iron forward to increase and
elevate
his stride, it is only putting off the evil day;
can be told in one wore, Speculation.
or blame the poor hoi sc. he cannot go natural any
In a measure we are all speculators,
more than you can when von have a tightshoe pinch_
ing awnion yourfoot. Get the “EXTENSlBLE”SHine foot after flvt.
whether we buy merchandise which we
that will make him fold up right by relieving the
expect to sell at a profit, houses and hor*e with sui»- sensitive lamina of the lateral pressure of the wall, months use of Ripleys
1 " The effect is magical. You can then bang him along
lands which we hold for an advance or posed N a v I c u 1 a r all you may and you cannot hurt him. Endorsed by Extensible Hoof Exthe’best horsemen in the country, because it is the
,er hohse OOstocks, bonds and grain. But of all com Joint Disease,
most effectual, humane and common sense method\
^ekfECFL Y
of
expansion
that
ingenuity
can
invent
or
science
'
*.4
modities, stocks ami grain pay the great
DEAD LAME.
advocate. leasts a long time. Every pair warranted.,
SOUND.
est profit. The values are better known
Easily adjusted. The great desideratum.
®
and you can always find a market. No
AN EXPANDER THAT FITS ANY FOOT.
long, tedious waits, perhaps for months Full directions in every box. Send by mail on receipt of price, of $2.00. Address
before you realize a profit (as the case
J. G. RIPLEY, 1H3 Medford Street Boston Mass., Charlestown Diet
of the development of land.) but a cons Horseshoers ami Veterinary Surgeons wanted as agents. IJlieral Terms. Discount to the trade.
Mention this pa|*»r.
tant and rapid change in values, register
ed daily on the “Ticker,” and which if
taken advantage of lead to large gains.
It is impossible to set forth in an article
of thh character, the way8 of speculating
and the many advantages to he obtained
by a Broker who is constantly on the
ground
. Suffice it to say: W* have had
For growing and softening the hoof. Saves soak
ing and packing: keeps the feet in better con a 1 .rge experience in the Stock Brokerage
dition with less time and labor than any other business, and our book on Stock Specu
method. It is at the head of all horse foot rem
edies for contracted or sore feet. Sure cure for lation fully explains in all its details
Thrush, Foot-rot, Quarter-cracks, Scratches, etc. the method of speculation.
We charge a commission of but 1-lfiin NO HOUSE OR STABLE SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.
TO HORSE OWNERS AND DRIVERS.
the execution of all orders, and where
Horses shod to correct all defects in gait, etc. the trader dop« not have easy access to
Lame bores a specialty. All diseases of the feet
Bicycle Clubs, Base Ball Nines. Polo Clubs, Cricket
treated. Will go to any part of the state. No the markets, we give him the benefit of
our experience by accepting discretion
Cure, No Pay.
Clubs, Rowing Clubs, Sparrers. Wrestlers, Run
ary ordkrs. or in other words, buy and
Give Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid a Trial.
ners and Foot Ball Clubs, all should use it.
sell to the best of our judgment for bis
A trial or this liquid will convince any fairaccount
and
profit.
minded person that it is the one thing above all
We deal in Stocks, Grain and Pi.o
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, STIFF JOINTS,
others best qualified to take the place of nature,
for the following reasons : It makes the foot soft visions in lots of ten shares and upward
but tough; »t draws out all the fever and sore
Headache
toothache, cuts, burns, bruises, spra’ii*. Him: p»-d lr»mIs eom*, bunions, lame back, *ore
ness; it promotes a rapid growth and gives it on a margin of from 3 to 5 per cent., and
throat, contracted cords, etc., all y i- U to i s magic power. Asa
that dark, healthy appearance seen only in sound, all orders receive our personal and
healthy feet. In a short time after it is applied prompt attention. Orders can be sent
you can drive your horse through dust and it will by mail or telegraph at our expeme.
not stick to the hoof, proving beyond a doubt
LEG AND
BODY WASH
that th- liquid has penetrated into the foot, Deposits received subject to check, and

Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid

TWEED’S
IWEED’S

IINIMENT!
LINIMENT!

FOR MAN OR BEAST.

where it acts as an oil to grease and lubricate the SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
joints, tendons, cords, etc., that center in the
It prevents as well as cures all ailments of the
feet. Use it and your horses’ feet will always be
in good condition.
Put up in Pint Cans—PRICE 50c.
PREPARED BY

Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid Company.

hiuI Flnials for H»uw*
Stables. Broad Gunge
Stall Works, 53 Elm St.,
ton. Send for List of Slow

Agents wanted. For particulars address
CHAS. B. STROl’LE, Farrier, Manager,
French, oqr. Hancock St-. Bangor, ld»-

e

FOR TROTTING HORSES

Correspondence solicited.
It hat- no equal. 1 quart of the Liniment, one quart «»f W.tcl. Hazel, and 3 quarts water, makes 5
STANDARD STOCK EXCHANGE.
quarts of the best wash in use. IT NEVER BLISTERS.
40 Broadway, New York, N. Y. For Curb, Sprained Ankles, Scratches, Sprains, Wind Galls, Sores,
Provincial Department, Room 36.
Ringbone, Thrush, etc., Ihere is nothing like it.

Manger.

Write for testimonials or information. PRICES, .25, .50 and #1 per Bottle; *5 per Gal«
and
Iron Sent prepaid to any address on receipt of price. Liberal discount to agents and dealers.
Bos
Feed

Manufactured by TWEED LINIMENT CO.. Chelsea. Mass.

